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Abstract

End-users face a massive amount of services when selecting and composing the desired

services to meet their personal preferences. For example, people frequently use the

Internet to perform on-line activities (e.g., on-line shopping and banking) and control

their IoT devices (e.g., turning off home light). The ever increasing amounts of

services available could be overwhelming to end-users. To relieve end-users’ cognitive

overloading when performing on-line activities, agents can be designed and developed

to act autonomously on end-users’ behalf.

However, the autonomous and cooperative natures of agents make it complex to

design and implement by developers. General speaking, developers face the following

challenges to adopt agents for service composition: 1) difficult to program agents; 2)

lack of domain knowledge to identify necessary tasks for composite services; and 3)

lack of a standard interface to integrate various services (e.g., IoT devices) with web

services by agents.

In this thesis, we present a smart agent framework that facilitates the design and

implementation of agents for service composition. More specifically, our approach

consists of 5 aspects: 1) we propose an easy-to-understand semi-natural language
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syntax that allows developers to specify the functionalities of agents; 2) we use natu-

ral language processing techniques and machine learning algorithms to identify service

related tasks from on-line sources, e.g., on-line how-to instructions; 3) we propose an

approach to transform functionalities of IoT devices to web services using the stan-

dard web service infrastructure; 4) we propose a deep learning based model (i.e.,

DeepCont) to predict end-users’ ratings on services, using user reviews and service

descriptions; and 5) we use a ranking algorithm (i.e., RankBoost) to automatically

learn user preferences from the service usage history, and integrate the learned user

preferences to recommend a collection of services for end-users. A series of case stud-

ies demonstrate that our approaches are effective to develop agents and recommend

personalized services for end-users. Our approaches relieve the required efforts from

developers to design agents for personalized service composition.
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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

With the pervasiveness of the Internet, people perform various on-line activities daily.

For example, end-users frequently visit E-commerce websites (e.g., Amazon.com) to

buy various preferred items. The Internet is also widely used to control and access

information of various Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices. For example, end-users use

smart phones to remotely turn off lights at home. Although the use of the Internet

greatly eases our daily lives, end-users are overloaded with the ever increasing infor-

mation. According to the statistics,1 Amazon has more than 606 million items for sell

in the United States in 2017. To buy a preferred item, an end-user has to manually

look through the large amount of items to select preferred items, and compare the

price of the selected items in different websites in order to get the best deal. To

relieve end-users’ cognitive overloading of performing such repetitive and tiresome

on-line activities, agents [152] can be designed as a service composition infrastructure

to act autonomously on behalf of end-users to perform on-line activities using web

1https://www.scrapehero.com/how-many-products-does-amazon-sell-worldwide-october-2017/
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services. In the following subsections, the background of agents, web services, IoT

devices and service composition process is briefly discussed.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Agents

Agents are software entities that can make independent decisions on which actions to

perform, and proactively perform the selected actions to achieve their designed goals.

For example, agents can act on behalf of end-users to frequently check the price of

end-user preferred items in different websites and select the best deal. Agents are

designed in multi-agent frameworks (e.g., Jadex [101] and Jason [12]) that follow the

Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture model [13]. The BDI architecture endows

the abilities of agents to make decisions on the performed actions to achieve goals. An

agent that follows the BDI architecture has three essential components, i.e., beliefs,

goals and plans. Beliefs are the knowledge that an agent has about the environment

and its internal state. For example, the price of an item can be viewed as a belief.

Goals are the target states that an agent tries to achieve, e.g., selecting an item with

the best deal. A goal may have multiple associated plans that specify the actions to

achieve the goal. At run time, an agent can decide the performed plan from the set of

associated plans to achieve the goal. An agent can be reactive to context changes, e.g.,

a change of a belief value, to decide whether triggering a plan or dropping the current

performed plan. Moreover, agents have the social ability that they can cooperate

with other agents to achieve a common goal.
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1.1.2 Web Services

Web services are software modules that are used for machine-to-machine communi-

cation over the World Wide Web. This communication can be implemented using

two kinds of architecture styles, i.e., Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and

Representational State Transfer (REST) [38]:

• SOAP-based web services. SOAP provides the message protocol layer for ex-

changing machine-readable information in the implementation of web services.

It uses XML schema as its message format and transmits messages through Hy-

pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

SOAP is typically used in combination with Web Services Description Language

(WSDL) [25]. WSDL is an XML-based language that describes the function-

alities of web services, such as the data structures, parameters and operations

that a service provides. A client program can read a WSDL file in a web service

to determine available functionalities on the server. The client can then send

a SOAP request to the server to call one of the listed operations in the WSDL

file. Due to the messages are formatted with XML schema, it demands more

computational resources to handle SOAP messages.

• RESTful web services. REST is designed to provide a lightweight mechanism

to interact between machines. Services conform to the constraints of REST

can be called RESTful web services [114]. RESTful services communicate over

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) with a fixed set of HTTP verbs: GET,

PUT, DELETE and POST. Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are used to

identify web services. The URIs can be operated upon with standard HTTP
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verbs (such as GET). The exchanged message is often described by a lightweight

data format – JSON. When exchanging request and response messages, each of

which contains all the necessary information to describe the exchanging pro-

cess. Thus, compared with the SOAP architecture, the REST architecture is

lightweight and stateless.

A majority of web applications (e.g., Amazon.com) are built on top of web ser-

vices, mainly because the two main advantages of web services: 1) web services have

standard interfaces and structured data formats that allow web services to be eas-

ily integrated with existing applications; and 2) web services can be independently

developed and deployed.

1.1.3 IoT Devices

IoT devices are gaining popularity among our daily lives. The functionalities provided

by IoT devices can be used to specify actions in agents. For example, IoT devices can

sense home temperature and react upon an end-user’s request to turn off the light. An

IoT device is a physical item that is embedded with a computing system and can be

controlled remotely through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. In general, there are three classes of

IoT devices: sensors, actuators and composite devices [45]. A sensor can measure the

physical properties of a physical environment at a constant frequency. For example, a

sensor can sense the temperature. An actuator is an IoT device that receives control

requests from end-users to change the physical environment. For example, an actuator

can receive a command from an end-user to turn on the light. Finally, a composite

device is composed of both sensors and actuators. For example, a thermostat is a

composite IoT device. It can sense the temperature and change the temperature
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upon requests. An IoT device may have multiple functionalities. For instance, an

indoor sensor may sense both temperature and humidity. Each functionality of an

IoT device can be published as an IoT service. An IoT service exposes a functionality

of an IoT device with an interface that confirms to the web service standard. An IoT

device may use various networking protocols to exchange data with an IoT service,

such as MQTT [57], a lightweight publish-subscribe messaging protocol designed for

exchanging real-time IoT data.

1.1.4 Service Composition Process

In existing web applications, a single service (i.e., a web service or an IoT service)

is not sufficient to achieve a goal. A set of logically related services are composed

together to provide a functionality in an application. Generally speaking, developers

use three steps to compose services: designing abstract processes, discovering services

and composing services. We describe the three steps as follows:

• Designing Abstract Processes. An abstract process contains a number of

tasks that need to be performed by services to fulfill a functionality. For exam-

ple, to design an abstract process for an end-user to buy a laptop, the relevant

tasks may include checking laptop specifications, checking user reviews, making

payments and shipping.

• Discovering services. An identified task in an abstract process may be imple-

mented by a large number of functionally similar services. A service is described

by functional description and non-functional attributes. The functional descrip-

tion contains the formal specification of functionalities that a service provides.

Non-functional attributes capture the performance and qualitative/quantitative
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aspects of services, such as price and user rating. The process of discovering ser-

vices aims to automatically identify the service that performs the functionality

of a task.

• Composing services. The discovered services are linked and composed to

provide a functionality that can be used to achieve end-users’ goals (e.g., buy

laptops). The composite service can be reused by many other web applications

to provide reusable functionalities to end-users.

Services are passive components that can only be executed once called upon [3][56].

Because of the passive attribute, the developed composite services in existing web

applications have to hard-code the control flow and data flow among the contained

services. For example, a composite service designed for shopping may specify that a

service used for searching for items is followed by a payment service. Once services

contained in the composite services are defined, these services cannot communicate

with other services. To avoid hard-coding the relations of services, agents can be

designed to compose services. Agents can proactively perform services contained

in plans to achieve the assigned goals and autonomously react upon the results of

services to determine the next better alternative services. For example, based on the

price obtained from the item searching service, an agent can decide whether to use

an email notification service to notify end-users the price, or use a payment service

to directly place an order. Moreover, agents can cooperate with each other, thus

enabling the communication among the contained services. For example, different

agents can check the price of items in different websites.
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1.2 Research Challenges

Despite the advantages of using agents to compose services, developers face the fol-

lowing challenges to develop agents:

• Difficult to develop agents to compose services. Existing studies [14][18]

show that the development of agents is complex due to the internal behaviors of

agents, i.e., the proactive, autonomous and reactive characteristics. In addition,

composing services by cooperating agents can be more complex. Developers may

spend a huge amount of efforts to learn the domain knowledge of agents and

develop codes to meet various requirements from different groups of end-users.

Therefore, it is essential to provide an easy-to-use agent programming approach

for developers to develop composite services in agents.

• Lack of expertise to identify the necessary tasks for service composi-

tion. To design an agent for service composition, developers need to understand

a specific domain to identify service related tasks in an abstract process. For

example, to design an agent for buying a preferred laptop, it is necessary to

implement a task to place an order for the laptop. However, the task to explore

discount codes for a group of end-users, such as university students, is also im-

portant, since students may have a tight budget. A well-designed agent needs

to consider various needs of end-users to achieve the design objectives. Nev-

ertheless, developers typically do not possess sufficient knowledge on the vast

diversity of different domains to identify tasks. Consequently, it is important

to provide an automatic approach to suggest the tasks for developers.

• Lack of standard interface to integrate IoT devices with web services.
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IoT devices can be combined with web services to provide rich functionalities

for end-users. For instance, an on-line grocery order can be made based on

a food consumption alert that is triggered by analyzing the data read from a

fridge sensor. In the current practices, to control and access the information

of IoT devices, end-users have to install proprietary applications (e.g., mobile

applications) on smart phones or computers for each individual IoT device. The

diverse end-user applications lack a standard interface to allow the communi-

cation among various IoT devices and web services. To allow agents to control

IoT devices and combine IoT devices with web services, it is crucial to trans-

form the functionalities of IoT devices to IoT services that confirm to the web

service standard. Thus, IoT services and web services are services that can be

composed in agents to provide more diverse functionalities.

• Limitation on recommending end-user preferred services. A task can

be implemented by a vast number of functional similar services. End-users may

have distinct preferences when selecting services. For example, end-users with a

low budget may prefer to buy a laptop with a low price. While other end-users

may care more about the quality when buying a laptop. To select a preferred

service, an end-user needs to carefully examine service descriptions, the corre-

sponding user reviews and non-functional attributes, such as user ratings. To

relieve the cognitive overloading when selecting services for end-users, a recom-

mendation system offered by agents is essential to predict the preferred services

for end-users.

• Limited ability to recommend personalized composite services. Usu-

ally, end-users need to use multiple services in web applications to achieve their
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goals. Many web applications allow end-users to enter searching requirements

to search for services. For example, an end-user can specify the price range

and brand names to search for items on the Amazon website. However, the

number of predefined options is limited and can not be customized for the in-

dividuals’ needs. Moreover, the predefined options are designed for searching

preferred services for a single task, rather than searching for preferred compos-

ite services. To better satisfy end-users’ personal needs, it is crucial to support

automated service composition by efficiently recommending personalized com-

posite services.

1.3 Thesis Statement

End-users face a massive amount of services to meet their personal preferences when

selecting services to perform daily activities. It is essential to provide an easy-

to-use agent programming approach for developers to develop agents that can act

autonomously on behalf of end-users to perform on-line activities. Agents can be

designed to analyze end-users’ past activities using machine learning algorithms to

perform personalized service recommendation.

1.4 Thesis Objectives

Figure 1.1 presents an overview of our proposed approaches in the thesis. To address

the challenges that are listed in Section 1.2, our approach improves the process of

service composition from the following aspects:

• Using a semi-natural language approach to develop agents for ser-

vice composition. We use the Jadex platform as our multi-agent framework
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Figure 1.1: An overview of our proposed approaches in the thesis.
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for developers to build agents. To alleviate the required efforts from devel-

opers to develop agents using the Jadex platform, we design a semi-natural

language approach for developers to develop agents. Our semi-natural language

approach abstracts the complex agent programming syntax to an abstract easy-

to-understand semi-natural language syntax. Developers can use our proposed
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syntax to specify the functionalities of agents. Our proposed syntax can au-

tomatically generate agent specific code, and guide developers to develop cus-

tomized code to implement business logics. Our semi-natural language approach

automatically generates executable agent code from our proposed syntax and

the customized code to compose services.
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Figure 1.2: An example how-to instruction for buying a laptop

• Identifying service related tasks from on-line how-to instructions. To

enrich developers’ knowledge on designing composite services in agents, we lever-

age on-line how-to instructions to identify service related tasks. On-line how-to

instructions are written in a natural language (i.e., in English) by domain ex-

perts to teach people to conduct various activities, such as buying laptops with
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deals. Figure 1.2 shows an example of a how-to instruction for buying a laptop.2

Typically, a how-to instruction consists of a title and a list of steps. The title

describes the intention of the instruction, while each step represents a goal that

needs to be performed to fulfill the intention of the instruction. Each step has

a name and a textual description of the tasks. These tasks may contain service

related tasks that can be performed by services.

To identify the tasks in on-line how-to instructions, we use natural language

processing techniques to analyze the grammatical structures of each sentence.

Many extracted tasks specified in how-to instructions are manual activities and

cannot be performed by services, e.g., “inspect laptop damages”.3 We apply

a deep learning based model, called multilayer perceptron (MLP), to filter out

tasks irrelevant to services.

• Automatically transforming IoT applications to RESTful web ser-

vices. To transform functionalities of IoT devices to IoT services, our approach

analyzes the source code of IoT applications to identify the methods that can

be potentially transformed to IoT services. From the identified methods, we

extract service specifications that can describe the corresponding IoT services,

e.g., service name and HTTP function. Our approach instantiates IoT services

on the cloud from the identified methods. To automatically instantiate IoT

services, we propose a service schema that describes the service specifications

of IoT services.

• Predicting user ratings using user reviews and service descriptions.

2https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Laptop-As-a-University-Student
3https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-Used-Laptops
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To relieve end-users’ cognitive overloading when selecting services, a recommen-

dation system is essential to predict end-user preferred services. User reviews

and service descriptions are important factors for end-users to select services

in addition to user ratings. Existing approaches use either user reviews or ser-

vice descriptions for service recommendation. In this thesis, we propose a deep

learning based model, i.e., Deep Content Model (DeepCont), to predict user rat-

ings on unseen services and leverage both user reviews and service descriptions.

Our proposed DeepCont model learns user latent features and service latent

features from user reviews and service descriptions, respectively, using two cou-

pled generative convolutional neural networks, i.e., convolutional variational

autoencoder (VAE) network [62][113]. The two networks are jointly trained to

simultaneously generate effective latent features and user rating prediction.

• Automatically learning user preferences for personalized service com-

position. To recommend personalized composite services for end-users with-

out much manual specification, we automatically learn user preferences using

machine learning approaches. More specifically, our approach extracts various

learning features from end-users’ service selection history. We apply a learning-

to-rank algorithm, i.e., RankBoost, to learn user preferences and the priority

orders on the extracted learning features. To enable automated service composi-

tion, our approach integrates the learned user preferences to the multi-objective

reinforcement learning (MORL) algorithm to recommend personalized compos-

ite services.
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1.5 Thesis Overview

We present an overview of this thesis in the following.

• Chapter 2 Related Work. We give an overview of the related work of the

thesis to differentiate our work from the related research.

• Chapter 3 Composing Services Using a Multi-Agent Framework. We

describe our proposed semi-natural language approach for developers to develop

agents for service composition.

• Chapter 4 Identifying Service Related Tasks from On-line How-to In-

structions. We describe our natural language processing technique to extract

tasks from on-line how-to instructions, and present our MLP model to identify

service related tasks from the extracted tasks.

• Chapter 5 Automatically Transforming IoT Applications to RESTful

Web Services. We illustrate our approach that identifies methods in IoT

applications and transform them to IoT services. We use a designed service

schema to instantiate IoT services from the identified methods.

• Chapter 6 Predicting User Ratings Using User Reviews and Service

Descriptions. We present a deep learning based model, i.e., DeepCont, to

predict end-users’ ratings on services.

• Chapter 7 Automatically Learning User Preferences for Personalized

Service Composition. We present our approach that can learn user prefer-

ences from the learning features, and integrate the learned user preferences to

recommend a collection of end-user preferred services.
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• Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Work. In this Chapter, we conclude the

thesis and discuss future directions.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this section, we summarize the related work on six areas that are relevant to the

thesis: 1) agent-oriented software engineering; 2) the applications of the multi-agent

framework for service composition; 3) natural language processing techniques; 4)

service discovery; 5) user rating prediction on services; and 6) service composition.

2.1 Agent-Oriented Software Engineering

The BDI architecture model is implemented in many agent platforms. We summa-

rize five agent platforms that implement the BDI architecture model, i.e., JAM [54],

Jason [12], SPARK [97], JACK [52], and Jadex [101]. We choose these five agent

platforms because they have programming languages and toolset support, and are

still in adoption [90]. JAM [54] is an early attempt that provides a Domain Specific

Language (DSL) to implement beliefs, goals, plans in the BDI architecture. The JAM

platform supports meta-level reasoning that decides an applicable plan to realize a
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given goal. The SPARK [97] platform uses combinations of keywords (e.g., achieve)

and symbols (e.g., ::) to construct the syntactic and semantics of the language to

design BDI agents. A key difference between the SPARK platform with other agent

platforms is that SPARK uses the finite state machines (FSMs) to declare actions

in a plan. Using FSMs can track the current execution state of a plan. However,

the introduced semantics of the language and FSMs make it hard for developers to

learn the SPARK agent programming. The Jason [12] platform uses the AgentSpeak,

a logic programming language, to describe the architecture of BDI agents. The use

of the logic programming language, i.e., AgentSpeak, facilitates the formal verifica-

tion [11] of the correctness of developed agents in Jason. However, developers are

more familiar with general programming languages (e.g., Java), and may get con-

fused on the syntax (e.g., ! and !!) in the logic programming language. JACK [52]

extends the Java language that incorporates agent-oriented concepts to design BDI

agents. Many applications are designed under the JACK platform, e.g., unmanned

air vehicle control [36]. However, the commercial license of JACK impedes the widely

usage in the industry and research.

The aforementioned platforms use either existing agent communication protocols,

such as Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (i.e., KQML) [39] and Agent

Communication Language (i.e., FIPA-ACL) [8], or use proprietary agent communi-

cation protocols (e.g., the JACK platform) to enable the communications between

agents. However, the various incompatible protocols impede the communication be-

tween agents in different platforms. Moreover, it is cumbersome to design and main-

tain the interaction between agents and applications, because of the incompatible pro-

tocols used in agent platforms [102]. Our approach uses the Jadex platform [14][101]
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to compose services. Jadex uses an extension of the Java language to program BDI

agents that have similar architecture compared to the aforementioned platforms. The

major advantage of using the Jadex platform is that agents use Jadex services to com-

municate with each other. The Jadex services can be published as SOAP-based or

RESTful web services. The standard interface of Jadex services makes it easier for

Jadex agents to be integrated with existing applications.

The area of agent-oriented software engineering has been actively researched to

support the development of agents. Generally speaking, the development of agents can

be divided into four phases, i.e., requirement analysis, architecture design, detailed

design and implementation [15]. Specifically, the requirement analysis phase [155]

identifies the roles of involved agents, the goals of each agent and the basic inter-

actions among agents. The architecture design phase defines the global architecture

of agents and designs agent coordination models [55][157]. For example, the Gaia

methodology [157] views multiple agents as an organization and describes an interac-

tion between two agents as a set of proprietary defined protocols. Unlike the above

approaches, our approach to develop agents focuses on the detailed design and imple-

mentation phases.

The detailed design phase mainly uses model-driven development approaches to

specify complete internal behaviors (e.g., plans) of an agent with high-level abstrac-

tions. For example, Bergenti et al. [9] propose a DSL with grammers extended from

Xtend (a language similar to Java),1 to model agents in the JADE platform. Tezel et

al. [136] develop a metamodel that is composed of graphical notations for modeling

agents in the Jason platform. SEA ML [18][19] designs a DSL to model agents in

the Jadex platform. Other approaches [46][117] present metamodels or DSLs that are

1https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/
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independent of agent platforms. Developers may be unfamiliar with the syntax pro-

posed in the aforementioned approaches. Same as the aforementioned approaches,

our approach proposes abstract syntax to enable modularized agent development.

Differently, our proposed semi-natural language syntax is easy to be understood by

developers.

The implementation phase concerns with programming agents using specific agent

platforms. Many approaches transform the design of agents in the detailed design

phase to the agent code. For example, the DSLs developed by Bergenti et al. [9] and

SEA ML [18][19] can be used to generate agent code that is specific to the JADE and

Jadex platform, respectively. Hahn et al. [46] apply two model transformations to

transform the designed metamodel to agent code that is used in the JACK and JADE

platform. Moraitis et al. [96] transform Gaia models [157] to agent code for the JADE

platform. However, developers cannot implement customized business logic code using

the proposed metamodels and DSLs. Unlike the aforementioned approaches, our

approach of programming agents tightly integrates the detailed design phase with

the implementation phase. Thus, the abstract semi-natural language syntax guides

developers to generate executable agent code.

2.2 Applications of the Multi-Agent Framework for Service Composition

Many researchers combine services with agents to achieve goals of agents. Corchado et

al. [29] and Maamar et al. [87] use agents as controllers and coordinators to discover

services and communicate with services. Greenwood et al. [42] focus on designing

message translators to enable agents to communicate with remote services. The
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above approaches mainly work with services that are described with WSDL.2 Other

approaches facilitate the dynamic cooperation between agents with semantic web ser-

vices [92]. For example, Klusch et al. [64] design algorithms for agents to discover

semantic web services. SEA ML[18][19] pre-defines several actions in agents to dis-

cover, negotiate and execute semantic web services. The aforementioned approaches

support agents to dynamically interact with services at run time. However, the ef-

fectiveness of the dynamic interaction is not thoroughly evaluated. In contrast, our

approach supports developers to statically compose services using agents at design

time.

2.3 Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing is studied and applied in various aspects, such as in-

formation extraction (IE), question-answer (QA) systems and semantic parsing. An

IE system utilizes natural language processing techniques to extract predefined types

of information from unstructured text [6][35][82][122]. QA systems analyze end-user

questions written in natural languages and search for direct answers from knowledge

bases [60][68]. Thomason et al. [137] and Chen et al. [22] utilize semantic parsing

techniques to translate natural languages to a formal representation form that is

understood by machines.

Many existing natural language processing techniques build probabilistic models

to tag part-of-speech of each word in a sentence. For example, Toutanova et al. [139]

present a part-of-speech tagger that uses tags of preceding and following words to tag

current words. Huang et al. [53] build deep learning based models, i.e., bidirectional

2https://www.w3.org/TR/2001/NOTE-wsdl-20010315
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Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models, to perform part-of-speech tagging. A

substantial research efforts focus on parsing grammatical structures of sentences, i.e.,

grouping words into phrases. Collins [28] uses the lexical dependency information

to parse sentences. However, the lexical dependency information could be sparse,

as many lexical dependencies (e.g., stocks skyrocketed) occur infrequently. Instead

of using lexical dependency information, Klein and Manning [63] exploit structure

context to analyze grammatical structures of sentences. Socher et al. [126] build

a recursive neural network to perform grammatical parsing. In our work, we use

existing natural language processing techniques to identify tasks from on-line how-to

instructions in the context of service composition. Our approach to identify tasks is

similar to Upadhyaya et al. [142] who mine process knowledge to compose services.

Unlike their approach that only identifies verbs and nouns, our work identifies tasks

by analyzing grammatical structures of sentences that extract various phrases (e.g.,

prepositional phrase and subordinate clause).

2.4 Service Discovery

Service discovery aims to rank services based on the similarity degree between the

task query and service descriptions. Two categories of approaches are used to discover

services, i.e., supervised and unsupervised. In the supervised approaches, a training

dataset needs to be constructed manually to label the relevance between services

and queries from end-users [59][130]. The manual labeling process is time-consuming

and tedious. The unsupervised approaches use keyword matching [47][140][153] and

clustering techniques [34][78][150] to discover services. Upadhyaya et al. [140] use
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WordNet [94] and ConceptNet [84] to identify representative concepts in a service de-

scription. An end-user’s query is used to match the identified representative concepts

from a service to discover services. Hao et al. [47] propose an approach to augment

service descriptions with mashup descriptions for service discovery. Xiong et al. [153]

match the inferred semantic relations in the service descriptions and user queries to

rank services. Elgazzar et al. [34] present an approach to cluster WSDL documents

into functionally similar groups to bootstrap the discovery of SOAP-based services.

Wang et al. [150] and Lin et al. [78] use unsupervised machine learning techniques

(e.g., Support Vector Machine) to cluster services. Given an end-user’s query, the ap-

proach firstly ranks service clusters and then ranks services from the highest ranked

service clusters. Other approaches expand end-users’ queries with user preferences

for service discovery. For example, Balke and Wagner [5] allow end-users to spec-

ify soft constraints, e.g., low price, in the query to sort functional similar services.

Yang et al. [154] perform service discovery by expanding an end-user’s queries with

the end-user’s contextual information, e.g., social relations and performed activities.

2.5 User Rating Prediction on Services

A task can be implemented by a vast number of functional similar services. To

reduce end-users’ workload to select preferred services, many researchers propose

to use machine learning techniques (e.g., deep learning) to predict user ratings on

services. The predicted user ratings represent end-users’ preferences and can be used

to recommend services. We summarize the related research to predict user ratings

in three categories: 1) collaborative filtering approaches; 2) approaches using user

reviews; and 3) approaches using service descriptions.
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1) Collaborative filtering approaches. In recent years, the collaborative filtering

(CF) approaches [129] used in recommendation systems have gained popularity due

to the achieved good performance. Many of the CF approaches are based on the

matrix factorization (MF) [65][95]. Matrix factorization learns user and service la-

tent features from the past user ratings. The inner product of the user and service

latent features generates the predicted user ratings. Many variants of MF are intro-

duced to enhance the model. For example, factorization machine [111] generalizes the

MF model that maps the interactions of latent features to a low dimensional space.

Instead of the inner product function used in MF, Neural Collaborative Filtering

(NCF) [51] learns the interaction function between latent features. The aforemen-

tioned approaches only use the user rating information for prediction. The perfor-

mance degrades significantly when the user rating matrix is increasingly sparse. Dif-

ferently from the aforementioned approaches, our model learns latent features from

user reviews and service descriptions to address the sparsity problem.

2) Approaches using user reviews. Many researchers resort to the user review as

additional input to apply collaborative filtering. The Hidden Factors and Hidden

Topics (HFT) model and the Ratings Meet Reviews (RMR) model learn latent topics

related to services based on user reviews by applying topic modelling techniques, e.g.,

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [10]. The learned latent topics are associated with

service latent features. Explicit Factor Model (EFM) [159] and Aspect-Aware Latent

Factor Model (ALFM) [23] analyze user reviews to extract different aspects of ser-

vices and user preferences about the aspects of services. In particular, EFM analyzes

sentences in user reviews and uses a rule-based engine to extract service aspects and

end-users’ opinions. In ALMF, user preferences and service aspects are learned by
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a multinomial distribution over the latent topics of user reviews. Moreover, many

researchers apply deep learning based approaches to predict user ratings using user

reviews [17][165]. DeepCoNN [165] uses two convolutional neural networks (CNN)

to jointly model user and service latent features from user reviews. The user and

service latent features are connected in a shared latent space to predict user ratings.

The DeepCoNN model is extended in the TransNet [17] and the NARRE [21] models.

Specifically, TransNet adds an additional latent layer to represent the user review

for the target user-service pair. NARRE assigns weights to the input user reviews

to model the usefulness of each user review. The other approach, i.e., TARMF [86],

combines the attention based recurrent neural networks (RNN) with matrix factor-

ization to predict user ratings. Although using user reviews for recommendation

achieves promising results, the previously mentioned approaches cannot learn latent

features from newly added services, since such services have not received any user

ratings or user reviews yet. However, our model can infer service latent features from

new services because we learn the features from service descriptions.

3) Approaches using service descriptions. Many other approaches for recommen-

dation use service information as additional information for collaborative filtering.

The Collaborative Topic Modelling (CTR) model [146] combines topic modelling with

collaborative filtering to recommend scientific articles. In particular, CTR uses the

topic modelling technique to discover the topics from service descriptions. The service

latent features are associated with the topic distributions. Instead of learning latent

features from topics, the Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) model [147] learns ser-

vice latent features using a Bayesian formulation of stacked denoising autoencoders

(SDAE). Different from CDL, the Collaborative Variational Autoencoder (CVAE)
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model [75] proposes a Bayesian generative model to learn probabilistic distributions

of service latent features. However, the aforementioned approaches view a service

description as bag-of-words, and therefore cannot capture the order and semantic

meanings of words. Thus, two similar service descriptions that are described with

synonymous words could have different service latent features. Moreover, Dong et

al. [32] use an extended stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) to learn latent fea-

tures from side information, e.g., release data of services. None of the aforementioned

approaches use service descriptions and user reviews jointly. Our model leverages

both types of information to learn user latent features from user reviews and learn

service latent features from service descriptions.

2.6 Service Composition

Various algorithms are proposed in the literature to recommend composite services

for end-users to meet end-users’ functional and non-functional requirements.

Shiaa et al. [124] and Tong et al. [138] use the graph theory for service compo-

sition. Services are the nodes in the graph. The association between two services is

established based on the semantic similarity between the input and output parame-

ters of the two services. Chattopadhyay and Banerjee [20] add probability values to

services in the graph theory approach to capture dynamic availabilities of services.

However, the aforementioned approaches fail to consider end-users’ preferences in

service composition. Sohrabi and McIlraith [127], and Lin et al. [79] allow end-users

to specify preferences in the form of PDDL3, the Planning Domain Definition Lan-

guage. Ardagna and Pernici [2], and Zeng et al. [158] use linear programming to

compose services by optimizing a linear objective function. The objective function
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is a weighted sum of non-functional attributes (e.g., price) that are extracted from

services. End-users’ preferences are represented as weight values in the objective func-

tion. Canfora et al. [16] propose to use genetic algorithms (GAs) to satisfy end-users’

constraints in service composition. Instead of optimizing a linear objective function

in the linear programming approach, GAs aim to maximize some non-functional at-

tributes (e.g., rating), while minimizing the others (such as price).

The service composition process can be modeled as a Markov Decision Process

(MDP) [98][110][148][149] and be solved using the multi-objective reinforcement learn-

ing (MORL) algorithm [132]. MORL conducts a trial-and-error search to learn opti-

mal or near-optimal composite services by maximizing the expected sum of rewards,

which are received when selecting services. The reward is calculated by a reward

function. Wang et al. [148][149] use a linear weighted sum function to aggregate

multiple objectives (e.g., non-functional attributes) into a single one. However, the

linear weighted sum method can only generate a limited number of solutions (i.e.,

composite services) [98]. Moustafa and Zhang [98] utilize a multiple-policy MORL

approach to derive a complete set of optimal composite services. Such approach may

consume considerable responsive time and memory space to find large size of opti-

mal solutions [100]. Ren et al. [110] consider the uncertainty of service behaviors in

the MORL algorithm and guarantee the successful execution of the selected optimal

composite services. Yu and Bouguettaya [156] leverage indices on service operations

and an aggregate function to compute optimal composite services. In the above men-

tioned approaches, end-users are required to specify preferences manually. Unlike the

above approaches, we automatically identify user preferences and the priority orders

of the preferences to compose services for end-users.
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Chapter 3

Composing Services Using a

Multi-Agent Framework

Developers need to invest substantial efforts to design and implement agents due to

the autonomous and cooperative natures of agents. In this chapter, we propose an

easy-to-understand semi-natural language syntax to relieve the effort from developers

to develop agents for service composition. Our proposed syntax can automatically

generate executable agent code .

Chapter Organization. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1

introduces this chapter. Section 3.2 describes the agent programming in the Jadex

platform. Section 3.3 gives an overview of our proposed semi-natural language ap-

proach to develop agents. Section 3.4 evaluates our approach through an empirical

study and a user study. Section 3.5 discusses the limitation and generality of our

approach. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
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3.1 Introduction

Services are employed as a significant part of software systems in various domains,

such as e-commerce or Internet Banking. A set of logically related services are com-

posed together to fulfill a functionality of a software system [162]. However, services

are passive because they can be only executed once called upon. Because of the pas-

sive attribute, the developed composite services have to hard-code the control flow

and data flow of the contained services. For example, a composite service designed

for shopping may specify that a service used for searching for items is followed by a

payment service. Thus, services cannot react upon context changes (e.g., the changes

from outputs of services) to autonomously decide the next better alternative services.

To avoid hard-coding the execution logics of services, agents can be designed.

Agents are software entities that can proactively perform services to achieve the as-

signed goals and autonomously react upon the results of services to determine the

next better alternative services [152]. Generally speaking, the usage of agents has four

main advantages for service composition: 1) pro-activeness, which allows an agent to

take the initiative to perform services to satisfy their designed goals; 2) autonomy,

i.e., a failure of a service may incur an agent to choose alternative services; 3) reac-

tiveness, which endows the ability of an agent to constantly monitor context changes

and trigger services correspondingly; and 4) social ability, i.e., agents are capable of

cooperating with other agents to perform composite services.

Agents are mainly developed on agent platforms (e.g., Jadex [101]) using general

purpose programming languages (e.g., Java). However, existing studies show that the

design and implementation of agents is complex due to the proactive, autonomous,
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reactive and social characteristics of agents [9][18]. Developers need to invest a sub-

stantial effort to learn the agent programming due to the complexity of agent pro-

gramming [41]. Moreover, Java does not offer the needed high-level abstractions to

describe agents for modularized development [9]. Thus, there is an immediate need

to provide developers with friendly abstract syntax for developing agents. To help

the developing of agents, existing research mainly applies model-driven approaches

to develop agents [120]. For example, approaches proposed by Bergenti et al. [9]

and Hahn et al. [46] design metamodels to describe components of agents and their

relationships. However, these metamodels are not designed for service composition.

SEA ML [18][19] is a domain specific language (DSL) that is used to design agents

to dynamically interact with semantic services[92]. However, developers cannot im-

plement customized code for their business logic using the DSL, thereby limiting the

applicability of agents.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose an approach that uses a

multi-agent framework to facilitate service composition. To alleviate the complexity

of agent programming, we abstract the agent programming syntax to a semi-natural

language syntax. Our semi-natural language syntax can be automatically transformed

to the agent specific code. Our approach converts the previously identified service

related tasks to an agent specification that is specified using our proposed syntax.

Furthermore, developers can focus on developing customized code to implement the

business logic apart from the agent specific code. Our approach generates executable

agent code from the agent specification and the customized code to compose services.

We build a prototype tool as a proof of concept for our approach. We evaluate

our approach through an empirical study and a user study. We design five agent
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1  final String[] brandArray = new String[1];
2  SServiceProvider.getServices(agent, IPlaceOrderService.class, RequiredServiceInfo.SCOPE_PLATFORM)
3  .addResultListener(new IntermediateDefaultResultListener<IPlaceOrderService>(){
4      public void intermediateResultAvailable(IPlaceOrderService is){
5       is.getBrand(model).addResultListener(new IResultListener<String>(){
6           public void resultAvailable(String brand){
7              brandArray[0] = brand;}
8          public void exceptionOccurred(Exception exception){
9              exception.printStackTrace();}});
10     }
11 });
12 String returned_brand = brandArray[0];

Figure 3.1: An example of a code snippet for two agents to exchange messages. The
red code is the business logic code.

specifications using our approach for two practical service composition scenarios. Our

results show that our approach can correctly generate executable agent code from

these agent specifications. The results of our user study reveal that our semi-natural

language syntax is easier to understand and adopt when compared with the current

agent programming approach that uses general purpose programming languages (e.g.,

Java).

3.2 Agent Programming Using the Jadex Platform

Agents are developed using Java in the Jadex platform. We classify the code of

agent programming into two types, i.e., boilerplate code and business logic code. The

boilerplate code is a standard code template that implements beliefs, goals, plans and

Jadex services, while the business logic code is the code customized by developers

for achieving business goals. Figure 3.1 shows an example of agent code for sending

messages between two agents. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the boilerplate code in grey

accounts for a large portion of the agent programming. In the example, the agent

sends a laptop model to the getBrand Jadex service provided by the PlaceOrder agent,

and receives the brand of a laptop.
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3.3 Overview of Our Approach

Specify Semi-
Natural 

Language Syntax

Specify Business 
Logic Code

Beliefs

Compose Web 
Services

Generate Agent 
Code

Executable 
Agent Code

Service 
Repository

Agent 
Specification

Goals

Jadex 
Services

Plans

Figure 3.2: An overview of our approach

1  Parameter:
2  long update
3  double pricelimit
4  double price
5  Agent: BuyLaptop
6  Monitor $update
7  Every 2 hours interval, change $update
8  Plan: FindDealPlan
9  If $update changes, perform the plan
10 PlanBody: <"Get price limit and model from 
consumers">
11 Call service $getBrand located in $PlaceOrder
12 Invoke web service $getLaptopPrice
13 PlanBody: <"Extract price from the output of 
the service">
14 If $price is less than $pricelimit, perform 
the goal $PlaceOrderGoal located in $PlaceOrder

Figure 3.3: The BuyLaptop agent specifi-
cation

Figure 3.2 presents an overview of our approach. A developer specifies the semi-

natural language syntax and the business logic code to form an agent specification.

An example of an agent specification is shown in Figure 3.3, which checks the price

of a laptop in every 2 hours interval, and places an order if the price is lower than

a price limit. An agent specification may contain four components, including beliefs,

goals, Jadex services and plans. The components can be used to compose services in

agents. Our approach generates executable agent code from the agent specification.

The code generated from the agent specification listed in Figure 3.3 is shown in the

appendix.1 We describe each step of our approach in the following subsections.

1https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dEVZl9haeKgP1cK6z1GOrte9rrS4jkS7
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Table 3.1: The semi-natural language syntax for specifying beliefs. The blue keywords
represent the syntax (the same applies for other tables).

Semi-Natural Syntax Example Agent Code

Agent

Name
Agent: agent name

Agent:

BuyLaptop

@Agent

public class BuyLaptopBDI{}
Parameter Parameter: type name long update

Belief Monitor $Beliefname Monitor $update
protected long $update

@Belief getter and setter method

Belief with

Update Rate

Every NUMBER (seconds|
minutes |hours) interval,

change $Beliefname

Every 2 hours interval,

change $update

@Belief (updaterate=7,200,000)

protected long update=

System.currentTimeMillis();

3.3.1 An Overview of Our Semi-Natural Language Syntax

We use Xtext,2 a widely used framework for building domain-specific languages

(DSLs), to build our semi-natural language syntax. Xtext contains Integrated Devel-

opment Environment (IDE) features, e.g., syntax coloring, code completion and code

folding, to help developers specify agent specifications using our semi-natural lan-

guage syntax. Our proposed syntax contains four essential components for describing

an agent, including beliefs, goals, Jadex services and plans. Our proposed syntax

generates executable agents that can run on the Jadex platform. Figure 3.3 shows an

example of an agent specification for buying a laptop. The agent specification checks

the price of a laptop in every 2 hours interval, and purchases the laptop (i.e., places

an order) if the price is lower than a price limit. We describe the approach to specify

each of the four components below.

Specifying Beliefs. In the agent programming paradigm, a belief is used as a

condition to trigger a plan, thus invoking the contained web services. We define

the semi-natural language syntax to specify beliefs. Table 3.1 shows our syntax to

2https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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Table 3.2: The semi-natural language syntax for specifying goals

Semi-Natural Syntax Example Agent Code

Goal Name Goal: goal name Goal: PlaceOrderGoal
@Goal

public class PlaceOrderGoal{}

Goal Input GoalInput: $input name GoalInput: $model
@GoalParameter

protected String model;

Goal Output
GoalOutput:

$output name

GoalOutput:

$success

@GoalResult

protected boolean success

Associated

Plan

GoalPlan:

$plan name

GoalPlan:

$PlaceOrderPlan

@Plan(trigger=@Trigger

(goals=PlaceOrderGoal.class))

protected boolean

PlaceOrderPlan (String model){}

specify beliefs. The lines 1-7 in Figure 3.3 give examples of our defined syntax for

beliefs. More specifically, the Agent Name syntax (i.e., Agent: agent name) declares

the name of an agent. The syntax generates an agent Java class that implements

the components of an agent, e.g., beliefs and plans. To specify parameters of an

agent, we define the Parameter syntax that declares a parameter with a type and

a name (e.g., long update). A specified parameter can be referenced throughout

the agent specification using the ‘$’ symbol. A parameter can be set as a belief.

We define the Belief syntax, i.e., Monitor $Beliefname, to specify a parameter as

a belief. For example, Monitor $update sets the parameter update as a belief. In

the agent programming, a belief value can be changed to the current timestamp at

certain time intervals (e.g., 2 hours). To reduce the developers’ effort of programming

the belief values, we define the Belief with Update Rate syntax, which can generate

the agent code to change belief values periodically. For example, the syntax Every 2

hours interval, change $update in line 7 of Figure 3.3 changes the belief update every

2 hours. The syntax can be used to trigger plans repetitively, e.g., to check price

repetitively.
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Specifying Goals. Goals are realized by executing the associated plans, thus in-

voking the related services. Table 3.2 shows our semi-natural language syntax for

specifying goals. We use the example of the PlaceOrderGoal in the PlaceOrder agent

specification (see Figure 3.3 line 14) to illustrate the syntax. Readers can refer to the

appendix1 for the details of the PlaceOrder agent specification. We define the follow-

ing four syntaxes to specify a goal: (1) the Goal Name syntax (i.e., Goal: goal name)

is used to declare a goal (e.g., Goal: PlaceOrderGoal). The Goal Name syntax gen-

erates a Java class to represent the goal; (2) The Goal Input syntax (i.e., GoalInput:

$input name) declares input parameters of a goal; (3) The Goal Output syntax (i.e.,

GoalOutput: $output name) declares output parameters of a goal. The Goal Input

syntax and the Goal Output syntax generate input parameters and output parameters

in the Java class, respectively. Our approach adds the necessary import statements

and the constructor once a Java class that represents the goal is created; and (4) The

Associated Plan syntax (i.e., GoalPlan: $plan name) declares an associated plan for

a goal. In our generated agent code, these plans take the input parameters of the

goal as plan inputs and output parameters of the goal as plan outputs. A generated

agent shows the proactive characteristic when actively performing an associated plan

to achieve a goal. A developer can declare multiple associated plans for a goal in an

agent specification. Thus, the autonomous characteristic of the generated agent can

be reflected at run time, in which a failure of a web service could incur the generated

agent to perform alternative plans.

Specifying Jadex Services. Jadex services receive messages from agents. Such

messages can be served as inputs to the services in a plan. In the agent program-

ming, a Jadex service is defined as a Java method that is declared in a Java interface
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Table 3.3: The semi-natural language syntax for specifying Jadex services

Semi-Natural Syntax Example Agent Code

Service Name Service: service name Service: getBrand

public IFuture<String>

getBrand (String model)

Service Input
ServiceInput:

$input name

ServiceInput:

$model

Service Output
ServiceOutput:

$output name

ServiceOutput:

$brand

Service Body
ServiceBody:

<STRING>

ServiceBody:

<“return brand”>

{customized code for “return brand”

return new Future<String>(brand);}
Service Changes

Belief

The service changes

$Beliefname

The service

changes $modelbelief

{setModelbelief(model);

return new Future<String>(“”);}

and implemented in the agent class of an agent. To alleviate the effort of devel-

opers to manually implement Jadex services, we design a syntax to specify Jadex

services. Table 3.3 uses the example Jadex service getBrand in Figure 3.3, line 11 to

show the syntax to generate Java methods of Jadex services. More specifically, the

Service Name syntax (i.e., Service: service name) declares a Jadex service (e.g., Ser-

vice: getBrand). The Service Input syntax (i.e., ServiceInput: $input name) and the

Service Output syntax (i.e., ServiceOutput: $output name) define input parameters

and output parameters of a Jadex service, respectively. The above- mentioned three

syntaxes initialize a Jadex method in a Java interface. To implement the initialized

Jadex method in the agent class, we define the Service Body syntax, i.e., ServiceBody:

<STRING>. The syntax uses a <STRING> (discussed in Section Specifying Plans)

to allow developers to specify a customized service implementation. Since Jadex ser-

vices can be used to compose services in agents, we define the Service Changes Belief

syntax, i.e., The service changes $Beliefname. The syntax generates a routine code

that sets a belief (i.e., $Beliefname) with the input parameter of the Jadex service.

The change of the belief value may trigger plans to perform services.
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Table 3.4: The semi-natural language syntax for specifying plans

Semi-Natural Syntax Example Agent Code

Plan Name Plan: plan name Plan: FindDealPlan
protected void

FindDealPlan(){}

Plan

Con-

dition

Plan Pre-

condition

(If|When) ConditionLanguage,

(perform|apply) (the|its) plan

If $update changes,

perform the plan

@Plan(trigger=@Trigger

(factchangeds=“update”))

Plan

Context

Condition

(If|When) ConditionLanguage,

(stop performing|aborting)

(the|its) plan

If $context becomes false,

aborting the plan

@PlanContextCondition

(beliefs=“context”)

public boolean

checkCondition(){
return context!=false;}

Plan

Body

Plan Body

Language
PlanBody: <STRING>

<“Extract price from the

output of the service”>
customized code for plan body

Perform

Goals (Same)

((If|When) ConditionLanguage,)?

(Perform|perform) the goal

$goal name

If $price is less than

$pricelimit, perform the

goal $PlaceOrderGoal

if (price <pricelimit){
final boolean success

= (boolean)bdiFeature.

dispatchTopLevelGoal

(new PlaceOrderGoal

(model)).get();}

Perform

Goals (Diff)

((If|When) ConditionLanguage,)?

(Perform|perform) the goal

$goal name (located|available)

in $agent name

If $price is less than

$pricelimit, perform the

goal $PlaceOrderGoal

located in $PlaceOrder

Send

Messages

(Invoke|Call) service $service name

(located|available) in $agent name

Call service $getBrand

located in $PlaceOrder
See Figure 3.1

Invoke Web

Services
(Invoke|Call) web service $task name

Invoke web service

$PlaceLaptopOrder

customized code to invoke

web services

3.3.2 Specifying Plans

A plan may activate the contained services and cooperate with plans encapsulated

in other agents to compose services. In the agent programming, a plan can be rep-

resented as a Java method or an inner class. A plan may contain three components,

i.e., a plan name, plan conditions and a plan body. The plan body contains actions

of a plan (e.g., invoking services).

To allow developers to specify plans, we define three categories of syntax: Plan

Name, Plan Condition and Plan Body. Table 3.4 demonstrates our syntax to specify

plans using the example FindDealPlan plan (see Figure 3.3 lines 8-14). In Table 3.4,

the third column defines our semi-natural language syntax, the forth column gives

examples of our syntax and the fifth column shows the generated agent code from the

examples. The Plan Name syntax determines the name of a plan. In the following,
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Table 3.5: The ConditionLanguage syntax for specifying conditions

Semi-Natural Syntax Example

Change $Beliefname changes $price changes

Less than
$Beliefname (is)? (less|lower|fewer|below|
under|<) (than)? (NUMBER|$para name)

$price is less than 4

Greater than
$Beliefname (is)? (greater|higher|more|over|
larger|>) (than)? (NUMBER|$para name)

$price is greater than 4

Target
$Beliefname (equals|reaches|drops|increases)

(to)? (STRING|NUMBER)
$price equals to 4

Boolean $Beliefname becomes BooleanLiteral $success becomes true

Contain $Beliefname contains (STRING|$para name) $model contains “laptop”

we discuss 1) the Plan Condition syntax and 2) the Plan Body syntax.

1) The Plan Condition specifies under which conditions a plan should be executed

(i.e., the Plan Pre-condition syntax) or dropped (i.e., the Plan Context Condition

syntax). The Plan Condition syntax endows the reactive characteristic of generated

agents, in which agents can perceive context changes (i.e., belief changes) to decide

to trigger or drop plans.

The conditions are specified using the ConditionLanguage syntax. The Condition-

Language syntax is shown in Table 3.5. We allow developers to specify 6 categories of

conditions, including Change, Less than, Greater than, Target, Boolean and Contain.

In Table 3.5, NUMBER denotes an integer number and STRING represents a string

literal. The BooleanLiteral has two values, i.e., true or false. The ConditionLanguage

syntax is contained in the Plan Pre-condition syntax and the Plan Context Condition

syntax (see Table 3.4). Specifically, our Plan Pre-condition syntax is implemented as

a plan header. The header declares that a change of a belief value triggers actions

in the plan body. The plan body generates an if-statement based on the specified
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Figure 3.4: A pop up window to insert business logic code

condition, to determine if the plan needs to be executed. The Plan Context Condi-

tion syntax generates a Java method in a plan inner class to implement the syntax.

During the execution of a plan, once a belief meets the specified condition, the plan

will be aborted. To follow the agent programming paradigm, we initialize an inner

class as a plan if the plan contains a Plan Context Condition. Otherwise, we initialize

a Java method as a plan.

2) The Plan Body contains boilerplate code and business logic code to specify actions.

The business logic code includes the code to invoke services. We describe our syntax

to specify the Plan Body below.

The Plan Body Language syntax allows developers to insert business logic code

which they can develop separately in Java. A <STRING> in the syntax generates

a pop up window with a Java method that is named with STRING, as shown in

Figure 3.4. Developers can insert the business logic code into the generated Java

method. The method is then saved to a file named with the method name.

The Perform Goals provides a syntax to contain sub-goals and execute the asso-

ciated plans of the sub-goals. Thus, plans are connected and the contained services

are composed. For example, the sub-goal PlaceOrderGoal is performed in the Find-

DealPlan plan (i.e., line 14 in Figure 3.3) to place an order. There are two syntaxes
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for performing sub-goals: (1) the Perform Goals (Same) denotes that the sub-goal

and the plan that contains the sub-goal belong to the same agent; and (2) the Per-

form Goals (Diff) indicates that the sub-goal and the plan belong to two different

agents. Using the Perform Goals (Diff) syntax, the generated agents cooperate with

each other to achieve a goal, which reflects the social characteristic of agents.

The Send Messages syntax generates the agent code to allow an agent to call the

provided Jadex services of another agent to send messages. Figure 3.1 shows a gen-

erated code example from our syntax: Call service $getBrand located in $PlaceOrder,

for sending messages. To generate the code, developers use the syntax to specify an

agent name, i.e., agent name (e.g., PlaceOrder) and the needed Jadex service name,

i.e., service name (e.g., getBrand shown in line 5 of Figure 3.1). The Java interface

(e.g., IPlaceOrderService.class shown in lines 2-4 of Figure 3.1) that contains the

Jadex service is identified using the agent name. The Send Messages syntax pops up

a window to allow developers to specify the message to be sent to a Jadex service.

The message may be specified as a variable (e.g., model shown in line 5) or as a

statement (e.g., getText()). Using the specified Jadex service, we retrieve the type

and name of the output parameter (e.g., String brand shown in line 6). The returned

message from the Jadex service is assigned to an array that can be used in the plan

body (e.g., brandArray shown in lines 1, 7 and 12 of Figure 3.1). The other boilerplate

code in Figure 3.1 (i.e., the grey code) is automatically generated from our proposed

syntax.

The Invoke Web Services provides a syntax to assist developers in identifying ser-

vices and generating the code to invoke services. We use RESTful services described
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in the OpenAPI specification, a human and machine readable service description lan-

guage.3 We choose OpenAPI, since it is a widely used and structured specification

that has tool set4 support to design, document, test and deploy services. To identify

services, we use the task ti that is specified in the Invoke Web Services syntax (i.e.,

task name in Table 3.4). We use the Vector Space Model [89], an unsupervised rank-

ing model to rank the most similar services for the task ti. The Vector Space Model

measures the textual similarity between services and a task. We use the following

four steps to build the Vector Space Model.

Step 1. Extracting Service Description: For each service, si, described in Ope-

nAPI, we extract its service description. An OpenAPI specification contains three

pieces of information: the title of a service; the summary of a service; and the de-

scriptions of multiple operations within a service. We concatenate such three pieces

of information to form a service description.

Step2. Preprocessing Words: An extracted service description is represented as a

bag of words. We preprocess the words in a bag of words using an approach similar

to the one used by Zhao et al. [160]. Firstly, we split words containing the “-” and

“ ” characters (e.g., “find city” is split into “find” and “city”). Secondly, we split

words containing capital cases, e.g., “findCity” is split into “find” and “City”. We

lowercase each word and remove stop words. Finally, we perform word stemming

(e.g., “reduced”, “reducing” and “reduces” are normalized to “reduce”) [162].

Step 3. Building TF-IDF Vectors: We calculate the Term Frequency and Inverse

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) values to weigh each word in the bag of words of

a service. The Term Frequency (TF) is the count of a word appearing in a service

3https://www.openapis.org/
4https://swagger.io/
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description. The Inverse Document Frequency aims to increase the weight of a word

that appears less frequently in other service descriptions. Thus, the task that contains

the larger weighted word may give the service a higher rank. Given a word w in a

service description, si, the TF-IDF value is computed using Equation 3.1.

TF -IDF (w, si) = TF (w, si)× IDF (w)

TF (w, si) = the frequency of w in si

IDF (w, si) = log(
1 +N

1 + df(w)
) + 1

(3.1)

where N denotes the number of services in a service repository and df(w) represents

the number of services that has the word, w.

A service, si, is represented as a TF-IDF vector. Each value in the vector denotes a

TF-IDF value of a word in the bag of words of the service description.

Step 4. Ranking Services: We compute the cosine similarity [89] between the task

ti and each service si in the service repository. Equation 3.2 computes the cosine

similarity.

Similarity(ti, sj) =
TF -IDF (ti)× TF -IDF (sj)

|TF -IDF (ti)| × |TF -IDF (sj)|
(3.2)

where TF -IDF (ti) and TF -IDF (sj) denote the TF-IDF vectors for the task ti and

the service sj, respectively.

We use the Vector Space Model to rank the five most similar services for a task

ti. Many existing approaches are proposed to recommend services for tasks, such as

topic modeling [78], deep learning [130] and quality of service [134] based approaches.

Designing novel approaches to recommend services is not the focus of this thesis. We

use the Vector Space Model to rank services, because the model has been proven
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Figure 3.5: A pop up window to implement the code for invoking services

effective for information retrieval [108][160], and can be simply implemented. Our

results show that our Vector Space Model achieves an accuracy of 81% to identify

services from the ranked five services for a task.

From our ranked services, a developer then selects a service that can perform the

task. Our approach pops a window up for the developer to choose the operation of the

service. The pop up window allows developers to specify: 1) the URL of the selected

service; 2) an operation name; and 3) an HTTP method. The URL of a service

locates the service specification. An operation name and an HTTP method together

identify the operation. From the service specification of the identified operation, our

approach uses the tool Swagger Codegen5 to generate the client libraries for developers

to consume the operation. We build the client libraries into a JAR file using Apache

Maven,6 a tool to build Java projects, to allow developers to use the client libraries. In

a JAR file, the project and package are named with the HTTP method concatenated

with the operation name (e.g., postplaceOrder), to avoid conflict with other client

5https://swagger.io/swagger-codegen/
6https://maven.apache.org/
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libraries. Once the libraries are built, our approach pops up a window for developers

to specify customized code to invoke the operation using the generated libraries, as

shown in Figure 3.5. We prefill the invocation method (e.g., laptopapi.placeOrder)

that can be identified from the service specification, and the object that sets an

authorization key (e.g., client). Developers need to specify input messages in order to

invoke the operation and the code to process output messages. The service invocation

code is then saved to a file named as task name that is specified in the Invoke Web

Services syntax.

3.3.3 Composing Services

In an agent platform, a single agent can compose services using plans. Moreover, mul-

tiple agents can cooperate with each other to compose services to achieve a common

goal. Developers can use our proposed semi-natural language syntax to specify agents

for service composition with the following three methods, as illustrated in Figure 3.6.

1) Plans (shown in Figure 3.6a). Several services can be composed in a plan by

specifying multiple Invoke Web Services syntaxes. Output messages from a service

may be served as input messages to invoke another service in a plan. Therefore, the

plan would have two composed services.

2) Plans and Beliefs (shown in Figure 3.6b). The output of a service in a plan may

be sent to another agent using the Send Messages syntax. The Jadex service in the

receiver agent may use the Services Changes Belief syntax to change a belief value.

The belief may be served as a plan pre-condition to execute a plan, thereby invoking

the contained services.

3) Plans and Goals (shown in Figure 3.6c). In a plan, a sub-goal can be performed
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Plan

Invoke Web 
Services 1

Invoke Web 
Services n

Plan

Invoke Web 
Services 1

Invoke Web 
Services n

Agent 1 Agent 2

Plan

Invoke Web 
Services 1
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Plan

Invoke Web 
Services

Agent 1 Agent 2

Jadex 
Service

Plan

Service Changes 
Belief

Invoke Web 
Services

Plan

Invoke Web 
Services 1

Send Messages

(a) Using Plans (b) Using Plans and Beliefs

(c) Using Plans and Goals

Figure 3.6: The three approaches to compose services using the semi-natural language
syntax.

using the Perform Goals syntax. The output from a service in the plan can be used

as a condition or used as an input to perform a sub-goal. The sub-goal may be

performed by executing services contained in the associated plans of the sub-goal.

The above-mentioned three methods describe basic interactions among agents

to compose services. In complex application scenarios, more agents need to be in-

volved and complex interactions among agents can be built on top of the three meth-

ods. In such scenarios, we can use other researcher proposed agent coordination

models [4][157] to design interactions among agents for service composition. For

example, mediated agents or artifacts that embed coordination functionalities [55]

can be designed to facilitate the interactions among the developed agents. Many
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approaches [24][157] design protocols for structured interactions, among which the

commitment-based protocols [4][24] are widely accepted. We can use commitment-

based protocols to design agents, so that agents commit to each other to perform a

course of actions to compose services.

3.3.4 Generating Agent Code

Our approach traverses the syntax described in the agent specification to generate

executable agent code. A syntax (e.g., the Goal Name syntax) can automatically

generate the boilerplate code. The business logic code can be specified either in a

plan body or a service body (e.g., using the Invoke Web Services syntax) and is

saved to a Java method. To extract the business logic code from the Java method,

we analyze the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [164] of a Java method, by parsing and

extracting the code in the Java method. A plan body or a service body is formed

by concatenating the extracted business logic code and the generated code from the

specified syntax. Moreover, the necessary class headers and import statements are

automatically generated based on the declared components in the agent specification.

3.4 Experiments

In this section, we present the setup of our experiments to evaluate our approach and

the obtained results.

3.4.1 Experiment Setup

Collecting Services. To identify service related tasks and compose services using

our multi-agent framework, we collect services that are described in the OpenAPI
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specification. The services are collected from two sources, i.e., SwaggerHub7 and

APIs.guru8 on December 4th, 2018.

SwaggerHub is a platform to design and index services. Our approach collects pub-

lished services in the platform. An unpublished service cannot be consumed, while

a published service is ready to be consumed. In total, we collect 3,140 services from

SwaggerHub. We take the following steps to filter the collected services. Firstly, spec-

ifications with an empty URL (i.e., the URL equals to “/” or null) or a test URL (i.e.,

the URL contains “test” or “localhost”) are removed. Empty and test URLs indicate

that the specification is used for testing purposes. Secondly, duplicate specifications

are removed. We identify duplicates by checking whether the service names are the

same. Thirdly, we remove specifications without operations. A specification with an

empty “paths” object has no operations.

APIs.guru is an open-source project that collects public available services. The

project performs the following three steps to process services. Firstly, services that

are described in different specifications are converted to the OpenAPI specification.

Secondly, services are manually examined to remove private and non-reliable services.

Thirdly, errors in the OpenAPI specification are manually corrected. In total, we

collect 1,012 services from APIs.guru.

Prototype Tool. We implement a prototype tool of our approach for developers

to develop composite services using the proposed semi-natural language syntax. Our

tool is a plugin that can be used in popular Integrated Development Environments

(i.e., IDEs), such as Eclipse.9

7https://app.swaggerhub.com/home
8https://apis.guru/browse-apis/
9https://www.eclipse.org/
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User Study. We setup a user study to compare our approach with the Java program-

ming approach, i.e., the agent programming approach in Jadex. In our user study,

subjects follow our provided tutorial10 to develop agents for service composition using

the two approaches, i.e., our semi-natural language approach and the Java program-

ming approach. To allow subjects to develop agents using the two approaches, we use

the Eclipse Rich Client Platform11 to build a standalone Eclipse application10 that

includes our prototype tool and Java Development Kit (JDK). The subjects are not

aware of which approach is ours in the user study. After developing agents using the

two approaches, we ask our subjects to fill a survey12 to evaluate the two approaches.

The subjects can use Mac or Windows Operating System to perform our user study.

Our user study takes approximately one hour. We recruit subjects by sending emails.

We draw two $50 Amazon gift cards for our subjects as a compensation for tak-

ing part in our user study. Our user study is approved from the General Research

Ethics Board (GREB) for ethical compliance. In total, we recruit 22 subjects, i.e., 11

graduate students and 11 professional software developers. The subjects do not have

background on agent programming, but have at least two years of Java experience.

Our experiments answer the following two research questions.

RQ3.1. Can our approach correctly generate agent code?

RQ3.2. Are developers satisfied with our approach to develop agents?

3.4.2 Research Questions

RQ3.1. Can our approach correctly generate agent code?

10https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tp8mTTzqqfqgIDaqm5J4XJ6a sIBudCs
11https://wiki.eclipse.org/Rich Client Platform
12https://forms.gle/WmcUbjTxD26G6ysW9
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Motivation. Our approach generates executable agent code using the proposed

syntax and the business logic code provided by developers. Correctly generating

agent code proves the applicability of our approach. In this research question, we

evaluate the correctness of the generated agent code.

Approach. We apply our approach to run two real service composition scenarios, i.e.,

Going Shopping and Purchasing a Pet. For each scenario, we use services collected

from Section 3.4.1 and use the Invoke Web Services syntax to generate the code for

invoking services. To test the correctness of our approach to generate agent code, we

design five agent specifications for the two scenarios that exercise the three approaches

for service composition (see Section 3.3.3). The five agent specifications use all the

semi-natural language syntax defined in Section 3.3.1. The generated agents show

the proactive, autonomous, reactive and social characteristics. We describe the five

agent specifications as follows.

The first two agent specifications, i.e., Case 1 and Case 2, implement the Going

Shopping scenario. In the scenario, a boolean parameter isRaining is set as a belief.

A CheckWeather goal has a plan that uses a weather forecasting service to check

if a specified city is raining and set the isRaining belief. If isRaining is false, a

CheckOpeningHour plan is then triggered. The CheckOpeningHour plan uses a service

to check the opening hours of a local shop. The scenario uses plans and beliefs (shown

in Figure 3.6b) to compose services. For the generated agent code of each agent

specification, we test two times that input two cities with different isRaining values

(i.e., true and false) to perform the CheckWeather goal, respectively.

• Case 1 (using Plans and Beliefs in one agent). The CheckWeather goal and

the isRaining belief are implemented in the same agent.
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• Case 2 (using Plans and Beliefs in two agents). Different from Case 1, the

CheckWeather goal and the isRaining belief are implemented in two different

agents. The CheckWeather plan passes the isRaining value to a Jadex ser-

vice that belongs to another agent. The agent receives the value and sets the

isRaining belief.

The other three agent specifications implement the Purchasing a Pet scenario.

In this scenario, a CheckAvaiByID service checks the availability of a pet. If the

pet is available (i.e., the pet is not sold), we place an order for the pet using the

PlacePetOrder service. The input to the composite service is a pet ID, and the

output is the order status. We identify an available pet and take the pet ID as input

to the composite service.

• Case 3 (using Plans in one agent). The agent composes the two services in a

single plan by specifying two Invoke Web Services syntaxes in the plan body.

• Case 4 (using Plans and Goals in one agent). We design and implement three

goals in the same agent to compose services. The CheckAvaiByID and Pla-

cePetOrder services are in two separate plans of two goals, to check availability

and place an order, respectively. A PurchasePet goal has a plan that uses the

Perform Goals (Same) syntax to coordinate these two goals to purchase a pet.

• Case 5 (using Plans and Goals in three agents). The agent specification contains

three goals that are same as Case 4. However, the three goals are implemented

in three different agents. The PurchasePet goal has a plan that uses the Perform

Goals (Diff) syntax to coordinate the other two goals.
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Results. Our approach correctly generates executable agent code from

the five agent specifications. We deploy the generated agent code in the Jadex

platform. We consider that the code is correctly generated if the agents generate the

expected outputs from composite services. Results show that the deployed agent code

correctly generates outputs. For Case 1 and Case 2 in the Going Shopping scenario,

a false isRaining value outputs the opening hours, while a true isRaining value termi-

nates the plan. The three agents in the Purchasing a Pet scenario returns the order

status. Moreover, we calculate the average lines of code written in our approach and

the generated agent Java code for the 5 agent specifications. We do not count the

comment lines and empty lines. Results show that the lines of code written in Java

(i.e., 181 lines) are 3.3 times more than the lines of code written in our approach (i.e.,

55 lines). Our approach requires less coding, since our approach abstracts the boiler-

plate code to a concise semi-natural language syntax. The boilerplate code accounts

for 78% of the generated agent Java code, indicating that our syntax can generate a

large portion of agent code.

RQ3.2. Are developers satisfied with our approach to develop agents?

Motivation. To evaluate whether experienced Java developers with no agent pro-

gramming knowledge can easily adopt our proposed semi-natural language approach

to design and develop agents, we conduct a user study to investigate the perceived

usefulness of our approach according to our subjects.

Approach. The subjects follow our tutorial10 to develop the Going Shopping scenario

with Case 1 (described in RQ3.1) using the Java programming approach and our

semi-natural language approach. In the tutorial, we follow the description of the Java
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programming approach as specified in the Jadex documentation13 to describe the

steps to perform the Java programming approach. In our user study, the code that

is implemented in the Java programming approach and the code that is generated

from our semi-natural language approach are same and executable. The subjects are

able to see the outputs, i.e., weather and opening hours, when running the code of

the two approaches. Our survey12 contains seven single choice questions, as shown in

Table 3.6. A question has a Likert-scale from 1 to 5 to be chosen. A scale 5 represents

subjects understand our syntax (questions 1-2) or prefer our semi-natural language

approach (questions 3-7). Moreover, we provide open-ended questions for subjects to

explain their choices.

Results. Developers prefer to use our approach to build agents. Table 3.6

shows that more than 82% of subjects understand our syntax and believe our syntax

is easy-to-understand. More than 86% of subjects believe that our semi-natural lan-

guage approach is easier to understand, learn and develop agents, compared with the

Java programming approach. We conclude that our syntax is understandable. Our

approach saves the required efforts from developers to develop agents and learn to

develop agents. 59% of subjects consider our approach is easier to inspect, verify and

maintain the code, compared with the Java programming approach. The 59% subjects

prefer our approach because 1) the agent specification described with our proposed

syntax provides high-level abstractions and logics of agents; 2) they can focus on

debugging the customized code rather than the generated agent specific code; and 3)

the code written in our approach is shorter. The other subjects favor the inspection,

verification and maintenance using the Java programming approach, because 1) the

13https://download.actoron.com/docs/releases/latest/jadex-mkdocs/
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Table 3.6: The results of our user study. Number : number of subjects who understand
our syntax or prefer our approach (i.e., subjects choose 4 or 5 in questions);
P : Number divided by the total number of subjects.

# Questions
Number

(#/22)
P(%)

1

To what degree do you understand the syntax in the

semi-natural language approach for specifying the

functionalities of agents?

18 82%

2
To what degree do you think the syntax provided in

the semi-natural language approach is easy-to-understand?
20 91%

3

Comparing the Java programming approach and the

semi-natural language approach for the agent programming,

which one do you think is easier to understand?

19 86%

4

Comparing the Java programming approach and the

semi-natural language approach for the agent programming,

which one do you think is easier to learn?

20 91%

5

Comparing the Java programming approach and the

semi-natural language approach for the agent programming,

which one do you think is easier to develop agents?

19 86%

6

Comparing the Java programming approach and the

semi-natural language approach for the agent programming,

which one do you think is easier to inspect, verify and

maintain the code?

13 59%

7
Do you prefer to develop agents using the Java programming

approach or using the semi-natural language approach
15 68%

subjects are familiar with Java; 2) the pop-up window in our approach cannot be used

to inspect Java compilation errors; and 3) subjects may feel a hassle to locate and in-

spect various files that contain the customized code. To improve the maintainability
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of our approach, in the future, we can provide user-friendly interface for develop-

ers to easily navigate between our syntax and the corresponding customized code.

Moreover, we can automatically generate unit test for the customized code to ease

the efforts of testing [99]. Overall, 68% of subjects prefer to use our approach when

compared with the Java programming approach. The other 23% of subjects equally

like the two approaches. Our semi-natural language approach separates the agent

design and implementation. Developers can focus on the implementation rather than

learning the agent programming domain knowledge. The automatic code generation

from the designed agent specifications requires less coding efforts.

3.5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitation and generality of our proposed approach.

Semi-Natural Language Syntax. Our proposed semi-natural language syntax

provides high-level abstractions to specify beliefs, goals, plans and Jadex services

that are essential to describe agents for service composition. Except that our syntax

for specifying Jadex services is specific to the Jadex platform, the other syntaxes are

general to agent platforms, e.g., Jason and JACK. Thus, our designed syntax can be

transformed to other agent programming languages, e.g., AgentSpeak in Jason.

Generated Agent Code. The generated agent code from our proposed syntax

follows the standard principle of the agent programming as described in the Jadex

documentation13. It indicates that our generated code is not more complex compared

to the code written with Jadex. Our approach concatenates the customized code

implemented by developers and our generated code to form a plan body or a service

body, as described in Section 3.3.4. To make the plan body or service body executable,
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developers need to make sure that the customized code is functional correct and

satisfies the desired business logics. Nevertheless, developers can always modify the

customized code.

Types of Services. Our proposed Invoke Web Services syntax (described in Sec-

tion 3.3.2) eases the effort from developers to identify and consume services that are

described with the OpenAPI specification. For services described with other types of

specifications, e.g., WSDL and Hydra,14 developers can use the Plan Body Language

syntax (described in Section 3.3.2) to implement customized code to consume the

services. Our approach does not increase the complexity for consuming the services,

since the customized code is also required in the Java programming approach. In

future, we can provide semi-natural language syntax that facilitates developers to

consume other types of services.

User Study. In our user study, subjects develop agents for the Going Shopping

scenario (described in RQ3.2). Implementing more scenarios may test full capabilities

of our approach. However, it requires substantial efforts from subjects to perform the

user study, which may discourage the participation of subjects. We choose the Going

Shopping scenario, since subjects compare our approach with the Java programming

approach by composing services using agents. We recruit 22 subjects in our user

study. Although our results show that the majority of subjects prefer our approach to

develop agents, involving more subjects is desirable to make our conclusions stronger.

14http://www.hydra-cg.com/spec/latest/core/#introduction
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3.6 Conclusion

To relieve developers from the effort on developing agents, we present an approach

that uses a semi-natural language to generate executable agent code to perform ser-

vice composition. More specifically, our approach abstracts the boilerplate code to

a semi-natural language syntax and automatically generates code from the syntax.

Moreover, developers can implement business logic code without knowing the agent

programming paradigm using our approach. Our approach merges the boilerplate code

and the business logic code to generate executable agent code. The user study shows

that subjects without agent programming knowledge understand the semi-natural

language syntax, and prefer to use our approach. The case study also demonstrates

that our approach can correctly generate agent code.
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Chapter 4

Identifying Service Related Tasks

from On-line How-to Instructions

To design agents, developers need to possess knowledge in various domains to identify

the necessary tasks for service composition. In this chapter, we leverage on-line

domain knowledge, such as on-line how-to instructions, to identify the necessary tasks

for developers. Our approach automatically transforms the identified tasks to an

agent specification that is specified using our proposed semi-natural language syntax

(described in Chapter 3).

Chapter Organization. In Section 4.1, we introduce this chapter. In Section 4.2, we

describe the natural language processing tools used in our approach. In Section 4.3,

we give an overview of our approach to identify service related tasks. In Section 4.4,

we introduce our empirical studies. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
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4.1 Introduction

Services are used in various domains of our daily lives, such as e-commerce or Internet

Banking. Generally speaking, a single service is not sufficient to fulfill a functionality

of an application. To design an agent (described in Chapter 3), developers have to

decompose a functionality of an agent into a set of relevant tasks at a lower granularity

to discover the relevant services that can carry out the corresponding tasks, and

compose a set of logically related services. However, to identify the relevant tasks

for service composition, developers need to possess knowledge in various domains.

For example, to design an agent that helps end-users to buy a laptop, it is necessary

to implement a task to place an order for the laptop. However, the task to explore

discount codes for a group of end-users, such as university students, is also important,

since students may have a tight budget. Developers that are unfamiliar with the

education domain may easily ignore the task. Nevertheless, developers typically do

not possess sufficient knowledge on the vast diversity of different domains to identify

tasks [161]. Consequently, it is important to provide an automatic approach to suggest

the necessary tasks for service composition that can enrich developers’ knowledge to

design agents.

To relieve developers from the effort of designing composite services in agents,

we leverage the existing knowledge available on-line and written by domain experts,

such as on-line how-to instructions to identify tasks that can be performed by services

(i.e., service related tasks). How-to instructions describe tasks on how to conduct

daily activities, e.g., booking restaurant reservations or composing a song. A large

number of how-to instructions, e.g., “How to Cook Dumplings”, are invalid how-to

instructions that are not relevant to service composition. In the thesis, a how-to
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instruction that contains at least one service related task is considered a valid how-

to instruction for service composition, whereas a how-to instruction that contains

no service related tasks is considered as an invalid how-to instruction. An invalid

how-to instruction is not relevant to service composition and needs to be filtered out.

However, manually filtering out the invalid how-to instructions to identify service

related tasks can require extensive efforts. Thus, we build a simple logistic regression

model to predict whether a how-to instruction is valid or not.

From the collected valid how-to instructions, we use natural language processing

techniques to analyze grammatical structures of each sentence in a how-to instruction

to extract a set of tasks. A task consists of an intent that expresses the main goal of

the sentence, and constraints are linked with the intent to represent the non-functional

requirements [158]. For example, the sentence “plan a Disney World trip to Orlando”

has an intent “plan Disney World trip” and a constraint “location: Orlando”. Thus,

the sentence has a task that is concatenated by the intent and the constraint: “plan

Disney World trip Orlando”. Although we have filtered out invalid how-to instruc-

tions, a valid how-to instruction may specify many tasks that are manual activities

and unrelated to services, such as “inspect laptop damages”.1 Such unrelated tasks

are not suitable for service composition since they cannot be performed by services.

To accurately identify service related tasks from how-to instructions, we build a mul-

tilayer perceptron (MLP) model [48], a deep learning based model, to predict whether

a task described in a how-to instruction is related to services or not. Our approach

converts the identified service related tasks to our proposed semi-natural language

syntax to specify agents (see Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3).

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach through two case studies. The results

1https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-Used-Laptops
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of our case studies show that our approach can identify valid how-to instructions with

an Area Under Curve (AUC) of 0.85. Moreover, the performance of our approach for

identifying service related tasks can achieve an AUC of 0.88.

4.2 Natural Language Processing

In this thesis, we analyze textual descriptions of tasks, such as on-line How-to instruc-

tion web pages to extract tasks using natural language processing (NLP) techniques.

Here, we discuss the NLP tools used by our framework.

Plan/VB a/DT cheap/JJ Disney/NNP World/NNP trip/NN less/JJR than/IN $/$ 
500/CD to/TO spend/VB my/PRP holiday/NN

Noun Phrase (NP): a cheap Disney World trip, less than $500
Clause (SBAR): to spend my holiday

If/IN the/DT price/NN reduces/VBZ to/TO 500/CD dollars/NNS, buy/VB an/
DT iPhone/NNP and/CC a/DT phone/NN case/NN for/IN my/PRP sister/NN 
and/CC notify/VB my/PRP mother/NN about/IN the/DT expense/NN.

Noun Phrase (NP): an iPhone and a phone case, my mother
Prepositional Phrase (PP): for my sister, about the expense
Clause (SBAR): If the price reduces to 500 dollars

Example 1

Example 2

Tagger
Plan a cheap Disney World trip less than $500 to spend my holiday.

If the price reduces to $500, buy an iPhone and a phone case for my sister 
and notify my mother about the expense.

Parser

Parser

Tagger

Figure 4.1: Two examples of POS tagger and Parser analyzed sentences (POS tags:
determiner (DT), verb (VB), noun (NN), preposition (IN), to (TO), con-
junction (CC), adjective (JJ), comparative adjective (JJR), adverb (RB),
number (CD) and personal pronoun (PRP))

We analyze the grammatical structure of a sentence using the state-of-the-art
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Figure 4.2: An overview of our approach to identify service related tasks.

Stanford Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagger [139] and Stanford Natural Language Parser [63].

Figure 4.1 shows two examples of using the POS tagger and the Parser for analyzing

sentences. POS tagger tags each word in a sentence with part-of-speech markers.

For example, in Figure 4.1, “plan” is tagged as a verb and “cheap” is tagged as an

adjective. The Parser groups words into phrases with brackets. For example, “a

cheap Disney World trip” is grouped as a noun phrase (i.e., NP) in the Example 1

of Figure 4.1. Another noun phrase “less than $500” expresses a requirement about

the goal. The Example 2 shows a more complex sentence that contains three tasks:

“buy iPhone”, “buy phone case” and “notify mother expense”.

4.3 Overview of Our Approach

Figure 4.2 shows an overview of our proposed approach to identify service related

tasks. Our approach consists of four main steps: 1) automatically identify valid

how-to instructions; 2) automatically extract tasks from each sentence in a valid

how-to instruction; 3) automatically identify service related tasks from the extracted

tasks; and 4) automatically transform the identified service related tasks to agent

specifications that are described with our proposed semi-natural language syntax. In

the following, we describe each step of our approach in more detail.
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4.3.1 Predicting Valid How-to Instructions

We collect how-to instructions from the wikiHow 2 website (i.e., a directory of how-to

instructions). To predict whether a how-to instruction is related to service composi-

tion (i.e., valid how-to instruction) or not (i.e., invalid how-to instruction), we build

a simple logistic regression model.

The logistic regression model has training and testing phases. In the training

phase, a how-to instruction hti in the training set has a learning feature vector Fi

and a label yi. To build a learning feature vector Fi, we use the doc2vec [72] model,

an unsupervised model, to learn a fixed-length numerical representation of a how-to

instruction hti. We use the learned numerical represention of a how-to instruction

hti as the learning feature vector Fi. The numerical representation is trained to infer

words in a how-to instruction. Thus, the learned numerical representation captures

the semantic meaning of a how-to instruction. A label yi is either 0 or 1, denoting

whether hti is a valid how-to instruction or not. To create a training set, we manually

label the how-to instructions as valid or invalid (described in Section 4.4.2 RQ4.1).

A valid how-to instruction that contains at least one service related task is labeled as

1. Otherwise, an invalid instruction is labeled as 0. Our approach of labeling service

related tasks is described in Section 4.3.3. In the testing phase, the logistic regression

model takes the learning feature vector Fi of a how-to instruction hti in the testing

set as the input and predicts a label yi to hti.

2https://www.wikihow.com/
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Table 4.1: Rules to extract intents in various linguistic patterns (VB stands for Verb,
NP denotes Noun Phrase and PP represents Prepositional Phrase)

#
Linguistic

Pattern
Rules to Extract Intent Example

1 VB+NP
Action: verb (VB); Object: nouns in a

noun phrase (NP)

In “buy an iPhone”, the

intent is “buy iPhone”.

2 VB+PP
Action: verb (VB); Object: nouns in a

prepositional phrase (PP)

In “invest in the company”,

the intent is “invest company”.

3 VB+NP+PP

Action: verb (VB); Object: nouns in a

noun phrase (NP) and nouns in a

prepositional phrase (PP) that has

a preposition “of” or “about”

In “notify my mother about

the expense”, the intent is

“notify mother expense”.

4.3.2 Identifying Tasks

From the collected valid how-to instructions, we identify tasks for each sentence. To

identify tasks, we normalize words in sentences to their stem, base or root form using

the Porter stemmer [103] (e.g., “reduced”, “reducing” and “reduces” are normalized

to “reduce”). A task is formed by concatenating an intent and constraints that

are extracted from a sentence. We describe our approach to extract intents and

constraints in the following.

Identifying Intents

A sentence has at least a verb and a noun to express intents. Verbs and nouns from

noun phrases or prepositional phrases are formed into action-object pairs [80]. An

action-object pair shows how an action can be performed on an object. For example,

“plan a Disney World trip” has an action “plan” and an object “Disney World trip”.

We identify intents from action-object pairs.

A sentence can have multiple intents depending on the number of action-object

pairs. For example, “buy iPhone”, “buy phone case” and “notify mother expense” are
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three intents for the Example 2 in Figure 4.1. We separate a sentence into multiple

segments, and identify intents in each segment. A valid segment should have a verb

and an object. We identify segments in the following two cases:

• Segments separated by conjunctions: As shown in the Example 2 of Figure 4.1,

the sentence segment before the conjunction (i.e., and) contains a verb “buy”

and a noun phrase “an iPhone and a phone case”. “Notify my mother about

the expense” following the conjunction (i.e., and) is another segment.

• Segments in a prepositional phrase or a subordinate clause: A prepositional

phrase (e.g., after buying an iPhone) or a subordinate clause (e.g., to spend

my holiday) can have sentence segments. We identify action-object pairs and

extract sentence segments.

Segments, declaring facts about various situations, are irrelevant to service com-

position, e.g., “The hotel is in Toronto”. We filter out such sentence segments based

on phrasal verbs and subject noun phrases:

• Phrasal verb: If only one verb exists and the verb is one of {be, is, am, are,

was, were, ’s, ’re}, we filter out the segment since the verb is not an action.

• Subject noun phrase: If a subject noun phrase contains a determiner, such as

“a”, “the” and “this”, we consider that the segment does not include a intent,

since the segment declares facts about the referenced subject.

Table 4.1 shows our rules for extracting intents using various linguistic patterns

from segments. In pattern #1, we skip a noun phrase without a noun and identify

objects from the next noun phrase. For example, “buy her an iPhone” contains two
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noun phrases (i.e., “her” and “an iPhone”), and has an intent “buy iPhone”. A

segment with a pattern #1, 2 or 3 can contain multiple intents, since objects in a

phrase (i.e., a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase) can be separated by a comma or

a conjunction. For instance, “buy an iPhone and a phone case” contains two intents

“buy iPhone” and “buy phone case”. In an extracted intent description (using rules

from Table 4.1), an object “this” or “it” is replaced with the last mentioned object

[142].

We identify intents from segments in a subordinate clause. intents in a subordinate

clause, such as an infinitive-clause and a that-clause (i.e., a clause starts with a that),

can be used to explain the main clause. We merge intents in the main clause and

the subordinate clause in such a case. For example, Example 1 in Figure 4.1 has an

intent “plan Disney World trip spend holiday”.

Identifying Constraints

Constraints can be used to 1) fill in service parameters (e.g., “to Orlando” for a

destination); 2) identify a target person (e.g., “for my sister”); and 3) restrict on the

selected services (e.g., “less than $500”).

We identify constraints from prepositional phrases, noun phrases and clauses in a

segment. Table 4.2 shows our rules for extracting constraints. We store constraints

in a key-value pair form. A key defines a label for a constraint and a value shows the

details of a constraint. For example, in pattern #3 of Table 4.2, the key is an object

(i.e., sister) and the value contains the object and a preposition (i.e., {sister, for}).

Constraints can have an upper or a lower range to restrict the selected services.

When phrases contain a numerical number or a preposition “than” (e.g., pattern #
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2, 4, 5 and 6 in Table 4.2), we detect such constraints with the following steps:

• The key of the constraint is a measurement unit, such as $ and dollars. Symbols

(e.g., $) are transferred into natural languages (e.g., dollars). If no measurement

unit is detected, we use the last mentioned object as the key (such as pattern

#6 in Table 4.2 ).

• The value contains an operator that defines either a “less than” or a “greater

than” relation. An operator can be inferred from adjectives (e.g., less), preposi-

tions (e.g., under) and phrasal verbs (e.g., reduce to). We define a bag of words

that denote a “less than” relation: less, lower, fewer, most, maximum, below,

under, reduce, decrease, and a “greater than” relation: more, higher, least, min-

imum, over, increase, raise. A word in a constraint that is synonymous with

the bag-of-words determines an operator. We use WordNet [37], a large English

database, to identify synonymous words. WordNet groups synonymous words

into sets called synsets and connect synsets by different relations, such as hy-

pernym and meronym. Hypernym denotes a “kind of” relation. For example,

bed is a hypernym of furniture.

To make the extracted constraints meaningful, we recognize four types of con-

straints: location (e.g., in Toronto), time (e.g., at Christmas), price (e.g., less than

$500), and relative (e.g., for my sister). To determine the type of a constraint, we

use WordNet to identify hypernym trees for each word in the extracted key of the

constraint. A hypernym tree represents a sequence of synsets, and each of synsets has

a hypernym relation with the succeeding synset. The synsets of “location”, “time”,

“monetary” and “relative” represent the conceptual semantic meaning of location,

time, price and relative respectively. We traverse all the paths of the hypernym trees
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Table 4.2: Rules to extract constraints from Noun Phrases, Prepositional Phrases and
Clauses

#
Linguistic
Pattern

Example
Key-Value pair
(Key=Value)

N
o
u

n
P

h
ra

se

1 Adjective cheap
Key:Adjective
Value:{Adjective};
cheap={cheap}

2
Quantifier
Phrase

less than $500
Key:Measurement Unit
Value:{Number,Operator};
dollars={500, less than}

P
re

p
o
si

ti
o
n

a
l

P
h

ra
se

3
Without
Number

for my sister
Key:Noun
Value:{Noun,Preposition};
sister={sister,for}

4
With
Number

over 500 dollars
Key:Measurement Unit
Value:{Number,Operator};
dollars={500, greater than}

5
Preposition is
“than”

price lower than
iPhone

Key:Last Mentioned Object
Value:{Noun, Operator};
price={iPhone, less than}

Clause 6
Verb + “to” +
Number

if the price
reduces to 500

Key:Measurement Unit
Value:{Number, Operator};
price={500, less than}

to record the number of occurrences of the four synsets. The synset with the highest

occurrence number wins and we classify the type of the constraint as the semantic

meaning of the synset. The key of the constraint that is initially identified using rules

in Table 4.2 is replaced with the constraint type. For example, “dollars” is replaced

with “price”.

Our approach identifies intents and constraints in each segment of a sentence. The

identified intent and constraint in a segment are concatenated to form a task. The

number of tasks in a sentence depends on the number of identified intents.
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4.3.3 Predicting Service Related Tasks

Many tasks extracted in Section 4.3.2 are related to human activities, e.g., “inspect

laptop damage”. These tasks cannot be performed by services. To identify service

related tasks from the extracted tasks, we use a deep learning based model, i.e.,

the MLP model. Although we employ a simple logistic regression model to collect

valid how-to instructions, we use the MLP model to accurately identify service related

tasks. We decide to use the MLP model because we need a strong prediction power for

developers to identify service related tasks and design composite services. Compared

with the logistic regression model that combines the learning features linearly, the

MLP model learns non-linear interactions among the learning features. Thus, the

MLP model captures more complex feature interactions and may have more accurate

task prediction results.

The MLP model has training and testing phases. In the training phase, a task

ti contains a learning feature vector Xi and a label li. Xi describes the semantic

meaning of the task. The label li denotes whether the task is a service related task

or not. A li = 1 denotes that a task is a service related task, while a li = 0 denotes,

otherwise. In the testing phase, the model takes the feature vector of a task ti as the

input and predicts a label to the task ti. We follow the three steps below to build our

MLP model.

1) Building learning feature vectors. Our approach uses word2vec [93] to

build learning feature vectors Xi. word2vec is a natural language processing (NLP)

tool that analyzes the semantic meanings of words. The tool takes a corpus of text

as the input and outputs an m dimensional numerical vector for each word in the

corpus. The numerical vector captures the semantic meanings of a word, so that the
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word vectors of two similar words (e.g., “laptop” and “computer”) are similar to each

other [93].

In our approach, we use word vectors that are pre-trained on more than 100 billion

words from the GoogleNews corpus [93].3 We set the dimension m of a word vector

vj as 300 (i.e., vj ∈ R300), similar to the work by Zheng et al. [165]. For an extracted

task ti, we remove stop words (e.g., “a”, “an” and “the”) and lowercase each word.

We map the sequence of words (w1, w2, ...wn) in the task to their corresponding word

vectors (v1, v2, ...vn). For example, each word wj in the task “plan Disney World trip

Orlando” is mapped to a word vector vj ∈ R300. We then average the word vectors

as the feature vector Xi ∈ R300 for the task ti.

2) Labeling tasks. To label a task ti, we need to examine if there exist services

that can perform the task. We have collected in total of 4,152 services in Section 3.4.1

of Chapter 3. Manually examining this large number of services is tedious and time-

consuming. Therefore, we use the Vector Space Model built in Section 3.3.2 of Chap-

ter 3 to rank the five most similar services for a task ti. Afterwards, we perform a

manual analysis (described in Section 4.4.2 RQ4.2) to label if the task ti is a service

related task or not. If at least one of the ranked services can perform the task ti, the

task is labeled as 1, Otherwise, the task is labeled as 0.

3) Building the MLP Model. The MLP model, as shown in Figure 4.3,

contains an input layer and a prediction layer. The input layer consists of a learning

feature vector Xi of a task, i.e., the word vector. The prediction layer generates

the predicted label l̂i of the task. Between the input layer and the prediction layer,

there are a number of hidden layers. A hidden layer h contains a number of neurons.

3https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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Figure 4.3: The structure of the MLP model

Each neuron N j
h performs a weighted sum over the values on the previous layer.

Next, the neuron applies a non-linear activation function, i.e., Rectified Linear Units

(ReLU ) [66], on the weighted summation. The ReLU function is commonly used in

the neural networks because it quickens the training process compared with other non-

linear activation functions, e.g., tanh and sigmoid. Equation 4.1 shows the operations

performed by a neuron N j
h.

Oj
h = ReLU(W j

h ∗Oh−1 + bjh) (4.1)

where W j
h is the weight matrix; bjh is the bias term; Oh−1 are the values of the previous

layer; and Oj
h is the output.

The prediction layer combines the outputs of the last hidden layer, i.e., Oh, using

a sigmoid function to generate the predicted label l̂i. We use the sigmoid function,

since our task label prediction is a binary classification problem. The objective of our
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MLP model is to minimize the task label prediction error, i.e., the error between the

actual label li and the predicted label l̂i. The task label prediction error is trained with

the cross entropy loss function [116] for solving the binary classification problem. We

adopt the Adam [61] algorithm, a stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithm,

to optimize our loss function. The main benefit of Adam is that the learning rates of

parameters are adapted in the training phase, thus alleviating the efforts to manually

tune the learning rates. A task is identified as a service related task if the predicted

label of the task is 1.

4.3.4 Generating Agent Specifications

To aid developers to specify agent specifications using the proposed semi-natural

language syntax (see Chapter 3 Section 3.3.1 ), our approach generates agent spec-

ifications from valid how-to instructions. Figure 4.4b shows the generated agent

specification for the Finding a Good Deal step of the how-to instruction shown in

Figure 4.4a. We describe our approach to generate agent specifications below.

As various how-to instructions describe distinct intentions, our approach trans-

forms each valid how-to instruction to an agent specification. The title of a valid

how-to instruction is the name of an agent. A step of a valid how-to instruction may

contain a goal and service related tasks that describe the plan to achieve the goal. We

use our approach described in Section 3.3 to identify the service related tasks from

the textual description of a step. Tasks that are unrelated to services are filtered out.
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1  Agent: BuyLaptop

2  Goal: FindDealGoal

3  GoalPlan: $FindDealPlan

4  Plan: FindDealPlan

5  Invoke web service $find_model

6  Invoke web service 
$compare_laptop_price

7  Invoke web service $purchase_laptop

1  Parameter:

2  long update

3  double pricelimit

4  double price

5  Agent: BuyLaptop

6  Monitor $update

7  Every 2 hours interval, change $update

8  Plan: FindDealPlan

9  If $update changes, perform the plan

10 PlanBody: <"Get price limit and model from 
consumers">

11 Call service $getBrand located in $PlaceOrder

12 Invoke web service $getLaptopPrice

13 PlanBody: <"Extract price from the output of 
the service">

14 If $price is less than $pricelimit, perform 
the goal $PlaceOrderGoal located in $PlaceOrder

(a) An annotated screenshot of a how-to instruction (b) A generated agent specification (c) A modified agent specification

Figure 4.4: An example how-to instruction and two examples of agent specifications for buying a laptop
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The filtered out tasks may contain manual activities that serve as preconditions

for performing service related tasks. For example, the filtered out manual task set

price limit can be implemented before the service related task to place an order for

a laptop (see Figure 4.4c). If developers consider such filtered out tasks important,

they can modify the generated agent specification to include the filtered out tasks,

as shown in Figure 4.4c. If all of the tasks in a step are not service related tasks, the

step is identified as irrelevant to compose services. Thus, we filter out the step.

The step name (e.g., Finding a Good Deal) is the name of the corresponding goal

and is transformed to the Goal Name syntax (e.g., Goal: FindDealGoal). A goal has

an associated plan to perform the goal. We use the step name as the plan name,

e.g., Plan: FindDealPlan (the Plan Name syntax in Chapter 3 Table 3.4). The

goal is linked with the corresponding plan using the Associated Plan syntax (e.g.,

GoalPlan: $FindDealPlan). From the Finding a Good Deal step, our built MLP

model identifies three service related tasks, i.e., find model, compare laptop price and

purchase laptop. Each service related task is transformed to the Invoke Web Services

syntax (e.g., Invoke Web Service $find model, described in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2).

The plan body consists of a number of Invoke Web Services syntaxes, depending

on the number of tasks. The generated agent specification serves as guidelines for

developers to design agent specifications. A developer may modify the generated

agent specification to the agent specification shown in Figure 4.4c.

4.4 Case Study

In this section, we present the setup of our case studies to evaluate our approach and

the obtained results.
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4.4.1 Collecting How-to Instructions

We collect 2,279 how-to instructions from the wikiHow website. The collected how-to

instructions fall into 20 categories that are listed in the wikiHow website,4 e.g., Arts

and Entertainment, Computers and Electronics, and Education and Communications.

Our case studies answer the following two research questions.

RQ4.1. Is our approach effective to extract valid how-to instructions?

RQ4.2. Can our approach effectively identify service related tasks?

4.4.2 Research Questions

RQ4.1. Is our approach effective to extract valid how-to instructions?

Motivation. Instead of the extensive manual efforts of labeling all the collected

2,279 how-to instructions, we build a simple logistic regression (LR) model to extract

valid how-to instructions (see Section 4.3.1). Accurately extracting valid how-to in-

structions reduces manual efforts in the labeling process. In this research question,

we evaluate the performance of our model to extract valid how-to instructions.

Approach. To build the LR model, we construct training and testing sets. We apply

the statistical sampling technique that randomly samples 329 from the 2,279 how-to

instructions, with 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval, as our training

set. The statistical sampling technique indicates that the sampled instructions can

represent the 2,279 how-to instructions [85]. The remaining 1,950 (i.e., 2,279 - 329 =

1,950) how-to instructions are used as the testing set. To evaluate the performance

of our model, we randomly sample 321 how-to instructions from the testing set. The

labels of the sampled 321 how-to instructions are used as the ground truth. Two first

4www.wikihow.com
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two authors independently perform a manual analysis to label the sampled how-to

instructions (i.e., 329 from the training set and 321 from the testing set) as valid or

invalid, by examining the textual descriptions of the how-to instructions. We compute

the Cohen’s kappa [27] to measure the agreement between the two co-authors. The

value of Cohen’s kappa is 0.77, indicating a substantial agreement [69]. The two

co-authors have a discussion session to reach a consensus on the disagreement. We

evaluate the performance of our LR model using Precision, Recall, F-Measure and

Area Under Curve (AUC).

• Precision measures the ratio of correctly predicted valid how-to instructions

from the set of how-to instructions that are predicted as valid (shown in Equa-

tion 4.2).

• Recall measures the fraction of how-to instructions that are correctly predicted

as valid over the total valid how-to instructions (shown in Eqaution 4.3).

• F-Measure computes the harmonic average of the Precision and Recall to quan-

tify the accuracy of our prediction results, as shown in Equation 4.4.

• Area Under Curve (AUC) measures the area under the curve that plots the

true positive rates against the false positive rates [104]. The AUC provides an

overview of the discriminatory power of a model. The values of AUC range

from 0.5 to 1. A value of 0.5 represents random guessing, while 1 denotes that

all the valid how-to instructions can be properly distinguished by a model.

Precision =
#relevant items ∩#retrieved items

#retrieved items
(4.2)
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Recall =
#relevant items ∩#retrieved items

#relevant items
(4.3)

F-Measure = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(4.4)

Results. Our approach can effectively extract valid how-to instructions.

Our results reveal that our approach obtains a Precision of 72%, a Recall of 60%,

an F-Measure of 0.65 and an AUC of 0.85 for identifying valid how-to instructions.

Thus, instead of manually examining the 1,950 how-to instructions in the testing set,

using the built LR model reduces our labeling efforts since we only need to manually

verify 335 (out of 1,950) how-to instructions that are predicted as valid. In total, we

verified and collected 275 valid how-to instructions from the training set and testing

set. Our Recall of 60% suggests that our LR model may miss some valid how-to

instructions. However, we have collected enough valid how-to instructions to identify

service related tasks.

RQ4.2. Can our approach effectively identify service related tasks?

Motivation. To relieve developers from the effort of designing composite services, we

propose an approach that automatically identifies service related tasks from how-to

instructions. We provide guidelines for developers to build agent specifications using

the identified tasks. A good task prediction performance helps developers design

composite services using agents. We are interested to evaluate the performance of

our approach on identifying service related tasks.

Approach. We use the approach described in Section 4.3.2 to extract tasks from valid

how-to instructions that are collected in RQ4.1. In total, we extract 21,441 tasks. To
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build the MLP model (as described in Section 4.3.3), we randomly sample 2,680 tasks

(i.e., 12.5% of the extracted tasks). The first two co-authors independently perform

a manual analysis to label whether the sampled tasks are service related tasks or not.

Our manual labeling results show that we achieve the Cohen’s kappa value of 0.64

between the two co-authors, indicating a substantial agreement. The two co-authors

have a discussion session to reach a consensus on the disagreement. To train and test

the performance of the proposed MLP model, we randomly split the sampled tasks

into training, validation and testing sets using a ratio of 80:10:10 [17][165]. We use the

validation set to tune the hyper-parameters of our model. Hyper-parameters are the

variables that may decide the architecture of a MLP model (e.g., the number of hidden

layers). Different settings of hyper-parameters could influence the performance of the

proposed model. Thus, we empirically examine the effects of two hyper-parameters:

1) the number of hidden layers and 2) the number of neurons. The number of hidden

layers is searched in three settings, i.e., {1, 2, 3}. The number of neurons in the first

hidden layer determines the number of neurons in the consecutive hidden layers. For

example, if the model has 3 hidden layers and 32 neurons in the first hidden layer,

the model has the following neuron sizes: 32 → 16 → 8. Thus, we test the number

of neurons in the first layer among four numbers, i.e., {32, 16, 8, 4}.

We evaluate the performance of our model using Precision, Recall, F-Measure and

Area Under Curve (AUC) (described in the approach section of RQ4.1). Specifically,

Precision measures the ratio of correctly retrieved tasks from the set of predicted

service related tasks. Recall calculates the fraction of the service related tasks that

our approach could retrieve. As F-Measure measures the accuracy of a prediction

model, we use F-Measure as the evaluation metric to select hyper-parameters. Our
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results show that using AUC as the evaluation metric has the same effect as using

F-Measure to select hyper-parameters. We test all the combinations of the two hyper-

parameters on the validation set and compare the performances of the F-Measure to

find the best setting. To evaluate the performance of our model on the testing set, we

compare our model with the following 3 baselines, i.e., Logistic Regression, Random

Forest and Näıve Bayes Classifier.

• Logistic Regression is a well-known binary classification model that combines

learning features linearly.

• Random Forest is an ensemble of decision trees [77] to perform classification or

regression tasks. The prediction results consider each individual decision tree,

thus preventing over-fitting.

• Näıve Bayes Classifier [115] is a simple probabilistic model for classification.

The model assumes the conditional independence among the learning features.

The three baseline models and our model are built with the same learning features

and labels.

Results. Our MLP model obtains the best performance compared with the

three baseline models. Figure 4.7 shows the F-Measure obtained on the validation

set by varying the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons. Our proposed

MLP model obtains the best performance when there is 1 hidden layer and 8 neurons

in the hidden layer. Figure 4.5 shows that the larger the number of hidden layers,

the worse the performance. The model with 3 hidden layers performs predictions

in which all the tasks are not relevant to services (i.e., the F-Measure is 0). We

empirically set the number of hidden layers as 1. Figure 4.6 shows that the model
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obtains the best performance when the number of neurons in the first hidden layer is

set as 8. Further increasing the number of neurons decreases the performance of our

model. The number of hidden layers and the number of neurons have the effect on

the number of parameters to be trained in our model. A larger number of parameters

could result in over-fitting.
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Figure 4.7: F-Measure results on the validation set with respect to different hyper-
parameters (black dots represent the optimal F-Measure values).

Table 4.3: The performance comparison of our model with three baseline models on
the testing set.

Model Precision Recall F-Measure AUC

MLP 0.67 0.56 0.61 0.88

Logistic Regression 0.74 0.43 0.54 0.88

Random Forest 0.86 0.13 0.22 0.79

Näıve Bayes Classifier 0.29 0.60 0.39 0.71

Table 4.3 shows the performance comparison between our model and the 3 base-

line models. Overall, our model achieves the best F-Measure (i.e., 0.61) and AUC

(i.e., 0.88). AUC shows true capability of a model to distinguish between service
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related tasks and other tasks, because AUC is not dependent on arbitrary threshold.

Compared with our model, the Logistic Regression model achieves the same AUC

value, but decreases the Recall by 13%. The lower Recall value of the Logistic Re-

gression model produces lower F-Measure values. These observations suggest that

our MLP model has a better prediction accuracy compared with the three baseline

models. Our results show that, on average, 18% of extracted tasks (using the ap-

proach described in Section 4.3.2) are service related tasks. The results indicate that

the manual identification has a maximum precision of 18%. In contrast, our approach

achieves a precision of 67%, which improves the efficiency of developers to manually

identify tasks by nearly four times. Moreover, our approach can identify a majority

of service related tasks (i.e., 56%).

4.5 Chapter Summary

Developers typically do not have complete knowledge when designing composite ser-

vices. To help developers design composite services, we propose an approach to auto-

matically identify service related tasks from on-line how-to instructions. To identify

service related tasks, we build a logistic regression model to collect valid how-to in-

structions that are related to service composition. From the collected valid how-to

instructions, we use natural language processing techniques to analyze the grammat-

ical structures of sentences to extract tasks. Moreover, we build a MLP model to

identify service related tasks from the extracted tasks. To help design agents using

our proposed semi-natural language syntax (see Chapter 3), our approach transforms

the identified service related tasks to our syntax. Our case study results show that

our approach achieves an Area Under Curve (AUC) of 0.85 for predicting valid how-to
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instructions. Moreover, our proposed MLP model achieves an overall better perfor-

mance compared with the three baseline models for identifying service related tasks.
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Chapter 5

Automatically Transforming IoT

Applications to RESTful Web

Services

The diverse IoT applications in IoT devices lack a standard interface to allow the

communication among various IoT devices and services. To use our multi-agent

framework (described in Chapter 3) to compose various types of services, in this

Chapter, we propose an automatic approach to transform the functionalities provided

by IoT applications to IoT services that confirm to the RESTful paradigm.

Chapter Organization. In Section 5.1, we introduce the chapter. In Section 5.2,

we present the programming structure of the source code of IoT applications. In Sec-

tion 5.3, we give an overview of our approach to generate IoT services. In Section 5.4,

we describe our case studies. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 5.5.
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5.1 Introduction

The inter-connected physical devices, i.e., the Internet of Things (IoT) devices, are

prevalent in several aspects of our lives. For example, IoT devices may sense nearby

environments (e.g., obtain the temperature) and react upon an end-user’s request

to change the physical environment (e.g., turn on the light). IoT applications are

designed by application developers to provide functionalities in IoT devices, e.g.,

to sense the temperature. In the meanwhile, the Internet has turned into a global

infrastructure to host heterogeneous web services. End-users may use web services to

perform various on-line activities, such as on-line shopping and banking. With web

services and IoT devices combined, the possibilities to ease our daily lives increase

in magnitude. For instance, an on-line grocery order can be made based on a food

consumption alert that is triggered by analyzing the data read from a fridge sensor.

However, this combination is not without its limitations. For example, end-users must

install a large number of proprietary end-user applications (e.g., mobile applications)

on smart phones or computers to access the information of IoT applications in IoT

devices. In addition, the diverse end-user applications lack a standard interface to

allow the communication among various IoT devices and web services. Therefore, it

is not trivial to integrate IoT devices with existing applications [105].

To ease the integration of IoT applications, we are interested in transforming

IoT applications to IoT services, using the service-oriented architecture (SOA) to

provide the functionalities offered by IoT devices. Our approach that transforms IoT

applications to IoT services mainly works for smart-home IoT devices (e.g., smart light

and temperature sensor) that end-users can access and control. In particular, SOA

based IoT services have two main advantages: (1) interoperability, which allows IoT
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services to exchange information with web services using a structured data format; (2)

easy integration with existing applications due to the uniform interface of IoT services.

Research effort has been invested on approaches to provide IoT services for end-users

[31][43][105]. Nonetheless, most of these approaches run the IoT services on the IoT

devices [31][43][105], which are not optimal, since IoT devices are typically designed

with limited resources, e.g., low battery capacity and processing power [105]. In

addition, the complexity of SOA standards (e.g., the verbose data format) generates

energy and latency overheads in IoT devices that lead developers to spend extra effort

when designing IoT services.

To overcome these practical limitations, we focus on automatically transforming

the functionalities of IoT devices to IoT services. IoT services are designed using

the RESTful paradigm. We use the cloud platform to host IoT services. In contrast

to the resource limited IoT devices, the cloud platform has massive storage, high

speed network and huge computing power. Furthermore, the cloud platform has the

potential to host numerous IoT services and connect IoT devices as well as processing

IoT data [109]. Additionally, the functionalities of IoT devices may be managed by

standard APIs over the cloud, which may be accessed by end-users from any place.

More specifically, we analyze the source code of IoT applications to identify meth-

ods that can be controlled or accessed by end-users. Our approach further extracts

the service specifications of the corresponding IoT services. A service specification

describes the interface of an IoT service and is composed of three parts: service name,

HTTP function and input (or output) parameters. To allow developers to modify the

generated service specifications, we also propose a service schema that describes the

service specifications of IoT services. The service schema identifies which data of IoT
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devices that should be stored in the cloud. Moreover, we use the service schema to

instantiate IoT services with friendly user interfaces.

5.2 Programming Structure of the Source Code of IoT Applications

In this section, we provide background material about the programming structure of

the source code of IoT applications.

The methods in the source code of IoT applications can be classified into two

types: internal methods and external methods. An internal method is related to the

set up of an IoT device and is only consumed by methods within the IoT device

(e.g., an init method to set up an IoT device). An external method works as an

IoT device interface that can communicate with the cloud. The input variables of

an external method may represent the input commands of an actuator (e.g., to turn

on the light), while the returned variables may represent the sensed data of a sensor

(e.g., the sensed temperature). Since an external method allows end-users to control

an IoT device or obtain information from an IoT device, it is possible to transform

such a method to an IoT service.

def led_control(status ):

if status == "ON":

turn_led_on ()

elif status == "OFF":

turn_led_off ()

Figure 5.1: External method 1

def getTemperature ():

temp ← methods to

get temperature

return temp

Figure 5.2: External method 2

Figure 5.3: Examples of external methods
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Figure 5.3 shows examples of external methods that are extracted from the hack-

ster.io website.1 Hackster.io is a website that shares projects on embedded devices

(e.g., Raspberry Pi). In Figure 5.3, the names of the methods describe the methods’

intent (i.e., led control and getTemperature). The led control method2 (Fig-

ure 5.1) can receive commands from the cloud (i.e., by using the status variable).

This method uses an if-else statement to identify whether the led has to be turned

on or off depending on the status variable. The getTemperature method3 (Fig-

ure 5.2) retrieves the temperature from a sensor. A developer can define methods

within the external method to send the sensed temperature values to the cloud, e.g.,

send(temperature, url). Table 5.1 shows the service specification that may be

extracted from the two example methods.

Table 5.1: Service specification that is extracted from the external methods in Fig-
ure 5.3

Method Name Service Name HTTP Function Input Parameters Output Parameters

led control led control POST status

getTemperature getTemperature GET temp

5.3 Overview of Our Approach

In this section, we present our approach to automatically generate IoT services from

IoT applications. Figure 5.4 shows an overview of our approach. Our approach has

four activities. Each activity is explained in a subsection below.

1https://www.hackster.io/
2https://www.hackster.io/user3424878278/pool-fill-control-119ab7
3https://www.hackster.io/dexterindustries/add-a-15-display-to-the-raspberry-pi-b8b501
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Figure 5.4: An overview of our approach

5.3.1 Identifying External Methods

To save developers’ effort on manually finding code methods that should be trans-

formed, we analyze the source code of IoT applications written in Python to investi-

gate whether external methods can be automatically identified. We choose the Python

language, since it is suitable for developing IoT applications due to its portability and

easy-to-learn syntax [135]. Although our approach is language-independent, we use

Python examples to explain our approach implementation. We explain the steps that

are involved in this code analysis below.

STEP1: Parsing Source Code of Methods

To identify external methods, we first analyze the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the

source code. An AST is a tree structure that represents the syntax of the source code.

Each node in the tree describes a construct (e.g., method name) that is present in the

source code. We traverse the tree to identify the following constructs in a method:

• method name, e.g., getTemperature shown in Figure 5.2.

• input variables, e.g., status shown in Figure 5.1.
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• returned variables, e.g., temp shown in Figure 5.2.

• method calls in a method body, e.g., turn led on() shown in Figure 5.1.

• if-else statements, e.g., if status == "ON" shown in Figure 5.1.

STEP2: Filtering Internal Methods

An internal method can be identified based on its extracted constructs. Methods

with the following internal features (IF) are considered as internal methods. Internal

methods are filtered out and are not investigated further.

• IF1: method name containing the keywords “init, setup, debug, test”. Method

names containing the keywords “init” and “setup” are initialization methods

and are used to configure the initial settings, e.g., setting the voltage level of

GPIO pins. Method names containing the keywords “debug” and “test” are

testing methods, which are used to test the different functionalities of an IoT

device. Such testing methods are internal methods in an IoT device.

• IF2: method name starting with “ ”. The leading underscore in a method name

denotes that the method is for internal use or reserved for the programming

language (e.g., an init method) [1].

• IF3: methods that are called within internal methods or defined in internal

files. File names containing the keywords “init, setup, debug, test” or starting

with “ ” are internal files. Methods that are called within internal methods or

defined in internal files are used for initialization and testing.
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STEP3: Processing Method Names

A method name may convey the intent of the method, which can be used to distinguish

external methods from internal methods. To identify the semantics of method names,

we use the following steps to normalize these names. We split CamelCase words (e.g.,

getTemperature is split into get and temperature). We remove the punctuation, e.g.,

“ ” and “-”. We also remove the suffixes that contain numbers (e.g., led1 is normalized

into led). Finally, we remove stop words (e.g., “a”, “the” and “is”). We use natural

language processing (NLP) techniques to identify the part-of-speech (POS) tag of

each word. For example, “get” is tagged as a verb and “temperature” is tagged as

a noun. Finally, we perform word stemming to find the root words (e.g., “reduced”,

“reducing” and “reduces” are normalized to “reduce”). These words are used to

extract features for identifying external methods.

STEP4: Extracting Features for External Methods

We extract the following external features (EF) based on the constructs of the methods

that are identified in STEP 1.

• EF1: method calls. If the methods that are called within a method body

contain send related keywords in their names, i.e., “push, post, publish, send,

notify”, these methods likely send data to the cloud, e.g., send(temperature,

url) and are considered as external methods.

• EF2: if-else statements. In case a method contains if-else statements that react

to the input variables of the method when receiving commands from the cloud,

such a method has a high probability of being an external method. For example,
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the led control method in Figure 5.1 contains if-else statements that react to

changes in the status variable.

• EF3: semantic of verbs. Verbs in method names may represent the action

that is performed in a method. For instance, control and get are the verbs in

the examples of Figure 5.3. We identify the semantic of verbs to infer external

methods. For example, if a verb has keywords that are related to sending and

receiving messages (i.e., “push, post, publish, send, notify, subscribe, get, sense,

set, receive, control”), we infer that its respective method transmits data to the

cloud. These methods are likely external methods.

• EF4: semantic of nouns. Nouns in method names denote the objects of in-

terest of these methods, e.g., led and temperature are nouns in the examples

of Figure 5.3. If these nouns match with IoT service names, their respective

method is likely an external method. We identify IoT services by using the

iotlist.co4 website. This website lists various IoT devices, e.g., security cameras

and smart lights. For an IoT device, we manually extract their functionalities,

each one corresponding to an IoT service name. For example, the Elgato Eve

Room Wireless Indoor Sensor5 will have the sense air quality, sense temperature

and sense humidity IoT service names. In total, we extracted 190 IoT service

names. Next, we use the approach described in STEP 3 to extract nouns from

the extracted IoT service names. We form a bag of words containing the nouns

and match them with the nouns that we find in method names (see STEP 3).

For instance, the Wireless Indoor Sensor has a bag containing the air, quality,

4http://iotlist.co/
5https://www.elgato.com/en/eve/eve-room
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temperature and humidity words that we match with the temperature word in

the getTemperature method (see Figure 5.2).

In our approach, we assume that a method is an external method if it has at

least two of the features that we identify in STEP 4. For example, the method in

Figure 5.1 is an external method, since it has the if-else statements (i.e., EF2 ) and

semantic of nouns (i.e., EF4 ) features.

5.3.2 Extracting Service Specifications

Based on the analyzed external methods, we extract the service specifications for

their respective IoT services (see Table 5.1), i.e., service name, HTTP function and

input (or output) parameters.

We use the method name as the service name. For instance, led control is the ser-

vice name for the method in Figure 5.1. Then, we use the external features described

in STEP 4 to distinguish HTTP GET and POST functions. Each HTTP function

is associated with two external features. Among these external features, we split the

semantic of verbs into semantic of send and semantic of receive for GET and POST

functions, respectively. We explain the details below.

• HTTP GET: is associated with the semantic of send and method calls features.

The semantic of send denotes that a verb in a method name contains send

related keywords, i.e., “push, post, publish, send, notify, get, sense”. Such

methods send data to the cloud, so that GET-based IoT services can identify

and retrieve this data.

• HTTP POST: is associated with the semantic of receive and if-else statements

features. The semantic of receive denotes that a verb in a method name contains
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receive related keywords, i.e., “set, receive, control, subscribe”. An IoT device

receives commands from POST-based IoT services.

To determine which HTTP function should be associated with an external method,

we count the number of features that belong to an external method. If an external

method has a given feature, that feature has a counter of 1 (one). We derive a score

for the HTTP GET function (i.e., Sget) using Equation 5.1 and a score for the HTTP

POST function (i.e., Spost) using Equation 5.2.

Sget = Csemantic of send + Cmethod calls (5.1)

Spost = Csemantic of receive + Cif−else statements (5.2)

where Csemantic of send, Cmethod calls, Csemantic of receive and Cif−else statements denote the

counters for the respective features.

We use the Sget and Spost scores to determine whether the HTTP function should

be GET or POST, i.e., whichever has the highest value. In case Sget is equal to Spost,

we calculate the fan-in and fan-out of an external method [143]. Fan-in represents the

number of input variables of an external method, while fan-out denotes the number

of returned variables of an external method. When a fan-in to fan-out ratio is larger

than one, the POST function is chosen, since such a ratio indicates that an external

method is written to receive data (see led control in Figure 5.1). The GET function

is chosen otherwise.

Finally, the parameters of IoT services are extracted based on the identified HTTP

functions. For example, the returned variables of a GET-based external method are

extracted as the output parameters of the corresponding IoT service. Comparatively,

the input variables of a POST-based external method are extracted as the input
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parameters of the corresponding IoT service. As an example, the status variable of

the POST-based led control method (shown in Figure 5.1) is extracted as a service

input parameter.

5.3.3 Representing External Methods in a Service Schema

To transform external methods to IoT services, we need a structured data format that

describes the extracted service specifications of IoT services. We design a service

schema using the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [7]. In the service schema, the

identified service name, HTTP function and parameters of a service specification

are prefilled. A developer may validate, modify and complete the service schema.

Figure 5.5 shows how we use OWL to define our service schema.

The service schema is composed of four main components: classes, individuals,

relations and attributes. A class represents a group of objects with similar properties.

For example, an IoT device is a class. A relation is used to connect the components

of our service schema (e.g., an IoT service hasOperations). A class can be inherited

by sub-classes. For instance, a reading operation, which is used to get the latest value

of a sensor, is a sub-class of operation. An individual is an instance of a class. Finally,

hasOperations
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IoT ServiceIoT Service
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Service Description

StatusStatus
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Figure 5.5: The service schema
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attributes declare the properties of a class. For instance, the IoT device class has the

device type and device id attributes. The device type groups a number of IoT devices

that provide similar functionalities. For example, temperature sensor may be a device

type. The device id attribute is unique for each IoT device and is used to distinguish

one IoT device from another. The MAC address of an IoT device can be used as a

device id.

A functionality of an IoT device publishes a single stream of scalar values (e.g.,

temperature values) to a channel on the cloud [31]. The stream of scalar values is con-

sidered as a resource of an IoT service. This resource is stored in a resource database

on the cloud. An IoT service identifies its resources using the service name, device

type and device id attributes. An IoT service provides multiple operations to perform

different actions onto a resource. For instance, the IoT service “sense temperature”

can obtain the latest reading of the temperature and modify the frequency at which

the temperature should be sensed. We identify six operations of IoT services based

on the approach proposed by Haggerty et al. [31], i.e., reading, profile, sampling pa-

rameter, formatting, status and context. Each external method falls in one of the

operations specified in Table 5.2. The reading operation is used to get the latest

value of a resource. This operation listens to an IoT service’s resource until a new

value of that resource is received. Then, the listened value and a timestamp of the

value update are returned to end-users. The status operation returns the state of a

given IoT service (e.g., whether it’s on or off). For actuators, an end-user may send

a POST request to the status operation, which changes the physical state of an IoT

device (e.g., to turn on the light). An operation is identified by the URL pattern (see

Figure 5.6).
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IoT devices with the same device type value correspond to one unique service

schema that is used to describe their respective IoT services. We use the service

schema to instantiate IoT services as we describe in Section 5.3.4.

Table 5.2: A summary of available operations for an IoT service

Operation

Name

HTTP

Function
Device Class Description Example

Reading GET sensor the latest reading temperature

Profile GET sensor a number of recent history readings
history temperature

readings

Sampling

Parameter
GET/POST sensor the sampling frequency of sensing 100Hz

Formatting GET/POST sensor the unit of the sensed value ◦C, ◦F

Status GET/POST sensor/actuator the state of the IoT service turn light on/off

Context GET/POST sensor/actuator the location of the measurement

the location that

the temperature

is being sensed

5.3.4 Transforming External Methods to IoT Services

In this section, we describe how our approach automatically transforms external meth-

ods to IoT services.

STEP1: Generating Web Forms

Since end-users may not be familiar with SOA, it is important to provide friendly

user interfaces for accessing and controlling IoT services. In this regard, our approach

automatically generates web forms by using our proposed service schema and form

templates. A template uses the data of a service schema to generate text output, e.g.,

source code or HTML forms. These generated forms are used to send POST requests

to IoT services.
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<Device Type>/<Device ID>/<Service Name>/<Operation Name>

Figure 5.6: The URL schema for accessing an operation.

We design our form templates using the FreeMarker template engine.6 The es-

sential components of a web form are the HTTP function, the operation URL and

the parameters to be filled by end-users. We traverse the parameters in our service

schema to identify which ones have an input type attribute. The input type attribute

can assume one of the HTML input elements, i.e., text, radio and select. The pa-

rameter value attribute (see Figure 5.5) defines the available options of a parameter,

which end-users can choose, e.g., ON or OFF. A developer may define a CSS style

for an input parameter using the CSS style attribute. Figure 5.7 shows an HTML

form example for controlling a led. Once an end-user clicks on the “Submit” button,

a POST request is submitted to the operation URL.

<form action="raspberrypi/b827ebf8f190/led_control/

status" method=POST>

    <label for="Control LED">Control LED</label>      

        <input type=radio name=status value=ON>ON

        <input type=radio name=status value=OFF>OFF

        <br>

   <input type="submit" value="Submit"/>

</form>

Operation URL: <Device Type>/<Device ID>/<Service Name>/<Operation Name>

HTTP Method

Input Type Parameter Name Parameter Value

Label

a) An annotated screenshot of the generated HTML code b) The web form

Figure 5.7: An annotated screenshot of a web form that is used to control a led. The
blue text highlights the data that is extracted from our service schema.

STEP2: Instantiating IoT Services

Our approach automatically generates source code to instantiate IoT services using

the proposed service schema and code templates. The instantiated IoT services follow

6http://freemarker.org/
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the Jersey7 syntax standard.

To instantiate an IoT service, a code template needs to be filled with the infor-

mation from a service schema. The required information are the HTTP function, an

operation URL, a request media type, a response media type and the filled param-

eters from a web form. We provide code templates for each kind of operation. In

a reading template, a function is provided to listen to a resource of an IoT service,

which then responds end-users with the real-time value. The resources of a given IoT

service are located by the service name, device type and device id that are extracted

from the URL of the respective service request (see Figure 5.6). Once the profile

operation is requested, the IoT service fetches the last N values of a resource from

the database. The N value is specified by end-users as a URL parameter. We also

build databases on the cloud for each of the other four operations, i.e., sampling pa-

rameter, formatting, status and context. A GET request of an operation locates the

respective database and retrieves the data value. Figure 5.8 shows an example of an

instantiated profile operation.

@Path("/raspberrypi/b827ebf8f190")

public class SensingActuatorService{

@GET

@Path("temperature/profile")

@Produces("application/json")

public Response get_temperature_profile(@DefaultValue(     @QueryParam( number   int 

                number){

JsonArray response = GetEvent.getEventFromDatabase("temperature", 

"raspberrypi", "b827ebf8f190", number);

return Response.ok(response.toString()).build();}}

Root URL: <Device Type>/<Device ID>

HTTP method

Operation URL: <Service Name>/<Operation Name>

The function to access database

Service Name, Device Type and Device ID

Response Media Type

Figure 5.8: An annotated screenshot of the profile operation, which obtains the tem-
perature. The blue text highlights the data that is extracted from our
service schema.

For POST-based operations (e.g., POST status of light), the filled parameters

7https://jersey.java.net/
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(e.g., ON) must be sent to the respective IoT device. We traverse the parameters

of a service schema to identify which parameters end-users should fill. Instantiated

POST-based operations use their parameter names (e.g., status) as variables that will

retrieve the values that are filled in web forms.

Once end-users invoke an instantiated operation, the generated source code of

that operation is accessed by the operation URL and the HTTP function. The data

that is transmitted between an IoT device and the cloud follows the JSON standard

(i.e., JavaScript Object Notation), a lightweight data-interchange format [30].

5.4 Case Study

We conduct a case study to evaluate our approach. In this section, we introduce the

setup of our case study and we present the obtained results.

5.4.1 Case Study Setup

To test the effectiveness of our approach on identifying external methods, we analyze

IoT applications written in Python. We collect the source code of IoT projects in the

“Raspberry Pi” category on the hackster.io website.8 The Raspberry Pi is a credit-

card-sized embedded device, which is widely used to develop IoT solutions for home

and industrial automation.

In total, we collect 1,039 projects, of which 177 contain python methods (17%).

We collect a total of 17,178 python methods from these projects. The collected IoT

projects have different domains, e.g., living (e.g., light control), communication (e.g.,

radio receiver) and transportation (e.g., parking system). Table 5.3 summarizes our

8https://www.hackster.io/
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Table 5.3: The distribution of projects and python methods in each domain. Avg
LOC denotes the average lines of code for each project.

Domain
#

Projects

#

Methods
Avg LOC Domain

#

Projects

#

Methods
Avg LOC

Living 41 7,035 6,349
Environmental

Sensing
24 763 553

Transportation 10 387 756 Health 21 599 728

Entertainment 41 4,660 1,781 Security 22 1,122 870

Communication 18 2,612 3,891 Total 177 17,178 2,520

collected data. We built a prototype tool as a proof of concept for our approach. Our

tool automatically analyzes IoT applications and generates the corresponding IoT

services based on the identified external methods. We use the Raspberry Pi 3 Model

B as our IoT device (denoted as RPi). The IoT device has a quad-core processor

running at 1.2GHz. We use the IBM cloud platform, which uses the MQTT protocol

to communicate with IoT devices. Since we are not allowed to build customized

IoT services in such a commercial cloud platform, we use our approach to generate

IoT services in our local server (see Section 3.4). Our server transmits data of IoT

devices with the IBM cloud platform using the MQTT protocol. Figure 5.9 shows

a screenshot of our prototype tool. An end-user may click on an operation to send

a GET request or retrieve a web form to submit a POST request. Our case study

answers the following research questions:

RQ5.1. How effective is our approach to identify external methods and extract

service specifications?

RQ5.2. How accurate is our approach to generate IoT services?

We manually evaluate all the results in our case study. Our evaluator has three

years’ experience on building RESTful services for the service-oriented architecture.
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Figure 5.9: A screenshot of our tool that shows the available operations of IoT services
to end-users

5.4.2 Research Questions

RQ5.1: How effective is our approach to identify external methods and

extract service specifications? To measure the effectiveness of our approach, we

randomly sample 376 methods from the extracted 17,178 python methods with a 95%

confidence level and a 5% confidence interval [163]. We apply our approach (as de-

scribed in Section 5.3.1) to identify external methods and extract service specifications

from the sampled 376 methods. We use precision and recall as shown in Equations 5.3

and 5.4 to evaluate our approach. Precision measures the ratio of correctly retrieved

external methods (or service specification parts) from the set of external methods (or

service specification parts) that are retrieved by our approach [160]. On the other

hand, recall measures the ratio of external methods (or service specification parts)

from the dataset that our approach could retrieve [160].

Precision =
{relevant items} ∩ {retrieved items}

{retrieved items}
(5.3)
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Recall =
{relevant items} ∩ {retrieved items}

{relevant items}
(5.4)

Our results reveal that our approach has an average precision of 75% and a recall

of 72% for identifying external methods. As for service specifications, our approach

has an average precision of 82% and a recall of 81%. The main reasons for the misiden-

tified external methods and service specifications are the following: (1) We are not

able to extract semantic meanings from method names. For instance, the method

getdoorstatus is an external method to get the door status. However, we could

not find the semantic of nouns and semantic of verbs because this name does not

follow the CamelCase pattern. (2) Internal methods that transmit messages within

an IoT device may have external features. For example, the method SendParameter

is an internal method that sends parameters using the I2C (Inter-Integrated Cir-

cuit) protocol. However, we identify such a method as an external method, since

it contains the semantic of verbs and if-else statements features. (3) The input (or

output) parameters are defined in the code method body. For instance, the method

get ph reading has a service parameter ph value. However, the method uses a print

function to display the parameter, rather than returning it.

RQ5.2. How accurate is our approach to generate IoT services? Our ap-

proach uses a service schema to generate IoT services on the cloud platform. The

accuracy of transforming external methods to IoT services is what represents the

practical usefulness of our approach. To evaluate the accuracy of generating IoT ser-

vices, we use the 190 extracted IoT services described in Section 5.3.1. We design

external methods on RPi depending on the type of an IoT service. For example,

we design four possible external methods for an IoT service that is generated for a

sensor. These methods are: reading, sampling parameter, formatting and context.
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As for IoT services generated for actuators, we design two external methods: status

and context. We do not design an external method for the profile operation, since a

profile operation is instantiated to fetch a resource from a resource database. We use

the approach described in Section 5.3.3 to generate service schemas for the designed

external methods. We automatically generate IoT services using our approach (see

Section 5.3.4). Equation 5.5 shows how we measure the accuracy of our approach.

Accuracy =
{#correctly generated IoT services}

{#IoT services}
(5.5)

The accuracy is the ratio of the number of correctly generated IoT services to the

total number of IoT services. Since an IoT service is composed of several operations,

we evaluate whether an operation is correctly instantiated. A GET-based operation

is correctly instantiated if, for example, a GET request for the temperature reading

operation returns the values that match the temperature values sent from RPi. A

POST-based operation is correctly instantiated if, for example, the external method

on RPi that is used for receiving light status receives the commands from the light

status operation. An IoT service is correctly generated when all the operations of

such an IoT service are correctly instantiated. Our approach achieves an accuracy

of 96% (182 out of 190 IoT services) when generating IoT services. Nonetheless,

our approach fails to generate IoT services regarding streaming media. A streaming

media IoT service constantly delivers and presents multimedia, e.g., video and audio,

to end-users. We do not find support in the IBM cloud platform for streaming media

of IoT devices.
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5.5 Chapter Summary

To integrate multiple IoT devices in a uniform environment, we provide an approach

that automatically transforms functionalities from IoT devices to SOA based IoT

services. We automatically generate web forms for end-users to have a friendly expe-

rience when interacting with IoT services. We use the designed service schema and

templates to generate IoT services. Our case studies show that we can identify exter-

nal methods from IoT applications with a precision of 75% and a recall of 72%. We

can also extract service specifications from these external methods with a precision of

82% and a recall of 81%. Our approach can generate IoT services with an accuracy

of 96%.
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Chapter 6

Predicting User Ratings Using

User Reviews and Service

Descriptions

Due to the massive amount of services available, an end-user faces numerous choices to

meet their personal preferences when selecting the desired services from the services

with the similar functionalities. To relieve end-users’ cognitive overloading when

selecting services, it is essential for our designed agents (described in Chapters 3, 4

and 5) to predict the preferred services for end-users. In this chapter, we propose a

deep content model (i.e., DeepCont) to predict user ratings on unseen services, using

user reviews, service descriptions and user ratings.

Chapter Organization. Section 6.1 describes the introduction of this chapter.

Section 6.2 introduces the convolution operation used in the Convolutional Neural
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Networks (CNN) [73]. Section 6.3 presents the background of the variational au-

toencoder network. Section 6.4 shows an overview of our proposed DeepCont model.

Section 6.5 and Section 6.6 show the case study setup and the obtained results of our

case studies, respectively. Finally, Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.

6.1 Introduction

Services are prevalent in our daily lives. In 2017, the Amazon.com website1 had

over 606 million shopping items available for end-users in the United States.2 In this

Chapter, we take on-line shopping items (e.g., laptops) as services and a category of

shopping items (e.g., electronics) as a task. While choosing a service (e.g., a laptop)

under a task (e.g., electronics), end-users come across a vast amount of similar services

to choose from. To select a preferred service, an end-user needs to carefully examine

the service descriptions (e.g., laptop configurations) and user reviews in order to

compare the user ratings of similar services before making a decision.

However, the service selection process can be tedious, since end-users need to read

several service descriptions and user reviews of different services. To assist end-users

in the service selection process, recommendation systems have emerged to suggest ser-

vices that best fit the end-users’ needs. Many existing approaches focus on predicting

user ratings for the services that have been rated or reviewed by other end-users.

For example, collaborative filtering (CF) approaches [95][112] use past user ratings to

predict future user ratings. The assumption of the CF is that similar end-users that

share the same preferences tend to provide similar user ratings for services. Despite

the feasibility of the approach, the performance of user rating prediction decreases

1Amazon.com
2https://www.scrapehero.com/how-many-products-does-amazon-sell-worldwide-october-2017/
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when very few services are rated in the past (i.e., the sparsity problem). Other ap-

proaches leverage user reviews as additional information of collaborative filtering to

predict user ratings [21][81][91][165]. These approaches extract user latent features

from user reviews. A user latent feature is an inferred vector in which each number

may represent an end-user’s preference score. Compared with the CF approaches,

using user reviews improves performance in predicting user ratings. However, ser-

vice descriptions, which describe various service properties, are disregarded in these

approaches. Incorporating service descriptions may further improve the prediction

performance.

New services are continuously added in E-commerce websites and applications

to attract more end-users and stimulate consumption. A recommendation system

should not only recommend existing services with a rich set of user reviews, but also

new services without any user reviews and user ratings. Recommending new services

is the so-called cold start problem [119]. To alleviate the cold start problem, many

approaches [75][146][147] extract service latent features from service descriptions avail-

able in new services, regardless the presence of user reviews and user ratings. The

extracted service latent features are combined with collaborative filtering for service

recommendation. In these approaches [75][146][147], the service descriptions are pro-

cessed as bag-of-words, which fail to consider the order of words and the semantic

meanings expressed in the descriptions. Therefore, we conjecture that the learned

service latent features may not accurately represent the services. Moreover, these

approaches do not use user reviews to extract end-users’ preferences.

To accurately predict user ratings while alleviating the cold start problem, we
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propose the Deep Content Model (DeepCont), which is a neural network based prob-

abilistic generative model. Our model takes both user reviews and service descriptions

as inputs. Our model relieves the sparsity problem by extracting user latent features

from user reviews, and alleviates the cold start problem by mining service latent

features from service descriptions. Instead of learning latent features from bag-of-

words, our model converts each word into a pre-trained word vector [93], forming a

word embedding matrix for a particular user review or a service description. Such

word embedding matrix preserves the order of words and captures semantic mearn-

ings [165]. Our model jointly learns the latent features for end-users and services

using two coupled generative convolutional neural networks, i.e., convolutional vari-

ational autoencoder (VAE) network [62][113]. Li et al. [75] and Serban et al. [121]

demonstrate that the VAE network can generate robust latent features. Moreover,

the two convolutional VAE networks are learned in a jointly manner, so that user and

service latent features are combined to predict user ratings. Therefore, the user rat-

ing information can guide the learning of latent features. In turn, the latent features

contribute to the model prediction power.

We evaluate the performance of our model with two tasks: 1) predicting user rat-

ings of existing services and 2) predicting user ratings of new services. We conduct

experiments on 21 real-world sparse datasets from Amazon [91], with a total of more

than 6.3 million services (i.e., shopping items) and 55 million user reviews. We com-

pare the performance of our model with four state-of-the-art baselines, which are the

collaborative filtering based model, i.e., PMF [95]; the model using user reviews, i.e.,

DeepCoNN [165]; and two models that use service descriptions, i.e., CDL [147] and

CVAE [75]. Our results show that our model significantly improves the performance
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of the four baselines for predicting user ratings of existing services. On average, our

model improves the prediction accuracy of the best performing baseline (i.e., CDL)

by a margin of 3.08%. For predicting user ratings of new services, compared with the

best baseline model (i.e., CVAE), DeepCont performs significantly better or equally

well in 11 out of 21 datasets.

6.2 Convolution Operations

The convolution operation is commonly used in the Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN) [73] for processing three dimensional inputs (e.g., images), which contain

width, height and depth. Compared with the traditional neural network [48], CNN

reduces the number of trained parameters, thus improving computation efficiency.

We apply CNN to learn latent features from the word embedding matrix of a user

review or a service description.

CNN contains multiple convolutional layers. Each layer contains a number of

filters to transform the input to a higher level of abstracted features. Each filter is

a weight matrix with a size of t × t (where t is called the window size), plus a bias

term. A filter F performs the convolution operation on the input. The convolution

operation computes the dot product of the weights of a filter with the region of the

input, which has the same window size t. To walk through the input, the convolution

operation moves the filter with a stride number s to compute the dot product with

different regions of the input. We empirically set the stride number as 2. Given an

input with three dimensions, i.e., width=w, height=h and depth=d, a filter generates

an output with two dimensions (w
2
× h

2
). By applying a number of filters (i.e., m), a

convolutional layer concatenates the outputs of the filters to generate an output with
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three dimensions (w
2
× h

2
×m).

Transposed Convolution Operations. The transposed convolution operation

(also named as backward convolution [70] and fractionally strided convolution [107])

can be considered as the inverse of the convolution operation. This operation up-

samples the width and height of the input by a factor of the stride number. Similar

to the convolution operation, we empirically set the stride number as 2. After apply-

ing the operation, a filter transforms an input with the shape of (w
2
× h

2
×m) to the

output with the shape of (w × h).

6.3 Variational Autoencoder Network (VAE)

An autoencoder is a generative model that is used to learn a latent representation

zi from an input xi (i.e., a user review or a service description). The learned latent

representation zi is a compressed vector that can represent the input xi. In an autoen-

coder, the latent representation zi is learned by an encoder network and a decoder

network. The encoder network estimates an input xi as a latent representation zi and

the decoder network reconstructs the input xi from the latent representation zi.

The traditional autoencoder network [145] estimates a latent representation as

a single vector (i.e., a point). Wang et al. [147] take the learned representations

as the service latent features to represent services. Different from the point estima-

tion, a VAE network estimates a latent representation zi as a variational distribution

qφ(zi|xi), where φ is the parameter for the encoder network. Instead of mapping an

input xi to a single point, VAE maps xi to a region of a space. qφ(zi|xi) is set as a
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diagonal Gaussian distribution [76] as shown in Equation 6.1.

qφ(zi|xi) ∼ N (µφ(xi), diag(σ2
φ(xi))) (6.1)

where µφ(xi) and σ2
φ(xi) are the mean and variance, respectively, which are learned

by the encoder network.

Optimizing VAE. To ensure that the decoder network can generate valid and diverse

reconstructed outputs from any sampled latent representation zi, the Kullback-Leibler

(KL) divergence [67] is used to regularize the distribution of the encoder qφ(zi|xi).

Equation 6.2 shows the loss function of the VAE network, which consists of the

reconstruction loss (i.e., negative log-likelihood to construct an input) and the KL

divergence.

L(xi; θ, φ) = −Eqφ(zi|xi)[logpθ(xi|zi)] + KL(qφ(zi|xi)||p(zi)) (6.2)

where φ is the parameters of an encoder network and θ is the parameters of a decoder

network.

6.4 The Proposed Deep Content Model

In our model, a data entry, i.e., (u, i, rui, revu, coni) contains a user u, a service i,

a user rating rui given by the end-user u, a user review revu written by the end-

user u and a service description coni. A user review revu is a concatenation of all

the user reviews written by the user u in the training set, similar to the work by

Zheng et al. [165]. A service description coni is a concatenation of the title and the

content description of the service i, similar to the approach used by Li et al. [75]. Our
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recommendation task is to predict the user rating r̂ui given by the user u for an unseen

service i, using the user review revu and the service description coni. In this section,

we present the details of our proposed deep content (DeepCont) model. First, we

present the architecture of DeepCont. Then, we discuss the objective function used

to train DeepCont.

6.4.1 Architecture

The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Figure 6.1. Our model contains

two parallel convolutional VAE networks, i.e., Netu and Neti. The convolutional

VAE network Netu learns k-dimensional user latent features from user reviews, and

the convolutional VAE network Neti learns k-dimensional service latent features from

service descriptions. Since the architectures of Netu and Neti are the same, we only

describe the details of Netu. Our architecture consists of five main components: 1)

word embedding layer; 2) convolutional network; 3) latent representation layer; 4)

transposed convolutional network; and 5) prediction layer (in between Netu and Neti

in Figure 6.1). We describe each component in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.1: The architecture of our proposed DeepCont model (n and p denote the number of words in a user
review and a service description, respectively; c is the dimension of a word vector; and m1 represents
the number of filters)
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Word Embedding Layer

The word embedding layer converts a user review revu to the corresponding word

embedding matrix Vu, as shown in Figure 6.1. We use word vectors pre-trained on

the GoogleNews corpus by word2vec [93], to convert a word wi to the corresponding

word vector vi with c dimensions, i.e., vi ∈ Rc. We set the dimension c as 300, similar

to the work by Zheng et al. [165]. Given a user review revu, we map the sequence of

words <w1, w2, ..., wn> to their corresponding word vectors, i.e., <v1, v2, ..., vn>. The

word vectors are concatenated to form the word embedding matrix Vu ∈ Rn×c (where

n is the number of words and c denotes the dimension of a word vector). The word

vectors follow the order of the words that appear in the text. These word vectors are

fixed during the training process, similar to the work by Catherine and Cohen [17].

Convolutional Network

The convolutional network takes a word embedding matrix Vu as an input to learn

the user latent feature gu. This convolutional network consists of a number L of

convolutional layers (see Section 6.2). A convolutional layer l has a number ml of

filters.

Each filter F j
l at the lth layer applies the following operations. First, the convo-

lution operation (see Section 6.2) is performed on the output Ol−1 from the previous

layer. Second, we perform the Batch Normalization [58] to normalize the output from

the convolution operation by fixing the mean and variances of the output. The nor-

malization process stabilizes and accelerates the learning of the convolutional network

by preventing the saturation problem [58]. Batch normalization is critical for deep

generation networks to learn latent representations [70][107]. Third, we perform a
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non-linear function, i.e., Rectified Linear Units (i.e., ReLU) [66] on the output from

the batch normalization. Compared with other functions, e.g., tanh and sigmoid,

ReLU accelerates the training of the convolutional network [66]. Fourth, we apply

the dropout [128] technique to reduce overfitting. In the training phase, the dropout

technique randomly drops some of the values in the output from the ReLU function

with a dropout ratio d. Thus, the parameters that are connected to the dropped

values are not trained. In the testing phase, the dropout technique is disabled to use

all the learned parameters for user rating predictions. Finally, in the testing phase, a

filter F j
l produces the output Oj

l using Equation 6.3:

Oj
l = ReLU(BNorm(Ol−1 ∗ F j

l + bjl )) (6.3)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation; bjl is the bias for the filter; BNorm denotes

the batch normalization operation.

Given a number ml of filters at the lth convolutional layer, the output Ol of the

convolutional layer concatenates the outputs from each filter (see Section 6.2), i.e.,

Ol = (O1
l , O

2
l , ..., O

ml
l ). Thus, the output Ol has three dimensions, with depth=ml. As

commonly used in the literature for convolutional networks [49], in our architecture,

the number of filters ml at the lth convolutional layer doubles the number of filters in

the previous layer, i.e., ml = 2×ml−1.

Latent Representation Layer

The latent representation layer estimates the latent representation εu (see Section 6.3)

of a user review revu. The input to the latent representation layer is the output from

the convolutional network OL (see Section 6.4.1). The convolutional network and the
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latent representation layer form the encoder of the convolutional VAE network. The

latent representation layer contains a flatten layer and two fully connected layers. We

describe each layer in detail in the following.

The flatten layer flattens the output OL from three dimensions to one dimension.

Next, the two fully connected layers estimate the mean µu ∈ Rk and the variance

σ2
u ∈ Rk from the output OL, using Equation 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.

µu = ReLU(OLWµ + bµ) (6.4)

logσ2
u = ReLU(OLWσ + bσ) (6.5)

where Wµ and bµ are the weights and bias in a fully connected layer to estimate

mean, respectively; and Wσ and bσ are the weights and bias to estimate the variance,

respectively.

Finally, the latent representation εu ∈ Rk is sampled from the obtained mean and

the variance using the reparametrization trick [62][113]. In the next subsection, we

describe the decoder of our network Netu, i.e., the transposed convolutional network.

Transposed Convolutional Network

The transposed convolutional network reconstructs the word embedding matrix Vu

from the sampled εu in the latent representation layer. The transposed convolutional

network consists of a fully connected layer, a reshape layer and a number L of trans-

posed convolutional layers [44][107]. We describe each layer in detail as follows.

The fully connected layer transforms the sampled latent representation εu to the
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output O′L, to be served as the input for the reshape layer (shown in Equation 6.6).

O′L = ReLU(εuWz + bz) (6.6)

where Wz and bz are the weight matrix and bias term for the fully connected layer to

estimate the output O′L.

We apply the dropout technique on the output O′L during training. The reshape

layer reshapes O′L from one dimension to three dimensions that have the same shape

as OL (i.e., the output of the convolutional network described in Section 6.4.1).

A transposed convolutional layer contains a number of filters that perform the

transposed convolution operation (see Section 6.2) to up-sample the width and height

of an input. The number of filters in a transposed convolutional layer halves the

depth of the previous layer. For example, if a reshaped output O′L has the depth

of 32, the connected transposed convolutional layer applies 16 filters on the O′L to

keep the architecture of the transposed convolutional network symmetrical to the

architecture of the convolutional network. The final transposed convolutional layer

applies one filter. Thus, the output is the reconstructed word embedding matrix with

two dimensions.

Similar to the convolutional network, after the transposed convolution operation,

we apply the batch normalization, the ReLU function and dropout. Since the value

of each element in the word embedding matrix Vu ranges from -1 to 1, we apply the

tanh function at the final transposed convolutional layer to ensure that the values in

the reconstructed word embedding matrix have the same range as the input matrix

Vu.

By modeling end-users and services using the architecture as described above,
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we have two convolutional VAE networks Netu and Neti. The two networks are

combined by the prediction layer to predict user ratings.

Prediction Layer

The prediction layer connects the two convolutional VAE networks i.e., Netu and

Neti, to make predictions of user ratings. The network Netu (or Neti) learns the

probabilistic distribution of the latent representation εu (or τi) from a user review (or

a service description). In our work, we take the mean of the latent representation

εu as the user latent feature gu, i.e., gu = µu, and take the mean of the latent

representation τi as the service latent feature yi. The user latent feature gu captures

the overall preferences of end-users from the user review revu, and the service latent

feature yi represents the overall service properties from the service description coni.

The prediction layer combines the two latent features gu and yi to generate the

predicted user rating r̂ui. On one hand, the latent features are learned through

reconstructing word embedding matrix in convolutional VAE networks. On the other

hand, the user rating predictions guide the learning of the latent features. To estimate

the predicted user rating r̂ui from the latent features gu and yi, we concatenate gu and

yi to a vector e = <gu, yi> ∈ R2k. We use the Factorization Machines (FM) [111]

to predict the user rating r̂ui as shown in Equation 6.7, similarly to the study by

Zheng et al. [165].

r̂ui = w0 +
2k∑
i=1

wiei +
2k∑
i=1

2k∑
j=i+1

〈v̂i, v̂j〉eiej (6.7)

where w0 ∈ R is the global bias term; wi ∈ R is the weight for ei ( i.e., the ith variable

in the concatenated vector e); v̂i is the vector associated with ei; k is the dimension
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of a latent feature; 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product between two vectors.

6.4.2 Training DeepCont

Our DeepCont model contains two convolutional VAE networks for modelling end-

users and services, and a prediction layer that connects the two networks to predict

user ratings. Thus, the objective of our model is to minimize the reconstruction

loss and the KL divergence of the two convolutional VAE networks (as shown in

Equation 6.2), and to minimize the user rating prediction error, i.e., the error between

the actual user rating rui and the predicted user rating r̂ui. The user rating prediction

error can be trained with different loss functions, such as the absolute error loss (L1)

or the squared error loss (L2). Our experimental results show that training with L1

loss produces better performance than the L2 loss (similarly to the work by Zheng et

al. [165] and Catherine and Cohen [17]). Therefore, we use L1 loss as the loss function

to train r̂ui. Given a training data entry, the DeepCont model minimizes the loss

function as shown in Equations 6.8 and 6.9.

LDeepCont = LNetu + LNeti + Lr (6.8)

LNetu =− Eqφu (εu|revu)[logpθu(revu|εu)]

+ KL(qφu(εu|revu)||p(εu))

LNeti =− Eqφi (τi|coni)[logpθi(coni|τi)]

+ KL(qφi(τi|coni)||p(τi))

Lr = |rui − r̂ui|

(6.9)
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where φu and θu are the parameters of the encoder and decoder networks of Netu,

respectively; Similary, φi and θi are the parameters of the encoder and decoder network

of Neti, respectively.

We use a batch of M shuffled training data entries to train our models. The loss

function of the batch is obtained by averaging the loss function LDeepCont for all the

training data entries in the batch. At each batch, the two convolutional VAE networks

(i.e., Netu and Neti), and the prediction layer are jointly trained to minimize the

total loss LDeepCont. The optimization of the loss functions LNetu and LNeti generates

representative user and service latent features. Meanwhile, the minimization of the

loss Lr guides the learning of the latent features so as to minimize the prediction

error. To optimize the loss function LDeepCont, we adopt the Adaptive Gradient

(Adagrad) [33] algorithm, a stochastic gradient-based optimizer. The main benefit of

Adagrad is that the learning rates of parameters are adapted based on the updated

frequency of the parameters, which reduces the manual effort to tune the learning

rates.

6.5 Case Study Setup

We perform extensive experiments on 21 categories of the Amazon Product Data [50].3

Each category contains user reviews and service descriptions on the services from one

domain, e.g., office products. We compare the performance of our DeepCont model

with four state-of-art baseline models. In this section, we firstly discuss the datasets

of our experiments. Then, we describe our evaluation settings. Finally, we discuss

the four baseline models.

3http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
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6.5.1 Datasets

We conduct experiments on the Amazon Product Data, which is a publicly available

dataset. The dataset is collected during the time period of May 1996 - July 2014,

from the Amazon website,4 a large E-commerce shopping platform. The dataset has

already removed the duplicated user reviews. The collected data has 24 product

categories. Since the categories Apps for Android and Amazon Instant Video do not

have service descriptions, we remove the two categories from our evaluation. We

also remove the category Books because this category alone contains more than 22

million user reviews. We do not have enough computing resources to allocate such

a large scale of dataset in the memory at once. The compared baselines (described

in Section 6.5.3) and our DeepCont model cannot predict user ratings for the Book

category. The statistical description of our used 21 categories of datasets is shown in

Table 6.1. Our datasets are sparse. On average, an end-user provides 1.73 ratings.

Zheng et al. [165] show that for end-users and services with fewer reviews and user

ratings, a model that leverages user reviews gains more performance improvement

compared to models that do not leverage user reviews. The categories of our dataset

fall into different domains, such as clothing and office products. In total, our studied

datasets contain more than 6.3 million services and 55 million user reviews.

For each category, we have two repositories, i.e., a user review repository and a

service information repository. The user review repository has a number of tuples.

Each tuple (u, i, rui, revui) contains an end-user u, a service i, a user rating rui and

a user review revui , which is given by the end-user u for the service i. The service

information repository describes various service information, such as the service title

4Amazon.com
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Table 6.1: Statistical description of out datasets

Datasets #users #services #ratings

Grocery and Gourmet Food 768,438 166,049 1,297,156

Clothing Shoes and Jewelry 3,117,268 1,136,004 5,748,920

Home and Kitchen 2,511,610 410,243 4,253,926

Kindle Store 1,406,890 430,530 3,205,467

Sports and Outdoors 1,990,521 478,898 3,268,695

Cell Phones and

Accessories
2,261,045 319,678 3,447,249

Health and Personal Care 1,851,132 252,331 2,982,326

Toys and Games 1,342,911 327,698 2,252,771

Video Games 826,767 50,210 1,324,753

Tools and Home

Improvement
1,212,468 260,659 1,926,047

Beauty 1,210,271 249,274 2,023,070

Office Products 909,314 130,006 1,243,186

Pet Supplies 740,985 103,288 1,235,316

Automotive 851,418 320,112 1,373,768

Patio Lawn and Garden 714,791 105,984 993,490

Baby 531,890 64,426 915,446

Digital Music 478,235 266,414 836,006

Musical Instruments 339,231 83,046 500,176

Movies and TV 2,088,620 200,941 4,607,047

CDs and Vinyl 1,578,597 486,360 3,749,004

Electronics 4,201,696 476,002 7,824,482

Total 30,934,098 6,318,153 55,008,301
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(i.e., item title) and the content description of the service. We cross reference the two

repositories to generate data entries (u, i, rui, revu, coni) in three types of sets (i.e.,

training, validation and testing sets) for 1) predicting user ratings of existing services

and 2) predicting user ratings of new services, as described below.

Generating datasets for predicting user ratings of existing services. An

existing service is a service that may have received user ratings and user reviews from

other end-users. Given a category, we randomly split the user review repository into

training, validation and testing sets using a ratio of 80:10:10 [17][165]. We simulate

the real-world recommendation settings, in which user reviews in the validation and

testing sets are not accessed [23].

Generating datasets for predicting user ratings of new services. A new

service does not have any user ratings or user reviews before making user rating

predictions. Thus a service in the testing set never appears in the training set. To

provide the training, validation and testing sets, we randomly split the services in

the service information repository with a ratio of 80:10:10. Thus, the services in the

validation and testing sets do not appear in the training set. To assign a tuple in the

user review repository to a given set (i.e., training, validation or testing), we check

the set to which the service of the tuple is assigned. For example, if the service of a

given tuple is assigned to the testing set, then we assign this tuple to the testing set.

User reviews are not accessed in the validation and testing sets. Thus, the services

in the validation and testing sets are new services that have not received any user

reviews.

We preprocess user reviews and service descriptions in the two recommendation

tasks using the following two steps: 1) words are lowercased; and 2) numbers and
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punctuations are removed. Moreover, we set the maximum length of a user review

revu as `. The rationale to set the maximum length of a user review revu is that the

number of words of user reviews in a dataset follows a long tail distribution [17][21].

Thus a small number of user reviews have an extremely large number of words. ` is

selected by setting the text cut-off percentage p, using a similar approach to the one

used by Chen et al. [21]: 1) Given a dataset, we sort the user reviews based on the

number of words in an ascending order; 2) We take the user review at the p percent

quantile of the sorted list as the reference user review; and 3) ` is set as the number of

words in the reference user review. We use the first ` words in a user review revu and

cut off words that are longer than `. The maximum length of a service description is

set using the same approach as setting a user review. The user review revu and the

service description coni that do not have text are represented as empty strings.

6.5.2 Evaluation Settings

We use the Mean Squared Error (MSE) metric to evaluate the performance of our

model, as shown in Equation 6.10. MSE measures the average differences between

the actual user ratings rui and the predicted user ratings r̂ui. A lower MSE value

denotes a more accurate user rating prediction.

MSE =
1

N

∑
u,i

(rui − r̂ui)2 (6.10)

where N denotes the total number of data entries in the validation set or testing set;

rui denotes the actual user rating; and r̂ui denotes the predicted user rating.

Our proposed DeepCont model is implemented in Python with Keras5, which uses

5https://keras.io/
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Tensorflow6 as the backend. Keras is a high level framework for implementing neural

networks. Tensorflow is a widely used framework for numerical computation. Our

model is trained and tested on NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs with 12 GB memory.

6.5.3 Baselines

To test the effectiveness of our DeepCont model that uses both user reviews and

service descriptions, we compare the performance of our model with four baseline

models that either use user reviews or service descriptions. The four baseline models

fall in three categories: 1) collaborative filtering based models that neither use user

reviews nor service descriptions. We choose the Probabilistic Matrix Factorization

(PMF) [95] as the representative model; 2) Collaborative filtering based models that

only use user reviews. We choose the state-of-the-art model, i.e., DeepCoNN [165].

DeepCoNN is claimed to achieve a better performance compared with other models

that use user reviews (e.g., the HFT model [91]); and 3) Collaborative filtering based

models that use only service descriptions. We compare with two state-of-the-art mod-

els in this category, i.e., Collaborative Deep Learning (CDL) [147] and Collaborative

Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) [75]. We briefly describe each baseline below:

• PMF: uses a probabilistic approach that models user and service latent features

with Gaussian distributions.

• DeepCoNN: uses two coupled deep neural networks to jointly model end-users

and services from user reviews. A user latent feature is learned from user reviews

written by the end-user and a service latent feature is learned from user reviews

written for the service. The learned latent features are combined to perform

6https://www.tensorflow.org/
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user rating predictions.

• CDL: uses a Bayesian based stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE) to learn the

service latent features, through the process of reconstructing service descriptions

from noised inputs. The learned service latent features are integrated with

collaborative filtering to predict user ratings.

• CVAE: is a Bayesian probabilistic model that employs variational autoencoder

and collaborative filtering. Service latent features are learned from the varia-

tional autoencoder network by reconstructing service descriptions. Both CDL

and CVAE interpret service descriptions as bag-of-words.

6.6 Case Study

We answer five research questions to evaluate the performance of our model. For each

research question, we describe the motivation, approach and the obtained results.

RQ6.1. What are the best hyper-parameters for using the DeepCont

model?

Motivation. Hyper-parameters are the variables that may decide the architecture

of a model (e.g., the number of convolutional layers) and the training process (e.g.,

the batch size of training data entries). Hyper-parameters should be assigned before

training a model [26]. Different settings of hyper-parameters could influence the

performance of our proposed DeepCont model. In this research question, we study

the effect of the settings of hyper-parameters on the performance of DeepCont.

Approach. We empirically examine the effects of five hyper-parameters of DeepCont:

1) the dimension of latent features k; 2) the number of filters ml; 3) the number of
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layers L in the convolutional network and the transposed convolutional network;

4) the batch size M of training data entries; and 5) the text cut-off percentage p.

We use the validation set for predicting user ratings of existing services to tune the

hyper-parameters of our model. The dimension of latent features k is searched in

four settings, i.e., {16, 32, 64, 128}. The number of filters in the first layer of the

convolutional network determines the number of filters in the consecutive layers. As

an example, if the first convolutional layer has m1 = 16 filters with L = 3 layers,

the convolutional VAE network has the following filter sizes: 16 → 32 → 64 → 32

→ 16 → 1. Thus, we test the number of filters m1 among three numbers, i.e., {4, 8,

16}. We tune the number of layers L using three setups, i.e., {1, 2, 3}. We test the

batch size M in four settings, i.e., {32, 64, 128, 256}. Moreover, we search the text

cut-off percentage p in five settings, i.e., {70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90%}. For the other

hyper-parameters, i.e., the stride number s, the window size t and the learning rate

of Adagrad, we use the grid search method [147] that tests all the combinations of

these hyper-parameters on the validation set to find the best setting.

Results. The optimal hyper-parameter values remain the same in our

evaluated datasets. Figure 6.7 shows the MSE values obtained on the validation

sets of Grocery and Gourmet Food and Musical Instruments by varying the dimension

of latent features k (Figure 6.2), the number of filters m1 (Figure 6.3), the number of

layers L (Figure 6.4), the batch size M (Figure 6.5) and the text cut-off percentage

p (Figure 6.6).
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We empirically set k as 64, since the performance decreases with a lower k value

and increasing k does not substantially improve the performance. Figure 6.3 shows

that the two datasets obtain the best results when the number of filters in the first

layer is set as 8. Figure 6.4 shows that the larger the number of layers, the better

the performance. Further increasing the number of layers (i.e., L ≥ 4) decreases

the dimension of the flatten layer, producing information loss from the input text.

We set the number of layers as 3 for our experiments. m1 and L have the effect on

the number of parameters to be trained in DeepCont. Too many parameters could

result in overfitting, while a small number of parameters may result in a lack of

modelling capability to predict user ratings. Figure 6.5 shows that the batch size

M does not have a significant influence on the performance. We set the batch size

M as 256 because the two datasets obtain the best MSE values at this batch size.

Finally, Figure 6.6 illustrates that the performance fluctuates as the increase of the

text cut-off percentage p. We set the cut-off percentage p as 90%, since the Musical

Instruments dataset achieves the best performance at 90% and the larger the cut-off

percentage, the more information from user reviews and service descriptions could be

kept. Through a grid search, we empirically set the stride number s as 2, the window

size t as 3 and the learning rate as 0.001. We use the dropout ratio d as 0.5.�

�

�



Our DeepCont model sets the dimension of latent features k=64, the number

of filters m1=8, the number of layers L=3, the batch size M=256 and the text

cut-off percentage p=90%.
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RQ6.2. Can our DeepCont model accurately predict user ratings of exist-

ing services?

Motivation. Our proposed DeepCont model is a deep learning based model that

learns latent features from user reviews and service descriptions. Existing models

have not integrated both of the user reviews and service descriptions. We evaluate the

performance of our model for predicting user ratings of existing services, by comparing

four baseline models (Section 6.5.3).

Approach. To fairly compare our model with the baseline models, we carefully

tune the hyper-parameters of the baseline models for the task of predicting existing

services.

For PMF, we use the grid search method to test the dimension of latent features

k in the settings {10, 50, 100, 150, 200} and the regularization parameter λ in the

settings {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. PMF achieves the best validation performance when

k=50 and λ=1.0. Thus, we use this setting to evaluate the performance of PMF on

the testing set.

For DeepCoNN, we search the batch size in four settings, i.e., {32, 64, 128, 256}

and the learning rate in six setups, i.e., {0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05}. The

dimension of latent features k is tested among three numbers, i.e., {32, 64, 128}.

After the tuning process, we set the batch size as 256, the learning rate as 0.001 and

the dimension of latent features k as 64. Consistent with the findings by Chen et

al. [21], Adam [61] achieves the best validation result for optimizing the model. The

other parameters are set similarly to the DeepCoNN model [165], i.e., the number

of filters and the window size are set as 100 and 3, respectively. Changing these

parameters did not improve the validation performance.
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The CDL model predicts user ratings as either 1 or 0. Thus, the precision pa-

rameter is set differently for the two rating values. Similar to the approach used

by Ling et al. [81] and Zheng et al. [165], in our experiments, we set the precision

parameter as 1 for the different observed integer user ratings. The CDL model is

trained using user ratings and service descriptions. We set the dimension of latent

features k=64 in CDL. We tune the regularization terms λu, λv, λn and λw. The best

validation performance is achieved when the regularization terms are set as λu=0.1,

λv=100, λn=10,000 and λw=0.0001. The masking noise is set with the noise level 0.3

to corrupt the input. We adopt a two-layer SDAE network architecture, similarly to

the architecture used by Wang et al. [147].

For CVAE, we set the precision parameter as 1 and the dimension of latent features

k=64, similarly to the CDL model. We test the regularization terms λu, λv and λr.

We set λu=0.1, λv=100 and λr=1. The network architecture of CVAE is set to be the

same as the one used by Li et al. [75]. To train the CVAE model, we firstly pre-train

the weights of the variational autoencoder network using service descriptions. Then

the weights are set as the initial points for the CVAE model for fine tuning.

Results. Our proposed DeepCont model achieves the best performance

compared with the four baseline models. Table 6.2 shows the comparison of

performance of our DeepCont model with baseline models on 21 datasets. Overall, our

model achieves better MSE results on 17 out of 21 datasets. We use the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test [123] to examine if the performance improvements are significant.

The Wilcoxon test makes no assumption about the distribution of samples. Our

results reveal that, except the performance comparison with CDL on the Automo-

tive category, all the other improvements are significant at the 1% confidence level.
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Compared with PMF, the DeepCont model improves the performance on 19 datasets

with a margin ranging from 1.29% to 13.23%. PMF only uses rating information. In

a sparse setting, where end-users only rate a small number of services, PMF could

not capture user and service latent features effectively. Our model improves Deep-

CoNN in 20 datasets with an average margin of 6.26%. Although DeepCoNN is a

deep learning based model and uses user reviews for predicting user ratings, we find

that in some of the datasets, DeepCoNN achieves worse performances than PMF. As

Catherine and Cohen [17] indicate, DeepCoNN achieves the best performance when

the user review for a service at test time is available. However, in real-world settings,

end-users do not provide user reviews before rating a service.

Our model significantly outperforms CDL in 17 out of 21 datasets with an average

improvement of 3.08%, and significantly improves the performance of CVAE in 19 out

of 21 datasets with an average improvement of 3.98%. CDL and CVAE propose two

different models, i.e., SDAE and VAE, to learn service latent features from service

descriptions. Interestingly, the two models consistently achieve the same or better

performances compared with the PMF model on the 21 datasets. It corroborates that

learning service latent features from service descriptions can boost the performance

of user rating predictions. However, CDL and CVAE fail to capture semantic mean-

ings of service descriptions, since the descriptions are represented as bag-of-words.

Moreover, the user latent features are learned from the collaborative filtering and

user ratings in these models. Conversely, our model learns user latent features from

user reviews that express user preferences and learns service latent features from ser-

vice descriptions that describe various service properties. Therefore, we can achieve

a better performance.
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Table 6.2: MSE Comparison of our model with four baseline models on 21 datasets (Best results are marked as
bold)

PMF
(a)

DeepCoNN
(b)

CDL
(c)

CVAE
(d)

DeepCont
(e)

Improvements (%)

Datasets e v.s. a e v.s. b e v.s. c e v.s. d

Grocery and Gourmet Food 1.592 1.681 1.574 1.588 1.535 3.60% 8.66% 2.45% 3.32%

Clothing Shoes and Jewelry 1.530 1.702 1.508 1.508 1.539 -0.56% 9.61% -2.02% -2.04%

Home and Kitchen 1.779 1.861 1.762 1.776 1.782 -0.17% 4.22% -1.14% -0.38%

Kindle Store 1.284 1.217 1.174 1.201 1.182 7.92% 2.82% -0.68% 1.52%

Sports and Outdoors 1.534 1.620 1.523 1.531 1.511 1.53% 6.76% 0.80% 1.30%

Cell Phones and Accessories 2.164 2.294 2.158 2.161 2.136 1.29% 6.87% 1.02% 1.17%

Health and Personal care 1.785 1.845 1.758 1.779 1.679 5.94% 9.00% 4.52% 5.61%

Toys and Games 1.642 1.596 1.601 1.633 1.563 4.85% 2.09% 2.39% 4.31%

Video Games 1.898 1.741 1.866 1.896 1.816 4.34% -4.29% 2.70% 4.22%

Tools and Home Improvement 1.707 1.776 1.695 1.704 1.681 1.55% 5.39% 0.83% 1.34%

Beauty 1.717 1.840 1.692 1.714 1.663 3.17% 9.61% 1.70% 2.96%

Office Products 2.010 1.992 1.981 2.002 1.895 5.69% 4.85% 4.31% 5.35%

Pet Supplies 1.773 1.849 1.775 1.772 1.640 7.50% 11.28% 7.57% 7.40%

Automotive 1.645 1.711 1.638 1.641 1.614 1.86% 5.64% 1.48% 1.65%

Patio Lawn and Garden 1.958 1.925 1.935 1.953 1.832 6.44% 4.82% 5.34% 6.21%

Baby 1.660 1.643 1.684 1.657 1.562 5.92% 4.93% 7.28% 5.76%

Digital Music 0.923 0.939 0.886 0.898 0.867 6.09% 7.75% 2.18% 3.46%

Musical Instruments 1.449 1.464 1.453 1.440 1.387 4.24% 5.25% 4.50% 3.63%

Movies and TV 1.524 1.414 1.481 1.477 1.323 13.23% 6.48% 10.70% 10.46%

CDs and Vinyl 1.113 1.139 1.100 1.076 1.015 8.77% 10.84% 7.72% 5.59%

Electronics 1.909 2.056 1.894 1.903 1.874 1.81% 8.84% 1.03% 1.49%

Average 1.647 1.681 1.626 1.634 1.576 5.05% 6.26% 3.08% 3.98%
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On average, our proposed DeepCont model improves the four baselines, i.e.,

PMF, DeepCoNN, CDL and CVAE by a margin of 5.05%, 6.26%, 3.08% and

3.98%, respectively.

RQ6.3. Is the use of the word embedding layer and the VAE network

beneficial to our DeepCont model?

Motivation. The word embedding layer converts user reviews or service descriptions

to word embedding matrices. The word embedding matrix captures the order of the

words and the semantic meanings. The variational autoencoder network takes the

word embedding matrices as inputs to learn user and service latent features. We are

interested to evaluate if the word embedding layer and the VAE network are essential

components of our DeepCont model.

Approach. We compare the performance of our DeepCont model with four variants

of the model. The four variants are DeepCont-Random, DeepCont-Train, DeepCont-

CNN and DeepCont-Autoencoder. The first two variant models (i.e., DeepCont-

Random and DeepCont-Train) are used to evaluate the importance of the word em-

bedding layer, while the other two variants (i.e., DeepCont-CNN and DeepCont-

Autoencoder) are used to evaluate the importance of the VAE network. We describe

the four variant models below.

• DeepCont-Random: Different from our model, the DeepCont-Random model

randomly initializes the word vectors in the word embedding layer (see Sec-

tion 6.4.1) with a uniform distribution.

• DeepCont-Train: Instead of fixing the word vectors in the word embedding
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layer that is used in our model, the DeepCont-Train model fine-tunes the word

vectors in the training process.

• DeepCont-CNN: To evaluate if the VAE network improves the performance

of our DeepCont model, the DeepCont-CNN model is constructed without the

decoder network, i.e., the transposed convolutional network (see Figure 6.1).

Specifically, the latent representation layer in the DeepCont-CNN model con-

sists of a flatten layer (described in Section 6.4.1) and a fully connected layer.

The fully connected layer estimates the user latent feature gu (or service latent

feature yi) from the output OL, using Equation 6.4. Finally, the prediction layer

combines the two latent features, i.e., gu and yi, to generate the predicted user

rating r̂ui, using the approach described in Section 6.4.1.

• DeepCont-Autoencoder: Instead of using the VAE network to estimate

a latent representation zi as a variational distribution (see Section 6.3), the

DeepCont-Autoencoder model uses a traditional autoencoder network to esti-

mate a latent representation zi as a single vector (i.e., a point). Specifically,

the latent representation layer of the DeepCont-Autoencoder model consists of

a flatten layer and a fully connected layer. The fully connected layer estimates

the latent representation zi (i.e., εu for Netu and τi for Neti) from the output

OL of the convolutional network, using Equation 6.4. The prediction layer takes

the latent representation εu as the user latent feature gu, and takes the latent

representation τi as the service latent feature yi. The two latent features (i.e.,

gu and yi) are combined to generate the predicted user rating r̂ui (described in

Section 6.4.1).
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Table 6.3: MSE Comparison of our model with four variants of our model on 21 datasets

DeepCont
-Random

(a)

DeepCont
-Train

(b)

DeepCont
-CNN

(c)

DeepCont
-Autoencoder

(d)

DeepCont
(e)

Improvements (%)

Datasets e v.s. a e v.s. b e v.s. c e v.s. d

Grocery and Gourmet Food 1.565 1.558 1.733 1.579 1.535 1.89% 1.48% 11.42% 2.77%

Clothing Shoes and Jewelry 1.581 1.527 1.565 1.570 1.539 2.69% -0.79% 1.65% 1.99%

Home and Kitchen 1.853 1.717 1.762 1.767 1.782 3.79% -3.78% -1.13% -0.89%

Kindle Store 1.217 1.177 1.270 1.281 1.182 2.80% -0.46% 6.90% 7.70%

Sports and Outdoors 1.544 1.587 1.522 1.541 1.511 2.16% 4.83% 0.72% 1.99%

Cell Phones and Accessories 2.346 2.177 2.180 2.342 2.136 8.93% 1.88% 2.00% 8.79%

Health and Personal care 1.716 1.748 1.770 1.733 1.679 2.19% 3.94% 5.13% 3.15%

Toys and Games 1.587 1.589 1.621 1.670 1.563 1.51% 1.64% 3.61% 6.46%

Video Games 1.722 1.820 1.903 1.877 1.816 -5.46% 0.26% 4.61% 3.28%

Tools and Home Improvement 1.730 1.708 1.681 1.755 1.681 2.84% 1.58% 0.02% 4.22%

Beauty 1.696 1.684 1.694 1.703 1.663 1.97% 1.26% 1.86% 2.33%

Office Products 1.853 1.962 2.000 1.990 1.895 -2.28% 3.42% 5.26% 4.77%

Pet Supplies 1.698 1.689 1.740 1.803 1.640 3.39% 2.88% 5.72% 9.04%

Automotive 1.705 1.652 1.636 1.627 1.614 5.31% 2.32% 1.32% 0.78%

Patio Lawn and Garden 1.897 1.849 1.892 1.927 1.832 3.41% 0.91% 3.19% 4.92%

Baby 1.658 1.699 1.634 1.651 1.562 5.82% 8.11% 4.41% 5.43%

Digital Music 0.876 0.863 0.902 0.906 0.867 1.11% -0.37% 3.94% 4.32%

Musical Instruments 1.441 1.382 1.421 1.444 1.387 3.69% -0.39% 2.34% 3.91%

Movies and TV 1.361 1.320 1.450 1.522 1.323 2.81% -0.18% 8.80% 13.11%

CDs and Vinyl 1.057 1.016 1.257 1.116 1.015 3.94% 0.10% 19.25% 9.02%

Electronics 1.928 2.034 1.932 2.011 1.874 2.78% 7.87% 3.00% 6.81%

Average 1.620 1.608 1.646 1.658 1.576 2.63% 1.74% 4.70% 4.95%
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Results. The word embedding layer and the VAE network are essential

components of our DeepCont model. Table 6.3 shows the performance com-

parison of our DeepCont model with four variants of our model. Overall, our model

achieves the best average MSE result (i.e., MSE=1.576). Compared with DeepCont-

Random, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows that our model significantly improves

19 out of 21 datasets. DeepCont-Random randomly initializes word vectors, thus

losing semantic meanings in user reviews and service descriptions. The performance

improvement of our model shows that our word embedding layer can effectively rep-

resent user reviews and service descriptions. Compared with DeepCont-Train, our

model slightly improves the performance by 1.74%. Though fine-tuning word vec-

tors may result in overfitting, DeepCont-Train initializes word vectors with semantic

meanings. The small performance difference indicates that the word embedding layer

should be initiated with word vectors that embed semantic meanings.

Our model significantly improves the performance of DeepCont-CNN on 19 datasets

(except the Home and Kitchen and the Baby datasets), and improves DeepCont-

Autoencoder on 20 datasets (except the Home and Kitchen dataset). DeepCont-CNN

trains user and service latent features by generating predicted user ratings, while

our model not only uses user ratings, but also the VAE network to train the latent

features. Compared with the DeepCont-Autoencoder model that estimates a latent

representation as a single point, the VAE network in our model samples latent rep-

resentations from a region of a space (see Section 6.3). Through the process that

reconstructs an input from every sampled latent representation, the learned user or

service latent feature could capture diverse user preferences and service properties.

Thus, the VAE network has a vital importance in our model for learning user and
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service latent features.�

�

�



On average, our model outperforms the four variant models, i.e., DeepCont-

Random, DeepCont-Train, DeepCont-CNN and DeepCont-Autoencoder by a

margin of 2.63%, 1.74%, 4.70% and 4.95%, respectively.

RQ6.4. Can our DeepCont model accurately predict user ratings of new

services?

Motivation. A recommendation system should not only recommend user ratings

for existing services, but also for newly added services. Since new services do not

have any user reviews, traditional models such as PMF and DeepCoNN cannot learn

representative service latent features. However, the service descriptions are still avail-

able for new services. We are interested to evaluate the performance of our model for

predicting user ratings of new services.

Approach. We use the 21 datasets generated for predicting user ratings of new

services (see Section 6.5.1) to evaluate the performance. We compare the performance

of our DeepCont model against the DeepCoNN, CDL and CVAE models. We do not

include the PMF model in our comparisons because the PMF model cannot perform

user rating predictions for new services [146]. The hyper-parameters of the compared

models are set as the same hyper-parameters used in RQ6.2. We apply our model

and the baseline models on the testing set to compare the performances.

Results. Generally, we observe that the four models achieve worse per-

formances for predicting user ratings of new services when compared to

predicting user ratings of existing services (i.e., RQ6.2). On average, Deep-

CoNN, CDL, CVAE and our proposed DeepCont model get MSE values of 1.690,
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Figure 6.8: MSE results for predicting new services

1.680, 1.627 and 1.656 on the 21 datasets, respectively. Overall, our model performs

better than the DeepCoNN and CDL models, and obtains a higher MSE value as com-

pared to CVAE. Figure 6.8 shows the MSE values obtained on four of our datasets.

In Figure 6.8, our model has the best performance among the three baselines in the

category Kindle Store and CDs and Vinyl.

Compared to DeepCoNN, our model significantly improves performances in 17

datasets. As new services have no user reviews, the service latent features are repre-

sented by the learned bias terms of the DeepCoNN model. These bias terms cannot
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represent different new services, thus DeepCoNN obtains the worst performance. In-

stead of using user reviews for modeling services, using service descriptions can im-

prove the performance of user rating predictions. Specifically, CDL performs slightly

better than DeepCoNN, since CDL learns latent representations for new services from

service descriptions. CDL learns a latent representation as a single vector (i.e., a

point). Differently from CDL, our model learns probabilistic representations for new

services. The learned probabilistic representations can better represent new services.

Our model significantly outperforms the CDL model in 15 out of 21 datasets.

In the CVAE model, the performance for predicting user ratings of new services

(i.e., MSE=1.634) is similar to the performance for predicting user ratings of existing

services (i.e., MSE=1.627). Similar to our model, CVAE learns probabilistic repre-

sentations for new services and use the mean of the representations as service latent

features. In CVAE, the user rating information does not guide the learning of the

latent features for new services. Differently from CVAE, in our model, the service

latent features for new services tend to include user ratings and service information

of existing services that are trained in the training phase, which may incur noise for

representing new services. Nonetheless, compared with CVAE, our model performs

significantly better or equally well in 11 datasets. Our model achieves similar perfor-

mance compared with CVAE. Moreover, our model performs the best for predicting

user ratings of existing services (see RQ6.2).�

�

�



To predict user ratings for new services, our DeepCont model outperforms the

two baselines, i.e., DeepCoNN and CDL, and achieves similar performance

compared with CVAE.
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RQ6.5. Do similar services have similar service latent features?

Motivation. Until now, we mainly focus on using the MSE of predicted user ratings

to evaluate the effectiveness of our model. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the

learned latent features in our model, we are interested to investigate whether the

latent features integrate the semantic meanings in the text (i.e., user reviews and

service descriptions). Specifically, we examine whether similar services have similar

latent features or not. The similarity of services is decided based on the similarity of

service descriptions. Since it is difficult to determine the similarity of users based on

user reviews, we focus on investigating service latent features.

Approach. To determine the similarity of services, we use the doc2vec model [72],

an unsupervised model, to learn a fixed-length numerical representation of a service

description coni. The numerical representation is trained to infer words in a service

description. Therefore, the learned numerical representation captures the semantic

meaning of a service description. The similarity of two services i and j is computed as

the cosine similarity between the two numerical representations that are learned from

the corresponding service descriptions coni and conj. The cosine similarity measure is

commonly used in the doc2vec model to compute similarities of the learned numerical

representations [71]. To determine the similarity between the learned service latent

features of services i and j in our DeepCont model, we calculate the Euclidean dis-

tance of the learned service latent features, similarly to the measure used by Catherine

and Cohen [17]. A lower Euclidean distance represents a higher latent feature sim-

ilarity. We use the Euclidean distance instead of the cosine similarity to measure

the latent feature similarities, because an end-user could give different user ratings

for two services that have a high cosine similarity value between the corresponding
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service latent features. In contrast, two services that have low Euclidean distance

between the respective service latent features could receive similar user ratings from

the same end-user.

To examine whether similar services have similar service latent features or not, we

use the Fisher’s exact test [163]. In particular, we randomly sample 384 services from

each category of the dataset, with 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval.

For a sampled service i, we use the doc2vec model to compute the service similarity

values between the service i with all the other services in the dataset, and get a

ranked list Ri by ranking the service similarity values. We separate services in Ri

into two groups along a threshold value. We choose the median similarity value as the

threshold. The two separated groups are: 1) the control group that contains services

with lower similarity values (i.e., less than the threshold); and 2) the experimental

group that contains the remaining services with higher similarity values. Similarly,

we compute the Euclidean distance between the service latent feature of the service

i with the service latent features of all the other services, and get a ranked list Li

by ranking the Euclidean distances. We split services in Li into two groups along

the median distance value: 1) services with higher latent feature similarities; and 2)

services with lower latent feature similarities. We test the following null hypothesis

H01 for the service i.

H01: the proportion of services with higher latent feature similarities in the con-

trol group and the experimental group has no difference. We evaluate the hypothesis

using the Fisher’s exact test with 99% confidence level (i.e., p-value < 0.01). The

Fisher’s exact test examines if there exists non-random associations between the ser-

vice similarities and the latent feature similarities. We further compute the odds
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ratio (denoted as OR) [123], which measures the likelihood that services in the exper-

imental group (i.e., services with higher similarity values) have higher latent feature

similarities with the service i. Particularly, if OR > 1, services with higher similarity

values are more likely to have higher latent feature similarities.

Results. Similar services are more likely to have similar service latent fea-

tures. Our results of the Fisher’s exact test on 21 datasets show that, on average, a

majority of services (i.e., 56%) have significant associations between service similar-

ities and latent feature similarities. Specifically, services that have higher similarity

values with the 56% of services are 2.24 times more likely to have higher latent fea-

ture similarities. On average, 18% of services have significant Fisher’s exact test result

and have odds ratio lower than 1. The other 26% of services do not show significant

associations between service similarities and latent feature similarities.

As shown in Figure 6.1, the service latent features are generated from service

descriptions and guided by the user rating information. Thus, services with similar

service descriptions do not necessarily have similar service latent features, since the

received user ratings of the services may be different. However, the result that similar

services are more likely to have similar service latent features demonstrate that our

model incorporates service content descriptions to learn service latent features.�




�

	
56% of services in our dataset show significant associations between service

similarities and latent feature similarities.

6.7 Chapter Summary

User reviews typically explain the reasons behind user ratings. Moreover, service

descriptions describe various properties of services. In this chapter, we propose a
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model, named DeepCont, to predict user ratings on services by jointly using user re-

views and service descriptions. The proposed DeepCont model contains two parallel

convolutional variational autoencoder networks (VAE) to learn end-users’ preferences

from user reviews and service properties from service descriptions. The two convolu-

tional VAE networks are connected by a prediction layer to effectively predict user

ratings. We conduct extensive experiments on 21 real world datasets to evaluate the

performance of our DeepCont model with two tasks, i.e., 1) predicting user ratings

of existing services and 2) predicting user ratings of new services. Our results are

summarized as follows.

• Predicting user ratings of existing services. Compared with the state-

of-the-art baseline models, i.e., PMF, DeepCoNN, CDL and CVAE, our model

achieves the best user rating prediction accuracy. Specifically, our model im-

proves the best baseline model (i.e., CDL) by a margin of 3.08%.

• Predicting user ratings of new services. Our model ourperforms the two

baseline models, i.e., DeepCoNN and CDL, and achieves similar performance

as compared to CVAE. Our model alleviates the cold start problem, where new

services have not received any user reviews.

By comparing variants of our DeepCont models, our results show that the word

embedding layer captures semantic meanings and the convolutional VAE network is

crucial for our model to learn representative user and service latent features. The

result that similar services have similar service latent features demonstrates that our

model incorporates service descriptions to learn latent features.
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Chapter 7

Automatically Learning User

Preferences for Personalized

Service Composition

Usually, a single service is not sufficient to fulfill an end-user’s goal. End-users may

perform multiple services for their re-occurring activities. In this chapter, we propose

an automated service composition approach that recommends a collection of services

to satisfy end-users’ preferences. Our approach learns user preferences from end-users’

past activities. The learned user preferences are integrated into our multi-objective

reinforcement learning (MORL) algorithm to recommend services that achieve the

highest objectives of end-users.

Chapter Organization. Section 7.1 describes the introduction of this chapter.
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Section 7.2 illustrates our proposed approach to compose personalized services. Sec-

tion 7.3 introduces our case study setup and the results of our case study. Finally,

Section 7.4 concludes this chapter.

7.1 Introduction

The massive amount of services enables end-users to conduct various daily activities,

such as on-line shopping. Generally speaking, a single service can not satisfy an

end-user’s goal. End-users often need to visit multiple services to fulfill their goals.

For instance, to buy a pair of boots, an end-user may browse various E-commerce

websites to compare the products and check user reviews of the products. Essentially,

the end-user implicitly composes services for purchasing boots. However, an end-user

faces numerous choices when selecting services. Various service information, such as

price and user rating, can affect end-users’ decisions of selecting services for achieving

end-users’ goals. Therefore, it becomes tedious and cumbersome tasks for end-users

to discover and compose services. To reduce end-users’ cognitive burden, it is critical

to support automated service composition by efficiently recommending personalized

services to achieve end-users’ overall goals. However, in the current practices, end-

users face the following challenges:

• Limited and rigid options available for end-users to specify the personalized pref-

erences. Many service providers allow end-users to enter searching requirements

for services to meet user preferences. For example, an end-user can specify the

price range and brand names to search for boots on the Amazon1 website. How-

ever, the number of pre-defined options is limited and such options are designed

1https://www.amazon.com
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to address the interests of a group of end-users. The pre-defined options can

not be customized for the individuals’ needs.

• Conflicting preferences. An end-user might have several preferences in selecting

services. However, such preferences can be contradictory. For instance, end-

users who have a low budget for shopping for clothes may prefer boots with

a lower price but a high user rating. However, a low price service may likely

receive a low user rating. Therefore, an end-user needs to make trade-offs among

the conflicting preferences before choosing a service.

• No prioritization of various preferences. An end-user can have a priority order

among several preferences. For example, an end-user may prefer high user

ratings than low prices. However, the priority order of preferences is not taken

into account in the existing approaches [98][158] for the service recommendation.

To address the aforementioned challenges, the multi-objective reinforcement learn-

ing algorithm (MORL) [133] is used to solve the conflicting preferences in service

composition [98][148][149]. Existing approaches, such as [148][149], use the MORL

to model the user preferences for services as numeric weight values, and require end-

users to manually assign the weight values. However, end-users can be reluctant to

enter any additional information, since the meaning of the weight values is opaque

for them.

In this Chapter, we propose an approach for personalized service composition.

Our approach does not require end-users to manually specify preferences. Instead,

user preferences and the priority orders of the preferences are automatically inferred

from past service selection history. We automatically generate weight values for the

MORL algorithm to compose services based on the identified user preferences. As a
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Step 2: Inferring User Preferences and the Priority Orders of the User Preferences
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Figure 7.1: An overview of our approach. MORL refers to the the multi-objective
reinforcement learning algorithm.

consequence, our approach can derive personalized composite services with minimal

effort from end-users. In particular, our approach applies a machine learning algo-

rithm, i.e., a learning-to-rank algorithm, namely RankBoost [40], in order to identify

the user preferences. We extract various learning features from service and end-user

information to build ranking models that can infer the prioritization of user prefer-

ences. The preference learning is conducted offline to ensure the minimal time delay

for the real-time service recommendation. We conduct case studies on real dataset

from end-users. Comparing with the two well-established MORL baselines, our em-

pirical results show that our approach can outperform the MORL baselines by 100%
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to 200% in terms of precision.

7.2 Overview of Our Approach

To save end-users from manually specifying their preferences to compose services,

our approach automatically infers user preferences utilizing a learning-to-rank (LtR)

algorithm, RankBoost. Figure 7.1 gives an overview of our approach. Our approach

consists of three main steps: 1) we extract service and end-user information from end-

users’ service composition history; 2) We identify learning features from the extracted

service and end-user information to build ranking models. We use the built ranking

models to infer user preferences; and 3) We apply the MORL algorithm to optimize the

service composition by incorporating the identified user preferences into the service

recommendation process. In the following subsections, we discuss each step in more

details.

7.2.1 Extracting Service and End-User Information

We extract service and end-user information to build learning features to create a

ranking model for various user preferences. An end-user can perform a small amount

of services. The data related to services selected can be limited. The sparse data can

make it hard to infer user preferences. Moreover, similar end-users sharing the same

interests with an end-user can have the same preferences [88][131]. In our approach,

we leverage the similar end-users’ service selection history to infer the end-user’s

preferences. We examine the following information from various end-users.
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Service Information

includes task description, service description, service context and end-user choices.

• Task Description states the intent of an end-user’s activity. Usually, a service

is associated with the textual description of a task (e.g., buy men’s chukka

boots). The task description can be provided by an end-user when an end-user

specifies search criteria to describe the intents. Otherwise, it can be retrieved

from the task description as specified in the business process definitions.

• Service Description specifies the functionality of a service. It can be retrieved

from the description of operations in Web Services Description Language (i.e.,

WSDL) and web pages describing RESTful services or resources. Figure 7.2

shows an example of the associated task description and service description.

Task Description

Buy Men s Chukka Boots Service DescriptionTask:

Service:

Figure 7.2: An example of task description and service description.

• Service Context describes the circumstances that a service interacts with an

end-user. The context includes time and location. Specifically, the time is when

an end-user performs a task and can be obtained from the operating system.

The location can be acquired from the IP address of the computer or the GPS

in a mobile device.
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• End-User Choices record the selection of services by an end-user. The value

for a choice can be 0 or 1. 1 means that the end-user selects the service and

0 denotes the service is not selected by the end-user. End-user choices can be

mined from various sources, such as clicks on a URL link or invocation of a

service.

Identifying Similar End-Users

To utilize similar end-users’ service selection history, we need to measure the similarity

between end-users. Our approach identifies the end-user similarity by leveraging end-

users’ personal information, such as hobbies and education background. The end-user

information can be extracted from the existing profiles of end-users created in social

networks (e.g., Facebook2). We store end-user information in a key-value pair form.

A key defines a label for end-user information (e.g., hobby) and a value describes

the contents (e.g., swimming). We construct a bag of words (denoted as bag) for an

end-user using the contents of the end-user information. We calculate the similarity

of two end-users by comparing the differences of the corresponding two bags. A

bag is normalized using the approach proposed by Zhao et al. [160]. We decompose

words using special characters, such as “@”, and capital cases if applicable. Suffixes

containing numbers are removed. Non-English words are removed if the words are

not contained in WordNet [94]. Moreover, we remove stop words (such as “a”, “is”

and “the”) and perform word stemming (“reduced”, “reducing” and “reduces” are

normalized to “reduce”) [103]. Then the end-user similarity can be calculated using

2www.facebook.com
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Jaccard index [89] between the two bags of words:

Sim(Ui, Uj) =
|bagi ∩ bagj|
|bagi ∪ bagj|

(7.1)

where |bagi∩ bagj| denotes the number of common words in the two bags. |bagi∪ bagj|

states the number of words in the union sets of the two bags.

7.2.2 Inferring User Preferences and the Priority Orders of the User Pref-

erences

End-users can have multiple preferences when they compose services (e.g., price and

user rating). The priority order of the preferences exists for end-users. To save end-

users from manually specifying their preferences, our approach automatically infers

user preferences and the priority orders.

Building Learning Features

We utilize a learning-to-rank (LtR) algorithm, named RankBoost [40], to build rank-

ing models based on a set of learning features. A ranking model learns from differ-

ent learning features to suggest an ideal ranking of services. Each learning feature

describes a characteristic regarding a service and an end-user. We build the learn-

ing features from service and end-user information described in Section 7.2.1. To

build a ranking model, the LtR needs training and testing phases. The training

dataset contains tasks and services. Given a task ti, there are a number of services

Si = {si1, si2, ..., sin} associated with the task for performing the task, where sij denotes

the jth service. A task-service pair (ti, sij) contains a relevance judgment representing

if an end-user chooses the service sij respect to the task ti. We take the end-user
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choices for the services as the relevance judgment. A learning feature vector Xi
j is

constructed for each task-service pair (ti, sij). Xi
j contains a set of learning features

to describe the characteristics of the task-service pair. The training process aims to

train the ranking model f(X) that can assign a score to a given task and a respective

service. The top ranked services have higher possibility that end-users choose.

We propose four categories of learning features as listed in Table 7.1. We briefly

discuss them as follows.
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Table 7.1: Twenty learning features. Learning features marked with * indicate unique
features based on our dataset.

Category Features Description

Service

Attributes

(F1) Price* The price of using the service Sk

(F2) Discount* The discount of using the service Sk

(F3) User Rating* The user rating of the service Sk

(F4) Relevance*
To what extent that the service Sk

is related to the task Ta

Service

Usage

History

(F5) Service Usage

Frequency

The frequency of the service Sk used

by the end-user Ui in the past for Ta

(F6) Service Usage

Frequency by the

Similar End-Users

The frequency of the service Sk used

by n similar end-users of the end-user Ui in

the past for Ta

(F7) Service Composition

Pattern*

The frequency of two services Sg and

Sk occurring together in the past by

the end-user Ui

(F8) Service Composition

Pattern by the Similar

End-Users*

The frequency of two services Sg and

Sk occurring together in the past by

n similar end-users of the end-user Ui

User

Context

(F9) Usage of the Day

The frequency of the service Sk used

by the end-user Ui in the past for Ta

under the day Dt

(F10) Usage of the Hour

The frequency of the service Sk used

by the end-user Ui in the past for Ta

under the hour Hq

(F11) Usage of the Place

The frequency of the service Sk used

by the end-user Ui in the past for Ta

under the place Px

(F12) Usage of the Day

by the Similar End-Users*

The frequency of the service Sk used

by n similar end-users of the end-user Ui

under the day Dt
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Category Features Description

User

Context

(F13) Usage of the Hour

by the Similar End-Users*

The frequency of the service Sk used

by n similar end-users of the end-user Ui

under the hour Hq

(F14) Usage of the Place

by the Similar End-Users

The frequency of the service Sk used

by n similar end-users of the end-user Ui

under the place Px

Textual

Feature

(F15) Word Usage
The frequency of the words in the Sk

used in the past by the end-user Ui

(F16) Average Word Usage

The average number of times that

the words in the Sk used in the past

by the end-user Ui

(F17) Word Usage by the

Similar End-Users

The frequency of the words in the Sk

used in the past by n similar end-users

of the end-user Ui

(F18) Average Word Usage

by the Similar End-Users

The average number of times that

the words in the Sk used in the past

by n similar end-users of the end-user Ui

(F19) Task Similarity*

The textual similarity between the

task description Ta and the service

description Sk

(F20) Brand*
Whether the service Sk is provided

by brand-name corporations

Service Attributes. Each service has a set of attributes. Such attributes serve as

indicators for end-users to select services [158]. We can obtain service attributes from

web pages of service providers and the runtime monitoring information [141]. Our

approach identifies four types of service attributes: price, user rating, discount and

relevance of a service to a task. The details of each learning feature are described

in Table 7.1. Specifically, the discount learning feature is the original price of using

the service Sk divided by the current price of using the service Sk. The relevance

learning feature is the returned page number of the service Sk for the task Ta. For
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example, end-users can search services (i.e., shopping items) for a desired task Ta

(i.e., a category of services) on the Amazon website3. The returned page number of

a service Sk is the relevance of the service Sk to the task Ta.

Service Usage History. The history of end-users’ service composition tracks the

interests of end-users over time [131]. The past service usage is leveraged to rec-

ommend services for end-users. The category of service usage history includes the

following learning features:

• Service Usage Frequency and Service Usage Frequency by the Similar End-

Users. are calculated using Equation 7.2 and 7.3, respectively. Service frequency

denotes how frequently a service is used in the past. The more frequently a ser-

vice is used previously by an end-user Ui or by the similar end-users in the past,

the higher chance that the service can be used again by the end-user Ui.

Freq(Sk, Ui) = # of times Sk used for Ta by Ui (7.2)

where Sk is a service; Ta is a task; and Ui is an end-user (same for other

Equations).

Freq SimUser(Sk, Ui) =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)× Freq(Sk, Uj) (7.3)

where Sim(Ui, Uj) is the end-user similarity calculated using Equation 7.1;

Freq(Sk, Uj) is the service usage frequency calculated using Equaiton 7.2.

• Service Composition Patterns and Service Composition Patterns by the Similar

3www.amazon.com
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End-Users. are shown in Equation 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. Service compo-

sition patterns capture re-occurrences of a set of services that are frequently

composed together. The service composition patterns can be re-used by an

end-user [118]. Moreover, similar end-users can have the similar or same com-

position behaviors.

Pat(Sg, Sk, Ui) = # of times Sg and Sk used together by Ui (7.4)

Pat SimUser(Sg, Sk, Ui) =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)× Pat(Sg, Sk, Uj) (7.5)

where Pat(Sg, Sk, Ui) is the service composition pattern calculated using Equaiton 7.4.

User Contexts associated with the past selection of services can be used for ranking

services [151]. For instance, the end-user could choose the hotel frequently booked for

business trips for their own personal trips. In our work, the user contexts include the

usage of the day (i.e., Day), the usage of the hour (i.e., Hour) and the usage of the

place (i.e., Place). We use the approach proposed by Lee et al. [74] to abstract nu-

merical context values to categorical values. For example, the Day (i.e., Dt) has seven

values, i.e., from Monday to Sunday in a week. The Hour (i.e., Hq) is categorized

into four levels, i.e., morning, noon, afternoon and evening. The number of categories

of the Place (i.e., Px) depends on the number of places that end-users have been to.

Equation 7.6 shows the calculation of the user contexts that include the usage of the

day (i.e., Day), the usage of the hour (i.e., Hour) and the usage of the place (i.e.,

Place). The context of using services by the similar end-users is also included, since

the similar end-users can use services in the same context. Equation 7.7 calculates

the usage of the day by the similar end-users (i.e., Day SimUser), usage of the hour
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by the similar end-users (i.e., Hour SimUser) and usage of the place by the similar

end-users (i.e., Place SimUser).

Day(Dt, Sk, Ui) =# of times Sk used for Ta by Ui under Dt

Hour(Hq, Sk, Ui) =# of times Sk used for Ta by Ui under Hq

Place(Px, Sk, Ui) =# of times Sk used for Ta by Ui under Px

(7.6)

Day SimUser(Dt, Sk, Ui) =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)×Day(Dt, Sk, Uj)

Hour SimUser(Hq, Sk, Ui) =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)×Hour(Hq, Sk, Uj)

Place SimUser(Px, Sk, Ui) =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)× Place(Px, Sk, Uj)

(7.7)

where Day(Dt, Sk, Ui), Hour(Hq, Sk, Ui) and Place(Px, Sk, Ui) are the usage of the

day, usage of the hour and usage of the place, respectively, calculated using Equa-

tion 7.7.

Textual Feature is related to the textual description of services and tasks. We

leverage the textual description to recommend services for end-users. To calculate

the textual feature, we normalize the task description of Ta and the service description

of Sk into two bags of words, denoted as Bag Ta and Bag Sk, respectively. We use

term frequency and inverse term frequency (tf − idf) [89] to weight each word in the

two bags. The category has the following six features.

• Word Usage and Average Word Usage are calculated using Equation 7.8 and 7.9,

respectively. Sugiyama et al. [131] find that adapting service search results based

on the word usage can achieve better accuracy for retrieving services. Service
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description containing more frequently used words can attract more attention

from end-users.

Word Usage(Sk, Ui) =
m∑
p=1

ωUiTp (7.8)

where ωUiTp is the frequency of the word Tp used previously by the end-user Ui.

Ave Word Usage = Word Usage(Sk, Ui)/mk; (7.9)

where mk is the number of distinct words in the Bag Sk.

• Word Usage by the Similar End-Users and the Average Word Usage by the

Similar End-Users are shown in Equation 7.10 and 7.11, respectively. The

learning features rank the importance of a service for an end-user based on the

words used in the previously selected services of the similar end-users.

Word Usage SimUser =
n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sim(Ui, Uj)×Word Usage(Sk, Uj) (7.10)

where Word Usage is calculated using Equation 7.8 (same below)

Ave Word Usage SimUser =

∑n
j=1,j 6=i Sim(Ui, Uj)×Word Usage(Sk, Uj)

mk

(7.11)

• Task Similarity. A service sharing the highest textual similarity value with a

task Ta could be selected by end-users for the task. We use the cosine similarity

algorithm [89] (denoted as cos) to calculate the similarity value of the two

weighted bags of words, i.e., Task Similarity = cos(Bag Ta, Bag Sk).

• Brand. End-users can choose services with a well-known brand. The learning
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feature has a binary value. We use Equation 7.12 to calculate the Brand learning

feature.

Brand =


1 if the service description Sk contains famous brand name

0 otherwise

(7.12)

Inferring User Preferences and the Priority Orders

The user preferences are the learning features (listed in Table 7.1) that are important

to end-users. We determine the importances of learning features by evaluating the

impact of each learning feature on the performance of our ranking models. The

rational is that the higher impact of a learning feature on the performance of the

ranking model, the higher is the priority order of the corresponding user preference.

We build an original ranking model Rall including all of the four categories of

learning features. Since learning features can be correlated and redundant, we conduct

the Spearman’s rank correlation test and the redundancy analysis [144] to remove the

correlated and redundant learning features, respectively. We exclude one correlated

learning feature in the original ranking model Rall, if the correlation value of two

learning features is higher than 0.8 [163]. Learning features that can be predicted

and expressed by other features are also excluded in the Rall. Our approach consists

of the following two steps to identify user preferences and their priority orders.

[Step 1]. Identifying user preferences. As learning features in one category can share

the same properties, we study the effect of each category of learning features on the

performance of a model [106]. We build alternative ranking models to analyze the

impact of learning features in a category on the ranking performance. An alternative
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ranking model is built including all of the learning features used in the original model

Rall but excluding the learning features in a category. The rational is that the

impact of a category of learning features on the ranking performance can be observed

when the learning features in the category are excluded. The first alternative ranking

model R−sa considers all the learning features used in the original ranking model Rall

except for the learning features in the category service attributes (i.e., price, user

rating, discount and relevance). In total, we generate four alternative ranking models

R−sa, R−suh, R−uc and R−tf where they include all the learning features except for

the learning features in the category service attributes, service usage history, user

context and textual feature, respectively.

We compare the performance of an alternative ranking model with the perfor-

mance of the original model Rall to obtain the performance disparity. If the per-

formance of the alternative ranking model is worse than that of the original model

Rall, and the performance disparity is larger than a threshold T , we consider that

the learning features in the category are all important to the end-user. Since the

performance disparity can be contributed by an individual learning feature, we can

not determine the priority order of the learning features within a category. Therefore,

we temporarily assign the lowest priority order to all of the learning features within

an identified category. In the next step, we identify the priority order for individual

learning features.

[Step 2]. Identifying the priority order of user preferences. We determine the priority

order of user preferences by analyzing the impact of each learning feature on the

ranking performance. We build an individual ranking model for a learning feature

F Test by including all of the learning features used in the original model Rall but
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excluding the learning feature F Test. Then, we compare the performance of the

learned individual ranking model with the performance of the original model Rall

to obtain the performance disparity for determining the significance of the learning

feature F Test. The larger is the performance disparity, more important is the learning

feature F Test. To compare the effect of two learning features F a and F b, we compare

their performance disparity. If the difference of their performance disparity is larger

than the threshold T , it indicates that an end-user prefers F a over F b. We compare

every two individual ranking models and update the priority order of the learned

important learning features in step 1.

7.2.3 Composing Services

To derive personalized composite services for end-users, our approach composes ser-

vices using multi-objective reinforcement learning algorithm (MORL), and integrates

the inferred user preferences and the priority orders identified in Section 7.2.2.

Multi-Objective Reinforcement Learning (MORL)

The service composition process is a sequential decision-making process, which can

be modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [98][149]. A MDP involves choos-

ing multiple tasks and services. The output of the service composition MDP is a

composite service that maps from each task to a service. The MDP problem can be

optimized by the MORL algorithm [133]. We use a reinforcement learning approach,

Q-learning [133], to learn optimal composite services. For a task and a service, Q-

learning initializes an arbitrary Q-value, such as 0. Q-learning conducts an exploration

and exploitation strategy to update the Q-value recursively, until a convergence point
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is achieved. The Q-value update function considers the current reward as well as the

long-term reward, as represented in Equation 7.13. More details of the algorithm can

be referred to [133].

Q(t, a)← Q(t, a) + α[r + γmax
a′

Q(t′, a′)−Q(t, a)] (7.13)

where r is the reward function; t′ is the succeeding task to t; a′ is the service under

the task t′; α is the learning ratio and γ is the discount factor.

The reward is calculated by a reward function. We use the weight summation

method as the reward function: r =
∑N

i=1 ωi × ri, where ωi and ri are the weight

value and learning feature value for the ith preference, respectively. A higher weight

value of a preference means that an end-user puts more emphasis on the correspond-

ing preference. We use the well-known ε-greedy policy [133] to explore and exploit

services. Under a task, Q-learning chooses to perform the optimal service with a (1-ε)

probability and perform a random service with a probability of ε. When the learning

process ends, the optimal services for each task form the optimal composite services.

Composing Services with the Inferred User Preferences and the Priority

Orders

Rather than learning all the possible optimal composite services as the existing ap-

proach, we aim to identify the subset of the composite services that maximize the

overall user preferences.

Given a new service composition job, we build learning features for services as

described in Section 7.2.2. To ensure the learning feature values in the same range,

we use the approach proposed in [158] to scale the values for learning features to a
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range of 0 to 1. Our approach optimizes composite services with user preferences. The

reward function computes the weighted sum of the important learning features. We

determine the weight values for user preferences based on the priority order identified

in Section 7.2.2. Given the priority order O = {O1, O2, ..., ON} (N is the number of

important learning features), we randomly assign weight values based on the following

constraints: 
ω1 + ω2 + ...+ ωN = 1

ωi > ωj if Oi > Oj

(7.14)

where ωi is the weight for the ith preference, and Oi is the priority order for the ith

preference.

The constraints guarantee that we always assign a larger weight value for an important

user preference if the learning feature has a higher priority order.

As end-users tend to make choices from multiple recommended results [125], it is

desirable to derive multiple possible composite services for end-users. The multiple

composite services are derived by performing the MORL algorithm multiple runs with

different weight settings [83]. In each run, the weight values are unchanged.

7.3 Case Study

We conduct case studies to evaluate our personalization approach. In this section, we

introduce our case study setup and experimental results.

7.3.1 Case Study Setup

Collecting Services. To test the effectiveness of our approach, we collect service and

end-user information from the E-commerce domain in which end-users can perform
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their tasks on regular basis. We collect shopping items sold on Amazon4. We take

the category name of shopping items (e.g., headset and men jacket) as a task name

and all of the shopping items sold under the category as the associated services. All

of the extracted learning features are generic and applicable to other types of services

(i.e., web services and IoT services). We mine the web pages of Amazon website to

collect services.

Our mined services fall into different domains: Clothing, Shoes & Handbags,

Office Products, Sports & Outdoors, and Electronics. In total, we extract 64,888

services associated with 27 tasks. Table 7.2 describes the distribution of the services

and the tasks in each domain. Service descriptions and service attributes (i.e., price,

discount, user rating, and relevance) are extracted for each service. For each category

of products, Amazon provides “Top Brands” web pages to list famous brand names.

We mine famous brand names from Amazon to determine the brand learning feature,

as calculated in Equation 7.12.

Collecting Historical Service Usage Data. To collect end-users’ historical service

usage dataset, we develop a tool for end-users to compose services. An end-user

enters various types of end-user information as described in Section 7.2.1. Our tool

records four categories of learning features (described in Section 7.2.2). Thus, the

collected dataset can be used in our ranking models to infer user preferences. Other

datasets that record the four categories of learning features can also be used in our

ranking models to infer user preferences. In our tool, when an end-user submits a

goal to describe the composed services in our tool, the end-user can choose a set of

tasks from our extracted tasks in order to achieve the goal. For instance, to buy gifts,

an end-user can select the tasks recommended by the tool: buying candy chocolates,

4https://www.amazon.com
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buying activity trackers and buying fountain pens.

In the initial stage, there are no sufficient historical data to use our approach.

Therefore, the tool composes relevant services using the learning features known to

end-users without historical information (i.e., price, discount, user rating, and rel-

evance). Our tool composes services using the MORL algorithm described in Sec-

tion 7.2.3. The returned composite services are ranked by the expected Q-values

derived from the MORL algorithm. As end-users tend to go through a limited num-

ber of returned services [125], we list 20 services relevant to carry out each task and

show the related service descriptions and service attributes to end-users. An end-

user can choose multiple preferred services by clicking the respective services. Our

tool records service information as described in Section 7.2.1. Figure 7.3 illustrates a

screenshot of our tool for selecting services.

Figure 7.3: A screenshot of our tool for selecting services.

User Study. To evaluate our approach, we recruit 12 subjects to participate in our

user study (i.e., 4 females and 8 males). All of the subjects are graduate students.

They are not familiar with service composition techniques, but perform on-line tasks

daily. The subjects spend approximately 8-10 hours on-line each day. We provide

instructions for using the tool. The subjects use our tool for a period of two months.

We do not set any restriction on the number of goals and tasks that a subject needs

to perform. On average, the subjects have performed 51.5 tasks over a period of two
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Table 7.2: The distribution of services and tasks in each domain. We also show the
average number of tasks performed by the subjects in each domain.

Domain # Tasks # Services
# Tasks Performed

by Subjects

Clothing 10 34,725 14.5

Shoes & Handbags 3 9,066 4.2

Office Products 4 5,894 7.7

Sports & Outdoors 3 6,286 6.1

Electronics 7 8,917 19.0

months. The average number of tasks performed in each domain is listed in Table 7.2.

7.3.2 Case Study Results

RQ7.1 Is our approach effective to compose services?

Motivation. To save end-users from manually specifying their preferences, it is crit-

ical to automatically learn user preferences and the priority orders. We are interested

to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach that composes services by considering

the inferred user preferences.

Approach. To compare the performance of our approach, we build two baseline

approaches. In our approach, we use an end-user previously performed m goals as

the training dataset, and compose services for the rest of the goals for the end-user

using our proposed MORL algorithm (see Section 7.2.3). We apply the approach to

extract the learning features and identify the priority orders of user preferences. We

follow the same data splitting strategy used by Wang et al. [151]. For the m goals,

the learning-to-rank algorithm takes half of the dataset for training and validation,

the other half for testing. We use Equation (7.15) to evaluate the performance of the

learning-to-rank models. P@k is the ratio of the number of end-user selected services
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in the top k returned services to the number k.

P@k =
#Services Selected in Top k Results

k
(7.15)

We compare the P@k to determine the preferences and the priority orders (see Sec-

tion 7.2.2). If the difference between the P@ks of two individual feature models is

higher than a threshold, these two learning features are considered to have different

orders.

We design two baseline approaches, named Equal-Weights-MORL and No-Order-

MORL. The two baseline approaches use the MORL algorithm, the weighted sum

Q-learning algorithm [149], to compose services. Different from our approach, both

baselines assume that user preferences and the priority orders are pre-defined. Both

baseline approaches optimize the preferences under the category service attributes

(i.e., price, user rating, discount and relevance), since the learning features are visible

and known to end-users.

Equal-Weights-MORL. The weights are the same for each preference and are set

to ω = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25).

No-Order-MORL. This approach hypothesizes that end-users do not have specific

priority orders over the preferences. The summation of the weight values is 1 and the

weight values are randomly assigned in each run.

To ensure the efficiency of the MORL algorithm, we set the learning rate to 1,

discount factor to 0.8, the ε to 0.7 and the number of iteration to converge as 1,000,

same as [98]. To compose services for a goal, our approach and the two baseline

approaches run the MORL algorithm for 1,000 times. We compute the precision
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Figure 7.4: Average precision of our approach and the two baseline approaches using
70% of the whole dataset for training. The x-axis denotes subject ids, Ui
means the ith end-user. y-axis is the average precision of recommending
services.

using Equation (7.16). The precision is the ratio of the number of end-user selected

services in the retrieved ones to the total number of retrieved services. For the goals

that we compose services, we compute the precision for each goal and compare the

average performances of the three approaches. The size of the training dataset (i.e.,

m) can affect our results. Therefore, in our experiments, we take 50%, 60%, 70% and

80% of the number of end-user performed goals as our training dataset separately.

Precision =
#Correctly Identified Services

#Retrieved Services
(7.16)

Results. Our approach is more effective to help end-users select and com-

pose services. Figure 7.4 shows the average precision of recommending services for

the three approaches with 70% of the whole dataset for training. We use P@1 to
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Table 7.3: Performance of the three approaches with different sizes of training dataset.
Abbreviation for method names: OA, B1, and B2: our approach,
Equal-Weights-MORL, and No-Order-MORL. We show the actual preci-
sion of our approach, and demonstrate the percentage of precision our
approach improves or decreases the Equal-Weights-MORL and No-Order-
MORL. “+” and “-” means improvement and decrease, respectively. Ui
means the ith end-user. The number colored with dark gray represents
the highest number in the column, while the light gray denotes the lowest
(same for other tables).

UID

Different Sizes of Training Dataset

50% 60% 70% 80%

OA B1 B2 OA B1 B2 OA B1 B2 OA B1 B2

U1 25 +69 +77 28 +101 +131 18 +39 +87 16 -15 +31

U2 19 +35 +48 12 +∞ +34 14 +∞ +110 11 +∞ +65

U3 63 +16 +42 64 +28 +31 72 +81 +41 66 +50 +40

U4 14 +899 +251 13 +682 +214 13 +501 +167 15 +332 +177

U5 20 +93 +74 37 +195 +212 28 +180 +152 22 +∞ +301

U6 29 0 +146 20 -19 +84 15 -15 +60 18 -10 +60

U7 20 0 +87 17 -31 +53 23 +7 +99 41 +150 +308

U8 17 +221 +97 4 -29 -48 18 +124 +142 11 +∞ +75

U9 29 +673 +189 36 +626 +223 39 +530 +191 40 +302 +296

U10 50 +285 +158 42 +221 +109 52 +287 +156 47 +154 +112

U11 0 0 -100 24 +∞ +165 6 +∞ -10 23 +∞ +281

U12 18 -26 -0.4 25 +9 +43 29 +65 +86 37 +40 +92

evaluate our ranking models and set the threshold to determine the significance of

learning feature as 0. If the performance disparity of two ranking models is higher

than the threshold value 0, we consider that the learning feature is significant or has

a higher priority order. Compared with Equal-Weights-MORL and No-Order-MORL,

our approach achieves a better precision for 10 out of 12 subjects (i.e., 83% of sub-

jects, excepts for U6 and U11). The highest average precision our approach obtained

is 72% on the subject U3. The subject U3 is a male graduate student majoring in

the computer science.
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In Table 7.3, we show a breakdown of Figure 7.4, and the precision of the three

approaches with different sizes of training data. We calculate the improvement of

our approach compared with the baseline approaches using Equation (7.17). On

average, our approach improves Equal-Weights-MORL by 205%, 176%, 180% and

125%, and No-Order-MORL by 89%, 103%, 107% and 153%, when we use 50%, 60%,

70% and 80% of the whole dataset for training, respectively. We exclude the +∞

to calculate the average, as the average would be infinity. With only 50% of the

whole dataset for training, we improve Equal-Weights-MORL and No-Order-MORL

by 205% and 89%, respectively. As the increase of the size of training dataset, the

improvement of our approach compared with the No-Order-MORL is more significant.

Among the 12 subjects, the subject U4 achieves the highest improvement using our

approach, compared with Equal-Weights-MORL (604% improvement) and No-Order-

MORL (202% improvement).

Why our approach works? Our approach achieves a better performance for

recommending services. It demonstrates that the inferred user preferences and the

priority orders are valid for end-users. The Equal-Weights-MORL assumes that end-

users view all of the user preferences equally. Thus end-user preferred services may not

be contained in the retrieved services. The No-Order-MORL locates all the optimal

(or sub-optimal) composite services. However, end-users can only prefer a small

subset of the possible service compositions. The inferred user preferences and the

priority orders help our approach to accurately locate the end-user preferred optimal

composite services.

Improvement =
Precision(OA)− Precision(B)

Precision(B)
(7.17)
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Table 7.4: Performance of our approach with different threshold values (%). “T” in
the headers represents threshold. Ui means the ith end-user.

UID U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12

T0.00 21.6 14.3 66.6 14.2 26.3 21.0 25.7 13.0 35.2 48.3 13.6 27.7

T0.01 21.8 17.9 63.9 11.5 26.0 21.2 25.0 12.2 35.6 45.2 12.1 27.3

T0.03 16.7 18.0 64.5 8.2 19.9 17.8 23.7 12.7 32.8 26.5 11.2 32.4

T0.05 14.7 17.8 60.6 6.4 14.7 16.3 20.9 12.2 29.1 27.6 8.6 28.2

where B means a baseline and OA means our approach.

RQ7.2 What is the best configuration for using our approach?

Motivation. The user preferences and the priority orders of the preferences can be

affected by two parameters, i.e., the threshold of ranking models, and the precision

metrics used to evaluate the models. In this question, we study the effect of the two

parameters on the performance of our approach.

Approach. We conduct two experiments to study the two parameters separately.

The threshold is used to compare ranking models, so as to determine the significant

learning features. The precision metrics is used to evaluate the performance of ranking

models to rank services. We test various threshold values from 0 to 0.05 and precision

metrics P@1, P@3 and P@5. To test the effect of the threshold, we use P@1 as the

precision metric to evaluate ranking models. For each threshold value, we use our

approach to determine the priority orders of learning features and compose services.

Results. The performance of our approach is affected by the threshold

of ranking models. Table 7.4 shows the results of our approach with different

threshold values. Each value in the table is the average value of the results of our

approach using four sizes of training datasets (i.e., 50%, 60%, 70% and 80%). For

threshold values 0, 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05, the average precisions over all the subjects
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are 27.2%, 26.6%, 23.7% and 21.4%, respectively. The lower is the threshold value,

the better is the performance. A high threshold value can ignore important learning

features. Hence, we set the threshold value as 0 for the rest of the experiments.

We determine the important learning features and the priority orders by comparing

the performances of the ranking models. If the performance disparity is higher than

the threshold value 0, we conceive the learning feature is significant or has a higher

priority order.

Table 7.5 shows the results of the effect of precision metrics on our approach.

Each value in the table is the average results from the four training datasets. The

average precision of all the subjects is 27.2%, 28.2% and 27.0% for P@1, P@3 and

P@5, respectively. We do not observe significant differences with various precision

metrics. It shows that the our approach is not affected by the precision metrics.

Table 7.5: Performance of our approach with different precision metrics (%). Ui
means the ith end-user.

UID U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12

P@1 21.6 14.3 66.6 14.2 26.3 21.0 25.7 13.0 35.2 48.3 13.6 27.7

P@3 22.1 13.4 66.8 15.5 24.5 19.5 30.7 14.8 31.2 53.4 18.1 28.9

P@5 19.9 11.1 65.9 13.4 26.4 12.4 23.6 22.0 27.7 53.8 19.3 29.0

7.4 Chapter Summary

To overcome the complexity of manually specifying user preferences by end-users in

the service composition process, we propose a learning-to-rank approach to auto-

matically learn user preferences and the priority orders of the preferences using the

historical service composition dataset. Our learned priority orders of user preferences

are integrated into the multi-objective reinforcement learning (MORL) algorithm, to
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efficiently derive optimal composite services. We conduct experiments to evaluate the

effectiveness of our approach. The results of our case study show that the inferred

user preferences are helpful for selecting services. Compared with two well-established

baseline approaches, our approach improves them by 100%-200% on precision for ser-

vice selection.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

The massive amount of services, i.e., web services and IoT services, are composed

to provide various functionalities to ease people’s daily lives. However, end-users

face numerous choices to meet their personal preferences when selecting the desired

services to perform on-line activities. In this thesis, we propose to develop autonomous

agents to help end-users perform on-line activities. Specifically, we propose a semi-

natural language syntax for developers to develop agents for service composition. The

developed agents can pro-actively perform services, and autonomously react upon the

results of services to decide the next performed services. To relieve end-users from the

effort of selecting services, the agents can recommend personalized services by learning

user preferences from historical data. In the following subsections, we summarize the

contributions of this thesis and outline the future research that may enhance our

work.
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8.1 Contribution

The main goal of the thesis is to relieve the effort from developers to design agents

for service composition, and reduce manual efforts from end-users to select preferred

services. The major contributions of the thesis are listed below.

(1) Proposing a semi-natural language syntax to generate agents semi-

automatically for service composition (Chapter 3). The design and implemen-

tation of agents using the Jadex platform require substantial efforts from developers.

To reduce the required efforts from developers to develop agents, we propose an

easy-to-understand semi-natural language syntax. Specifically, the proposed syntax

supports service discovery, and generates libraries and code for consuming services.

Using our proposed syntax, developers may spend less efforts to learn the developing

of agents, thereby developing agents for service composition more effectively.�

�

�



The results of our case study show that 1) our approach can correctly generate

agent code from the proposed semi-natural language syntax; and 2) developers

prefer to use our semi-natural language syntax to develop agents.

(2) Identifying service related tasks to design composite services (Chap-

ter 4). Developers may lack domain knowledge to design abstract processes for

service composition. To broaden the knowledge of developers to design abstract pro-

cesses, we propose an automatic approach to identify service related tasks from on-line

how-to instructions. We use a logistic regression model to identify valid how-to in-

structions that are relevant to service composition. From the identified valid how-to

instructions, we use natural language processing techniques and build a Multi-Layer

Perceptron (MLP) model (a deep learning based model) to identify service related
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tasks. Our approach reminds developers of possible service related tasks to design

composite services.�

�

�

�

Our results show that 1) our approach can effectively identify valid how-to in-

structions that can be used for service composition; and 2) the built MLP model

outperforms three baseline models, e.g., Random Forest, to identify service re-

lated tasks.

(3) Transforming IoT applications to RESTful web services to be in-

tegrated with existing web services deployed on the cloud (Chapter 5).

To enable the communication among various IoT devices and integrate IoT devices

with web services, we propose an automatic approach that transforms the function-

alities of IoT applications in IoT devices to IoT services that confirm to the RESTful

paradigm. Our automatic approach may save the effort from developers to instantiate

IoT services and design user-friendly interface that is used to invoke IoT services.�

�

�

�

Our case study results show that 1) we can effectively identify external methods

from IoT applications; 2) our approach can extract service specifications from

external methods accurately; and 3) our approach can correctly instantiate IoT

services on the cloud.

(4) Predicting user ratings to recommend end-user preferred services

(Chapter 6). A recommendation system is essential to predict end-user preferred

services, since there are a vast number of functional similar services. To accurately

predict user ratings on services, we propose a deep learning based model, i.e., Deep-

Cont, which incorporates user reviews and service descriptions in additional to user
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ratings for recommendation. The accurate prediction results of our model can help

end-users to effectively select their preferred services.�

�

�

�

Our main findings are: 1) the word embedding matrices and the VAE networks

are essential components of our model; 2) our proposed DeepCont model out-

performs four state-of-the-art baseline models, e.g., CDL, for predicting user

ratings of existing services; and 3) our model achieves similar performance

compared with the best performing baseline model, i.e., CVAE, for predicting

user ratings of new services.

(5) Automatically learning user preferences to recommend personalized

composite services for end-users (Chapter 7). Preference based service com-

position focuses on automatic recommendation of personalized composite services

that satisfy end-users’ goals. We propose to use a ranking algorithm, i.e., Rank-

Boost, to automatically learn user preferences using historical service usage data.

The learned user preferences are integrated into the Multi-Objective Reinforcement

Learning (MORL) algorithm to actively recommend a collection of services to end-

users. Our approach relieves the cognitive abilities of end-users to manually specify

their preferences, e.g., preferred brands, to search for services.�

�

�

�

Our case study results demonstrate that our preference based MORL approach

improves the performance of two baseline MORL approaches that assume pre-

defined preferences by 100% - 200% in terms of precision for recommending

services.
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8.2 Future Work

Our proposed approaches make a positive impact on the process of composing services

and selecting presonalized services. However, the thesis can be extended from multiple

perspectives. In this section, we outline the promising extensions of the thesis for

future work.

8.2.1 Generating Executable Agent Code for Other Agent Platforms

Our generated agent code from our proposed semi-natural language syntax is specific

to the Jadex platform. However, various BDI agent platforms use different pro-

gramming languages for developing agents. For example, the Jason platform uses a

Domain Specific Language (DSL), i.e., AgentSpeak, and the JACK platform uses a

programming language that extends Java. It is interesting for our proposed syntax

to generate agent code for other BDI platforms, e.g., Jason.

8.2.2 Analyzing Source Code of IoT Applications Written in Other Pro-

gramming Languages

Our approach that identifies external methods and extracts service specifications is

specific to IoT applications written in the Python programming language. However,

IoT applications may be written in other programming languages, e.g., Java and

Javascript. Therefore, future work is encouraged to extend our approach to ana-

lyze IoT applications implemented in other programming languages. To instantiate

IoT services, our approach fills the extracted service specifications to the proposed

service schema. Our proposed service schema is language independent. Developers

can manually input service specifications into the service schema. The filled service
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schema can transform IoT applications to IoT services, regardless of implemented

programming languages.

8.2.3 Dynamically Recommending Next Tasks to Perform

Our approach in Chapter 4 is a static approach to identify tasks from on-line how-to

instructions. In practice, the subsequent tasks may be dynamically decided based

on previously performed tasks to serve end-users, since a set of tasks may frequently

occur together. For example, when a task is implemented to buy T-shirts, the next

performed task by end-users could be buying jeans. Our future work could develop

approaches to dynamically recommend next tasks for developers based on the tasks

that are implemented previously.

8.2.4 Learning User Preferences from More Categories of Learning Fea-

tures

In Chapter 7, we build 20 categories of learning features from services and end-

user information to automatically learn user preferences. More categories of learning

features can be explored to capture more aspects of user preferences. For example,

our approach uses end-users’ personal information to identify end-user similarity.

Another promising approach to identify end-user similarity is to use collaborative

filtering based approaches to learn user latent features and calculate the similarity

among the learned user latent features.
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